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PREFACE 

The first collection of Nepalese inscriptions appeared in 
1888 with the publication of Bhagwanlal Indraji's book 'Twenty-
three Inscriptions from Nepal', in which 15 inscriptions of 
the ancient period with photocopies of the rubbings are 
published. They include 3 of Manadeva (1, 2, 3), 1 of 
Sivadeva (5), 3 of Amsuvarma (6, 7, 8), 3 of Jisnugupta (9, 10, 
11), 2 of Sivadevall (12, 13) and 2 of Jayadeva (14, 15), 
1 of Sivadeva I (S. 535) and the rest of unnamed kings. 
Bhagwanlal Indraji's was the pioneer work in this field. 

Bendall had preceded Indraji. He visited Nepal in 1885 
and published 3 inscriptions in his book 'A Journey of Literary 
and Archaeological Researches in Nepal and Northern India 
during the winter of 1884-85'. They were additional records. 
The inscriptions are one from Bhadgaon (Golmadhitol), one 
from Sundhara, Patan and last, the stele of Gairidhara in 
Patan. 

Bendall was followed by S. Levi who added more inscrip
tions in the third volume Le Nepal printed and published in 
1902 in Paris. Levi reproduced the Changu Pillar inscriptions 
with more lines added to Bhagwanlal Indraji's but added 20 of 
his own. There are altogether 21 inscriptions in the book. 
Our inscriptions nos. 2, 3, 10, 25, 27, 46, 49, 57, 58, 61, 62, 63, 
64, 75, 94, 106, 135, 139 and 143 are exclusively credited 
to Levi. 

Bendall was shown utmost courtesy by the Government. 
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He had free access to the newly constituted Bir Library where 
he obtained a palm leaf copy of the manuscript of the old 
chronicle composed about the end of the 14th century. The 
chronicle, some leaves of which are reproduced in photos in 
two articles (attached to Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal 1903, pp. 1-32 and to H.P. Sastri's Catalogue of 
Palm leaf and Selected paper mss in the Darbar Library 
Nepal, 2 volumes, Calcutta, 1905, 1906) are a rare find for the 
early medieval period. 

The chronicle (he designates three sections as V1, V2, V3) as 
compared with the colophon dates of the mass available in 
H.P. Sastri's catalogue and others laid a sound basis for a 
correct history of the period of the country up to Jayasthiti-
malla's time. But Bendall had failed to understand the impor
tance of the chronicle in the light of the colophon dates. 
Colophons were much limited at the time the catalogue came 
out. But it cannot be denied that there was an element of 
unconsciously committed negligence. Bendall's History serves 
the purpose of introductory history as he also claims it to be 
so for that period. But the first section of this chronicle is 
much too complicated and erroneous. 

After Bhagwanlal Indraji, the next historian of repute 
was Sylvain Levi who visited Nepal in the last days of 
Maharaja Bir Shumsher. Levi was fortunate enough to be allow
ed to stay longer than any other scholar. He was an erudite 
scholar of Sanskrit, vastly learned in orientology and possessed 
a thorough knowledge of the history of India, Tibet and China. 
While in Nepal he used his time and energy to collect rubbings 
of inscriptions available to him. He also obtained chronicles 
compiled by efforts of scholars of the early 19th century based 
on both Buddhist and Brahmanical traditions, which he used 
along with the inscriptions, to write his history of Nepal. But 
he did not know that he had ignored many inscriptions. 
S. Levi utilised Chinese sources no doubt. But this did not 
compensate the loss suffered on account of the negligence of 
locally available materials which with a little more effort 
could have been at his disposal. Even the account of Hiuen 
Tsang and Li I Piao he could not use in the proper direction 
as he was misguided by prejudices in favour of Tibet. He 
misread Tibetan history as narrated by Bu-ston, and could not 
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find out the exact dates of Srong Tsang Gampo. Then he 
wrongly concluded that the epoch of the later group of inscrip
tions was to be sought in 595 A.D., some 48 years earlier to the 
actual date as it will appear later. His errors were, however, 
more due to his inability to trace related indigenous data of 
the period. The volumes Levi produced nevertheless bear the 
impression of a superb work of a man who was vastly learned 
in orientology. The 21 inscriptions though mostly incorrect
ly read are ably edited and presented with comparative notes 
full of references to standard classical texts. But as inscrip
tions are not the main source materials for Levi's chronology 
and history the books he wrote might be ignored for the 
present. 

Levi while editing the inscriptions adds notes quoting 
chapters, and verses from allied Indian classics, which had 
relevance with reference to the subjects mentioned in the many 
passages of the records. The treatment is masterly in so far 
as the same helps us to understand the terms and facts com
mon to the inscriptions and literatures of both Nepal and 
India. 

He has brought out wealth of materials, which on all 
accounts are valuable. But Levi has not been able to explain 
many classical Sanskrit terms as well as had failed to 
grasp the implication of non-Sanskritic words used except in a 
few cases. It so appears that Levi and others suffered from no 
official restrictions but then had no proper guides and if they 
failed to achieve anything substantial it was because conditions 
in Nepal were not ripe for a full scale research in the country. 

None of these scholars could stay in Nepal for a long time. 
No one could go outside the Valley. But even their stay in 
the Valley was for a limited duration of time. They could 
hardly stay for more than a fortnight. There were no efforts 
made to prolong the stay and make an extensive and intensive 
search for the objectives. But their eyes also failed them. 
They could have marked the steles for rubbing as they walked 
and saw them. But they were not so watchful. 

Prof. Tucci who came to Kathmandu in 1929 en route to 
Tibet did not find it possible to spend more than a few days 
and there was little time for him to divert his attention to the 
study of Nepalese historical sources. But Tucci's performance 
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was surely better while he conducted his tour of west Nepal 
in 1954. 

K.P. Jayaswal was the last of the old guards to come to 
Nepal in quest of historical materials and for visiting sites. 
As in the case of Bendall and Levi he was treated as a 
state guest and got the same facilities. But his stay was only 
for ten days and he could hardly do anything but enjoy a 
glimpse. He could not discover any new materials. Yet he 
wrote a book publishing the same with the name 'History and 
Chronology of Nepal', which is based on insufficient and 
unreliable materials. Nevertheless some of his observations 
have attracted notice of scholars. 

In the late forties the Bir Library collected rubbings of 
inscriptions. This was the richest collection thus far made. 
Some of our scholars utilised them in the next decade for 
publishing in monthly magazines. However, the printed items 
were much limited and Nepalese themselves hardly get the 
credit for writing up till then. 

Since early 1951 foreigners were allowed entry by the Go
vernment and Nepal was no longer a closed land. The Nepa
lese also were permitted to work in the field unhindered as the 
foreigners as research scholars. If previously the Government 
frowned upon such research activities, this was no more the case 
when gates of freedom had been opened. In this period many 
who had found the atmosphere uncongenial earlier but who 
continued their taste for such work seized the opportunity to 
collect suitable materials for history writing. I also tried the 
hard job along with others. But there were several handi
caps, which few could overcome, the greatest being shortage of 
money and materials. Physical labour alone could not do the 
miracle. Resources were equally essential specially when one 
had to plough a virgin soil. 

As far as the search of inscriptions by the Nepalese them
selves goes the names of two Nepalese, Baburam Acharya and 
Mahant (monk) Naraharinath, come readily to notice. Both 
were connected with a monthly in Sanskrit devoted specially 
to historical writing. This monthly, however, ceased publica
tion after a year and then M. Naraharinath on his own 
published 3 magazines one after the other, the last of which 
was Itihasa PrakaSa, ill assorted but valuable. The various 
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issues contained only a few inscriptions of the Nepal Valley. 
But pages were filled with copies of texts of copper plate 
inscriptions and chronicles of llth-16th centuries from Jumla 
and other principalities in the far west and in early sixties 
Khardar Baburam Acharya was employed by the king to write 
a biography of Prithivinarayan Shah but he had to dictate his 
writing on account of blindness and old age. M. Naraharinafh 
left his job unfinished to go to politics, and his material is 
not duly utilised in the field of paleographical research. There 
was little work done until R. Gnoli, an Italian scholar, 
brought out his collection. 

Amongst the foreigners the names of Professors G. Tucci, 
R. Gnoli and Luciano Petech are prominent. All three 
writers are historians in their own way. Petech wrote about 
the early history of Medieval Nepal based on collections of ms 
colophons made by Pandits of the Bir Library. But R. Gnoli 
who has published quite a large number of ancient inscriptions 
is more relevant for us. R. Gnoli published all the data 
available to him, which included also those already published. 
His book 'Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta Character' publish
ed with photostat copies of inscriptions is by far the largest 
collection of inscriptions published until 1958. Gnoli not 
only published new materials but corrected errors in the 
reading of the script made by Bendall, Indraji and S. Levi. 
He did not, however, visit sites but depended solely on the 
impressions collected by the Bir Library (now National 
Archives). If Gnoli himself had undertaken exploration he 
could have obtained more materials. 

In the sixties the quarterly Abhilekha Sangraha brought out 
inscriptions, some old and some new, the former with improv
ed reading. Later another quarterly 'Purnima' continued the 
same laudable job. The sum total of the research appeared 
18 years later in a separate book 'Lichchhavi Kalka Abhilekha' 
edited by Dhanavajra Vajracharya. The work was published 
by the Centre for Nepalese and Asian Studies, T.U. 

The number of inscriptions published by Gnoli was 93. 
These included all the texts of inscriptions published by 
previous compilers. Gnoli's volume shows also new reigns 
such as of Ramadeva and Gangadeva, which he misread as 
Ganadeva. More inscriptions of Sivadeva I and II and 
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Ams*uvarma and Jisnugupta and his son Visnugupta have 
found place in his work. Gnoli's collection also covered all 
inscriptions of Narendradeva, Sivadeva and Jayadeva. But 
his reading in some cases is defective and he has also left 
many lines unread, which he could have read with more effort 
as the rubbings clearly show them. But the 51 documents 
newly added are of real historical importance. Gnoli's collec
tion in spite of limitations is an outstanding contribution to 
the literature on the subject.* 

Tn Gnoli's collections there are several one word or 1 or 2 
line inscriptions of no particular significance and so the 
number might be reduced to some extent. It also might 
be noted that the actual number of such inscriptions is much 
less than given in the compilation of Dhanavajra, a young 
researcher referred to in our text a little later as DV in 
abbreviated form, whose book has appeared in 1977. 

Gnoli was followed by Thomas O. Ballinger who published 
photographs of 5 inscriptions but without reading anything 
except the dates. 

The Na-bahil stone is the most important of them because 
it contains a charter of Amsuvarma in the old era (500+ ). 
The photographs appear in Vol. 4 of the American Oriental 
Society published in 1958. 

But Ballinger was not a historian and treats his subject 
casually and therefore the 5 inscriptions he brings out in the 
photographs might not have the importance of other com
pilations. 

It must be said to the credit of Dhanavajra Vajracharya that 
though coming two decades after Gnoli's volume his collection 
stands foremost, in respect of the number of inscriptions, of 
all the contributions so far made in the sixties and seventies. 
It outbids Gnoli also as far as a few more important records 
go. We have already made passing reference to it and I think 
that this must be separately treated to realise its true import 
which we have done in the next few pages. 

Dhanavajra's collection surely deserves fair treatment and 
therefore we are proceeding to make a wider reference to his 

•Gnoli omits plates for inscriptions nos. 7, 24, 30, 31, 48,49, 75, 79, 81, 
82, all Gnoli's numbers. 
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work. But it is not the last volume on the collection of 
ancient inscriptions. Dhanavajra is followed by Hariram 
Joshi. Hariram Joshi's volume, however, contains just 
reproductions of the texts of 175 inscriptions, some published 
by R. Gnoli and others by Dhanavajra. He also published 
photographic copies of 65 steles. But it appears that Joshi 
did not try to correct Gnoli, and he also adopted texts 
published by Dhanavajra in the quarterly 'Purnima', which 
the latter had later compiled into a book as he came out with 
a new volume 'Lichchhavi Kalka Abhilekha'. The 'Purnima' 
versions in many instances were erroneous, which Dhanavajra 
himself corrected in his forthcoming book. But Joshi by 
adopting what was published in 'Purnima' seems to ignore 
the errors creeping in the texts published in that quarterly. 
This shows that his aim was just to collate the published 
materials. Thus Joshi's work might pass as one more com
pilation on the subject and not as a work of search and 
research. But for half a dozen new photographs he deserves 
the credit due to him. The performance on the whole may 
be important enough to draw close attention. Jf he had done 
his own reading the value of the work would have been really 
high. 

As we have already said, Dhanavajra's collection is the 
latest work on the subject. It contains some new inscrip
tions not available in R. Gnoli. Although the collection 
goes without photostat copies of the rubbings yet the Nepali 
translation and explanations add a special importance to it. 
Dhanavajra's collection is exhaustive and shows considerable 
improvement on the reading of some inscriptions including 
mostly those of R. Gnoli, and is certainly by far the largest col
lection of Nepalese inscriptions so far published. Dhanavajra 
has published 190 inscriptions and this collection is impressive 
no doubt. But Gnoli's work with photographic plates has also 
its own special features. In fact Dhanavajra also has accepted a 
large number of inscriptions from Gnoli as they stood. Dhana
vajra has improved on Gnoli's reading of some lines in so far 
as they go as regards many others. The collection, however, 
includes numerous one or two line inscriptions, which have no 
historical value as in the case of R. Gnoli. If minor one or 
two word or one line or two line inscriptions were not counted 
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the total number would be considerably less in the collections 
of both Gnoli and Dhanavajra. 

It is not my intention to disparage any attempt to include 
in the publications one or two line inscriptions. This has 
been the practice without exception since a long time and 
Gnoli and Dhanavajra were not expected to follow any other 
course. I have myself done it as I could not avoid the same. 
But what I want to stress is the fact that the collection would 
not have looked so large as it appears when everything is 
assembled. 

In spite of a large number of one or two line inscriptions 
Dhanavajra has added quite a good number of inscriptions, 
which are not available in Gnoli. Of course, he also availed of 
many rubbings collected by the Bir Library, and it was im
portant as many of such inscriptions had escaped the Italian 
scholar's notice. Dhanavajra has also added on his own yet 
more inscriptions. 

As we go through Dhanavajra's collection it appears that 
if there are new additions already enumerated many inscrip
tions given by Gnoli are also as great many without any 
correction and some with minor corrections and yet a few with 
major corrections. Dhanavajra also has corrected dates in 
some, cases where they were wrongly read. But such instances 
are not numerous. The inscriptions from Gnoli accepted with 
minor corrections or no corrections number nearly 56, and 
all are important ones. Such inscriptions belong to various 
reigns extending from Manadeva to Jayadeva but they appear 
more in number since Ganadeva's reign. The inscriptions of 
Dhanavajra over and above what Gnoli gives might be distri
buted over a long period to different reigns. 

Whatever it might be Dhanavajra's collection has the 
largest number of inscriptions published thus far. To his 
credit it should also be said that he gave a correct reading to 
doubtful letters, which earlier had confused Gnoli. They might 
be limited, but they have their own importance. 

He has surely presented an epigraphic survey down to 
details. But in this attempt Dhanavajra himself had committed 
mistakes in reading though to a limited extent. He has also 
left gaps in lines of a few passages, which required filling. 
I have corrected the wiong reading as well as filled the gaps. 
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This fact apart, the translation in Nepali of the inscriptions as 
done by him is not as intelligible as it should be. Dhanavajra 
has tried to pass many Sanskrit words as Nepali, which is a 
source of confusion. The words used in the inscriptions came 
from classical Sanskrit and it was difficult even for a well 
versed Sanskrit scholar to understand them. This is the 
reason that makes Dhanavajra's translated passages unintel
ligible even to Nepalese readers. My translation into English 
though meant for people knowing the English language and 
with or without Nepali does not suffer from this defect. The 
translation conveys the exact meaning of the words used in 
the epigraphs as I understand them. But many words being 
obscure could not be rightly translated. 

Dhanavajra's explanations offered to every inscription 
represent a fresh attempt to give fuller information about so 
many things connected with the theme of the record. He 
must get the credit for what he has done. However, numerous 
loopholes are traced there in the book, and he has also skipped 
over quite a few words which have important bearing on 
economic and political subjects. All these need elaborate 
treatment, which also I have done here, but such cases are 
limited in number. 

The present volume was scheduled to come out quite early 
in the sixties. The inscriptions were collected since quite long 
long ago. But on account of the author's preoccupation 
with political and later with other academic activities, the 
author could not give close attention to the final phase of 
writing and there was a considerable delay in finalising the 
manuscript. Now it is ready and I am placing the same 
before the scholarly world. 

The volume carries photographic plates of the inscriptions 
published here under different captions. Their number is much 
larger than that of R. Gnoli or Hariram Joshi. There are 
80-90 more plates than in R. Gnoli's collection. 

Altogether I have published 164 inscriptions, out of which 
a large number of smaller records with no historical signi
ficance also have got place to keep up with the usual practice. 
I have left 23 inscriptions given by Dhanavajra but added a 
few new ones. But those omitted or adopted are not histori
cally important. However there is much scope for search as 
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the new finds in the Changu and Pasupati area go to prove. 
Now, a few words about the arrangement of the inscrip

tions. 
The readers should refer to the contents for the identity 

of the number in the translated part allotted to inscriptions 
in the original Sanskrit. 

And one thing more. There has been a mistake in the 
numbering of the inscriptions from 54 to 58. The readers 
should correct 58 to 54, and then 54 to 55 followed by 56, 57, 
58 (original 54). I regret this mistake. 

The readers are also requested to note that in the English 
translation the word malla has been translated as deer or goat 
or some other animal. This might mislead them. But it is not 
the intention of the author to translate malla as a particular 
animal as far as this is done in the translation text. The 
readers might refer the question to the special note volume 
(III), where the subject is dealt with in detail. 

I should also like to submit that the word dutaka coming 
at the end of the text before the date line has been translated 
in different possible versions, all of which might not be strictly 
correct. The exact meaning is found in the part of the book 
giving special notes, etc. 

The book is divided into 4 sections: (1) the text, (2) the 
English translation, (3) the plates and (4) special introductory 
notes for every inscription in historical perspective. The fifth 
section is being published as a separate volume under a new 
caption 'Nepal as Known from Inscriptions'. The corrigenda 
and addenda find place at the end of the 4th section. 

Lastly, I owe a debt of gratitude to all the scholars who 
have worked in the past on the subject, in particular to C. 
Bendall, Bhagwanlal Indraji, Sylvain Levi, J.F. Fleet, Baburam 
Acharya, M. Naraharinath, R. Gnoli, Dhanavajra, H.R. Joshi, 
S.M. Rajavamsi, M.P. Khanal, Pantha brothers and others for 
enabling me by their contributions to bring out this collection 
of Nepalese epigraphic records. 

I regret that the photograph of the Dumja stone inscrip
tion is missing. 

Kathmandu, Nepal D.R. Regmi 
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Eastern Side 

1(a) 

The year 386, month of Jyestha, clear fortnight, first day of 
the lunation, I, the moon being associated with the naksatra 
Rohini, in the auspicious time of the Abhijit. 

The Srivatsa is imprinted on the graceful resplendence of his 
large and vast chest; his chest, his breast, his arms lotus-like 
clean, highly blossoming the three worlds like the machine he 
rotates, and he is ever busy with this work, he the imperishable 
residing in the Doladri, worshipped by the Gods whose eyes are 
opened, such is Hari. By his magnificent majesty, by his riches, 
but he fought only few battles. Such was King Vrsadeva, the 
incomparable; his promise was verified by his performances; 
like the Sun in a mass of dazzling rays, he reigned with the 
help of his well-behaved sons, who were clever, learned, highly 
proud, patient and subject to discipline and courageous. 

His son, master of a prosperous empire, invincible to his 
enemies even numerically was the king named £ankaradeva, 
without any equal, always truthful, by his valiance, his charity, 
his happiness, his riches, he acquired a great renown and he 
protected the earth by disciplining himself like the king of wild 
beasts together with like-minded feudatories. 

His son, most excellent in virtuous acts, moral laws and 
fame, who knew economy, religions, possessed knowledge of 
actions and who was polite and with all best qualities was the 
King Dharmadeva. By moral laws he came to reign over a 
large kingdom . . . obtained by him through hereditary line, 
which he governed making it prosperous by new achievements 
of the royal saintly merits thus attracting the people's hearts. 

He by using pure animals made sacrificial offering to the 
gods. He possessed purity of body and heart and was bright 
like the Moon, a descendant of Prithu, full of divine qualities 
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and possessing in full wealth and sacred texts of knowledge. 
His spouse who had the purity of race and of richness was the 
most excellent Rajyavati with her ancestral qualities who 
became to her husband like the good LaksmI to Hari dear to 
his heart. 

After having illuminated with the rays of his fame the 
whole world, the king of men left to the sojourn of heaven as 
he would to a walk in the park; (hearing this) his wife as if 
tormented with fever and overwhelmed with grief, extremely sad, 
her attention distracted at the moment, the whole family was 
seized with grief, became senseless for a while, also the servants 
felt disturbed. She was engaged in a ritual to feed the gods with 
the help of the Brahmanas as the news was broken to her 
suddenly (?). 

North Side 

Kb) 

Queen Rajyavati who bears the name of the spouse of this 
king being like LaksmI accompanying him as if she was a 
companion also for the second life; from her was born King 
Manadeva having irreproachable conduct, who by his lustre 
delighted the world at all times as by the moon of the autumn 
season. 

As she returned with stammering voice as in sobs, the 
face all in tears and with deep sighs she said to her son tenderly 
"Your father is gone to heaven. Ah! my son, now that your 
father has departed, my life is useless. Exercise, my son, the 
royal powers. Today I will follow your father's path. 

"What shall I do, my son, with the chains of hope extended 
by the infinite variety of pleasures; it is useless for me to live 
without my husband in this world, where the very act of coming 
and going appears like an illusion or a dream. I am, there
fore, going." Her sorrowful son then pressed her feet with his 
head with devotion and spoke to her carefully: 

"What will I do with joys of life if I am separated from 
you? I will abandon my life before you die, only after me 
you can go to heaven." The words came from the lotus-like 
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mouth of her son, and with the tears in his eyes, which 
enveloped her like a small bird that is captured in the net and 
becomes helpless to fly. 

In company with her son she accomplished in person the 
funeral rites for her husband and by moral conduct, renuncia
tion, chastity, abstinences and other rules, cleansing her heart 
she distributed to the Brahmanas her fortune in order to 
increase the merits of her husband, she was observing Sativrata 
(chastity) and she only had him at heart during the sacred 
ceremonies as if she was ArundhatJ herself. 

And her son, strong of temperament and valour, resolute, 
patient, beloved of his subjects, and patiently he acts without 
speaking, he only smiles while speaking, he is always the first 
to speak, he is energetic, however, without pride; he has not 
missed the highest knowledge of the world; he is the friend of 
the poor and of the orphans; he loves his guests and friends; 
he respects the wishes of his visitors coming to him for help. 

West Side 

1(c) 

Skilled in the use of offensive and defensive arms, and by 
that way known for his bravery; his arms are majestic and 
graceful, his complexion imparting brightness, he himself 
looking cleansed and pure like the refined gold, his shoulders 
are broad, the blooming of the petals of the blue lotus rival 
his eyes; just like the love incarnate (Kamadeva) in beautiful 
body, this king that causes the merry-making of the coquetry 
of loved ones; such was Manadeva, and he was now saying: 

"My father has embellished the earth with elegant pillars that 
he erected; I myself received the baptism of the Ksatriyas in 
the practice of battles; I march to destroy my enemies towards 
the east very soon and the princes who will recognize my 
suzerain authority, I will reinstate them as vassal kings." 

It is in these terms that the king spoke to his mother, who 
was now free frbm her mourning and bent before her, "No, 
my mother, I cannot acquit myself from duties towards my 
father by stainless religious austerity but it is by the use of 
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weapons, in which I am trained, through services to him that I 
shall be able to pay an honour to his holy feet." His mother 
all joyful at his brave words gave him her consent. 

The king then departed by the eastern road and there, all 
the disloyal princes in the provinces of the east had to prostrate 
themselves and bow their heads and letting fall festoons and 
diadems from their crowns, they came under his orders. Then 
fearless like a lion, furious and shaking his profuse mane, he 
proceeded towards the western lands. 

Hearing that a mischievous feudatory was misbehaving he 
shook his head, touched his arm slowly which was like an 
elephant's trunk and said proudly, "If he does not come to 
my call, he must, however, submit to my prowess. What need 
is there for a long discourse or use of many words? I say it 
in brief: 

"Today Oh! my maternal uncle, you who are dear to me, 
cross the Gandaki which is so large, rough and trembling so 
choppy as to vie with the ocean, with its dreadful whirlwinds 
and its undulating billows. 

"Escorted by hundreds of excellent and caparisoned horses 
and elephants I follow your army in crossing the river." His 
decision taken, the king kept his word and marched forward. 

Having conquered the town of Malla, he returned to his 
country by gradual stages; and then with a happy heart he 
gave the Brahmanas his inexhaustible riches. And queen 
Rajyavati was thus spoken to with a firm voice by his virtuous 
son. "With a serene heart, Oh my mother, give you also 
devoutly this as an offering." (The narrative is not complete. 
If the pillar is taken out in its full size, it might reveal many 
more untold stories.) 

On the Stump of the Pillar 

1(d) 

. . . For the annual ceremony of the Lord . . . for the 
worship of the Lord . . . (a grant of land) in Khampring village 
mani 54 . . . 20 dommana mani 20. 
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II 

With courage, and with right behaviour and unblemished 
conduct he (Manadeva), engaged in virtuous deeds, reigning 
victoriously. By his permission, his servant by name Nara-
varmma, with great devotion, constructed a suitable and 
magnificent temple and inaugurated the ceremony of setting 
up a beautiful Phallus (Liiigam) in it on Samvat 388 Jyestha 
masa sukla diva 14. 

Ill 

Wishing to do good to RajyavatI, his mother, to ever 
enhance her merits, King Manadeva with his good and pure 
thought, and pouring gifts like water on proper persons set up 
an image of Visnu in the pose of the three strides, the God 
exalted by the accompanying Gods and the sages, the sole 
protector of the world of creatures, in a temple which represent
ed Laksml. The date is clear fortnight of Vaisakha, the 
second day and year 387. 

IV 

The text is the same as in the Lazimpat inscription just 
preceding. 

V 

The king with clean golden body, §ri Manadeva, who 
pleases the brilliant by his lustre, gods and the divinities by 
devotional sacrifices, the learned men by learning and the 
clever ones by cleverness and the courageous by his courage, 
and everybody by respective qualities. His wife with eyes like 
lotus petals, admirable and like the conjugal felicity in bodily 
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form, Ksemasundari whose equal in merits and wisdom was 
none and always dedicated to doing virtuous deeds, such as 
she, the lady constructed a temple as an abode of the God and 
in this strongly built structure she set up a Sivalinga duly 
performing the rituals. This day Samvat 390 Jyestha sukla 7 
the inaugural ceremony took place. 

VI 

. . . from your doing. Therefore you are the cause of the 
creation and destruction of the world, Oh Lord, you are 
saluted and praised by ever respected sages whose souls are 
dedicated, and whose mind is pure and by gods including 
Indra. 

In the deep darkness wholly engrossed by evil thoughts, 
different kinds of evil spirits cross the hell, but people are not 
devoted to you and they do not pray, and they are to undergo 
ever and ever the suffering arising out of birth, death, disease 
and other serious calamities. 

King Manadeva prays that the merits obtained through the 
act of setting up your sacred liiiga would ultimately go to 
uproot the sorrows and maladies of all the world including 
myself. The date: year 395 prathamasa<Iha Sukla diva 12. 

VII 

(Just a date, which runs as follows) Samvat 397 bright 
fortnight of Jyestha, second day. 

VIII 

This day year 399 Asadha masa sukla diva 10, King 
Manadeva whose bravery is equal to that of Indra, Lord of 
heaven, and whose brightness is that of Kamadeva (God of 
erotic amusement) is reigning. Ever devoted to his feet Ratna-
sangha set up Ratnesvara, the highest of gods, with all his 
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efforts and with due observance of rituals. He also donated lands 
in honour of Ratnesvara as follows: 500 bhumi in Dumling 
grama pradesa, 600 bhumi in Khopring grama, 100 bhumi in 
Dumprang grama, 250 bhumi in Hyaspring grama pradesa, 
150 bhumi in Bilibiksa pradesa, 50+300 bhumi* in Vagvatl-
para (across the river) pradesa; thereafter in Vemma 180 
bhumi, in Khainaspu pradesa 90 bhumi, in Balabla pradesa 
200 bhumi, and in Yupagrama ksetra pradesa 200 bhumi. 

IX 

This day Samvat 402 Jyestha sukla paksa diva 13. By the 
blessing of King Manadeva's feet Ratnasangha, the leader of 
the merchant community, set up an idol of a linga after the 
name of Prabhusangha for the welfare of the world, and called 
it Prabhukesvara. He also executed a deed in writing to donate 
lands as follows: 100 bhumi in Prangpring pradesa yielding as 
pindaka (yield to be paid to the state or proprietor) manika . . . 
in another place . . . 50 bhumi with pindaka manika 22, in 
Maising country 40 bhumi with 20 pindaka manika, in Botabu-
rup place 60 b h u m i . . . 30 bhumi pindaka manika 18, in Sitati-
jolpring area (pradesa) 40 bhumi with pindaka manika 25, in 
Prayittikha region (pradesa)f 130 bhumi with pindaka manika 72. 

X 

The year 402 (In the days) when King Manadeva justly 
governs the earth, the fifteenth day of the month of Asadha, 
clear fortnight, inspired by a desire of doing good Guhamitra, 
chief of a mercantile corporation, piously erected here, under 
the name of Indra, the holy Divakara. He donated in 
Gumpadbrim pradesa (region) 100 bhumi yielding 60 manika 
as share of produce for the worship of the deity. 

*DV reads 250 while Gn leaves the place vacant. But how to explain 
ardha which does not exist? 

tOnoli reads trimsat tarasya while DV reads correctly. 
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XI 

Om Samvat 413, bright fortnight of Jyestha, 12th day, 
Jayalambha, pure hearted one, with great devotion and due to 
the blessing of King Manadeva's feet, set up a linga, renowned 
here in this earth as Jayesvara for the welfare of the king and 
the world. 

He also donated for the proper performance of Karana-
puja of the Lord and for the enhancement of his merits, 450 
bhumi yielding pindaka ma 200. 

XII 

The unrestrained passions have all peoples as their slaves, 
but he could subjugate them, and there was not the least injury 
done, and this great soul, given to surrendering his own and 
having obtained the main knowledge, released men and women 
from distress, and thereafter he obtained the abode of peace . . . 
and now having stood for a long time, this structure—obviously 
a stupa of the emancipator, was erected with much amount of 
time and labour and with many illustrations including the 
story of Kinnari Jataka (one of the birth stories of Buddha). . . 
There is a donation of land for the upkeep of the structure, 
which would enable the keepers to get 45 mdnikds of paddy 
yearly, and again to feed the members of the Sanghas (the 
monks), and also for the worship of the Lord (Buddha), 
another land grant has been made yielding 28 manikas of 
paddy . . . I perform this strange and meritorious duty with a 
feeling of distress at my being a woman and to be released 
from womanhood to become a male. My desire today being 
that I will have no longer to bear the suffering of a woman . . . 
at the time of Maghavarsa (Jupiter's year) on Asadha su 10, in 
the first hours of this day, the Divine Maharaja &ri . . . (while 
ruling). 
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XIII 

Samvat 419 Jyestha sukla 15, the earlier part of this day, 
GunavatT with her increased wealth by the blessing of her 
husband Sri Manadeva set up a Siva linga in a temple with the 
pure desire that her father Kinnaravarma's meritorious deeds 
and wealth remained undiminished. 

XIV 

Samvat 425 Magha bright fortnight full moon day, the 
earlier part of this day. May the Divine Maharaja !§rl 
Manadeva continue to direct us more than hundred years! 
This day, the wife of Samrat Grhapati, by name Vijaya-
swamini, set up the image of Goddess Bhagavat! Vijayesvri 
(Vijayesvarl). 

XV 

(Some lines in the beginning are missing as the stone is 
damaged) . . . He who was engaged in restraining his senses 
according to ancient treatises, and who was generous to his 
subjects like a father to his sons, such was Manadeva, and with 
his pure mind . . . with his life . . . winning the earth and 
protecting, ever performing virtuous deeds in accordance with 
the sacred texts of Vedas and Scriptures brought this water 
(channel) for the happiness of the people . . . 

XVI 

It is said that the stone which was lying in a ditch to the 
north-west of the stupa of Swayambhu is now lost. Impres
sions are, however, extant in the possession of a few collectors 
including the Bir Library (now Abhilekhalaya). 
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[The letters on the stone to our left are eroded, while to the 
right they are preserved. The words, his son, e.g. ^PT at several 
points are there, so that the record can be definitely assigned to 
the regnal years of Manadeva, and his forefathers appear in the 
chronological order as in the Pillar Inscription of Changu. 
The exact meaning of the lines in the inscription is Difficult to 
grasp.] 

Rough translation: . . . [Sankjaradeva . . . the King . . . 
[Dharma]deva's son [§ri Manadeva] . . . king of men . . . 
his pleasure . . . wild undomesticated elephants . . . obedient 
servants . . . donated ever existing lands to !§ri Mana Vihara . . . 
his son . . . by greatness . . . Goddess of wealth, king, virtuous, 
brilliant, performed sacrifices . . . with unparalleled energy, 
victorious famous, dedicated to his religion and tradition . . . 
son born . . . merciful, strong armed, never deviating from his 
duties . . . powerful as the lion—patience and seeing whom 
kings in battles fear as the deer do in the forest seeing the lion 
. . . loyal to his father, wise, enlightened, good looking, expert 
in fine arts—ruling for more than hundred years . . . his body 
like that of Varuna and Indra, the great. 

XVII 

Samvat 427, Kartika bright fortnight, day 13th, while King 
Manadeva, highly generous and having influence over learned 
men, was enjoying his rule in this world. By the blessing of 
the pure famed king's feet were built effigies of his parents by 
Nirapeksa, who set up the effigies by all prescribed rituals and 
he wishes that he may meet in the next world his late parents 
who were devoted to Gods and their ancestors. 

XVIII 

Always salute to Lord Mahesvara whose desire this great 
world in the form of a rich store brings together (creates) and 
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releases (destroys) this earth in the form of universe by a 
supernatural means of the process of creation, main
tenance (sthiti), decay (vyaya), old age and other elements of 
distresses. 

All the time having simple and beautiful body, his glory and 
wisdom not adversely hit and he commanding immense bravery 
and influence of wealth, knew all policies, and his subjects 
were prosperous (sphita) and morally sound; such a king was 
here, by name Manadeva, who had defeated his enemies. 
There was a queen of Manadeva by name Srlbhoginl who 
was faultless and of jewel-like qualities, she was clever 
in showing kindness to living beings, and equally skilful in 
modesty and politeness, her voice was like that of the sound 
of flute and she spoke and attracted attention. King Mana
deva, the full moon of the Lichhavi family, in the firmament, 
begot a daughter from her, whose name was VijayavatI, 
as if liberated from prosperity (sphitaujasam), who was like the 
ray of the moon in the clear autumn night and who bore his 
likeness, and who was endowed with various kinds of good 
and spotless qualities. The princess became famous as Vijaya
vatI by name because of her achievements in different arts. 
She became a devotee of her husband Vartta Devalabha who 
was like Lord &iva to her and to whom she became attractive 
because of devotion and politeness, and cleansed of mental 
impurities by rapidly flowing water of the blessing she obtained 
and ever pleased to perform virtuous deeds she set up in a 
temple which caused pleasure to the eye the linga, named 
Vijayesvara, for attaining immortality. This day Samvat 427 
Asadha sukla diva 1. 

XIX 

(The inscription is a land grant made by a k ing) . . . the 
Lord of the three universe . . . First, donated land, south of 
wind carrier bhumi 350 pindaka ma 255 . . . 16 wood piece 
costing I pana daily ma 2 on the day of Chaitra krsna 5 . . . 
grant of 15 purana for the bath and worship of Rajya-
vardhangdeva on Jye§tha sukla 13 . . . I have made it sure 
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that no sinner will cast his greedy eye on the articles meant for 
gift. . . Previous to this 230 bhumi was granted yielding 
pindaka ma 110 also pinakas (kind or cash) and one jar of oil 
by King Rajyavardhana for the worship of the Lord including 
bath . . . another grant, bhumi . . . ma 60, thus the expenses 
here again ma 50 in both places a jar of oil. In future if any
body interferes with this grant and with grants made by my 
predecessors, we shall not tolerate them. This deed I have 
executed in writing with a view to make it easy for my lineage 
to follow in my footsteps. 

XX 

Om hail! From Managrha the King Vasantadeva, a great 
devotee of God himself and meditating upon the feet of his 
father Maharaja, renowned for his sacred knowledge, prudence, 
kindness, munificence, shrewdness, enjoying all health addresses 
to the Brahmana and other inhabitants who had come to 
settle in Jayapallika village, Brahmum, Shulham, Tepula . . . 
chiefs and village households, the 18 functionaries, and says to 
all of them, the king orders after due enquiry about welfare. 

Let you know that for the use of our dear sister Jayasundari 
enjoying long life I had created and presented a village within 
defined boundaries and governed by properly set rules, given 
it a status of a Kotta (fort) and prohibited the entry of spies 
(chata) and bhata (irregular troops) into it, and this grant has 
been made to be enjoyed by her and her successors for all 
generations enjoying all privileges. The boundary of the 
village enjoying the privilege is thus demarcated: After 
Sitatigulma (a kind of police outpost of Sitati) there is a stream 
and thence a hill and to its west up to the crest of the moun
tain, then southwards from there, the river's . . . westward . . . 
thence the path used by the elephants. . . west as far as the 
hill top. Further west in front of the hill . . . in the east 
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where the water falls (pragapahsyandante); then north west the 
!§ivaka temple and south upto watershed, in the north the Then-
cho village and from there south to the highway, thereafter along 
the north east direction the boundary through the path running 
to the south of Navagrama and just thus far, and in the east it 
goes to the stream, and thus the line is drawn. 

In the village to all those whoever have settled down, all 
those families of 18 functionaries of state, tribes, and castes, 
Brahmanas and chiefs, none of our salary holders (living at our 
feet) will cause even a little trouble. Any one not obeying 
this order or doing otherwise will not be spared and you, 
villagers on your part, knowing this order will live in assurance 
of safety and fearlessly with mutual goodwill and fulfilling 
duties and obligations. There will be mutual understanding 
amongst you and you will be as usual paying customary share 
of the king from the produce of the land, other contributions 
such as fruits, milk, hide, charcoal etc., all goods (of consump
tion) paid to the king on special occasions, taxes in general on 
produce over the bhoga and merchandise and all taxes assessed 
in a lump on a specified area of land and many such gifts. You 
will thus live under our care and happily you will also obey 
orders (of the government) hearing of them that they were our 
injunctions. This is our order (samajnapana). All future kings in 
our stock will protect and guarantee the provisions in the 
grant of land made by us. It becomes them to do so. As it 
is said that many kings including Sagara enjoyed their rule in 
the earth and it is agreed that the man who makes a grant of 
land also enjoys the fruits of the gift. No one should destroy 
the gift whether it is his own or made by others, because the 
fate of such a person who snatches away such gifts will be to 
fall in hell and lie there in the form of an insect. The witness 
here is Yajnika Virochana Gupta and the date is Samvat 428 
Marggaslrsa sukla diva 1. 

XXI 

Wish welfare to Nepal! Divine-like and meditating upon 
the feet of my father, Godly king, the respected Maharaja 
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Vasantadeva enjoying all health asking about the happiness of 
the inhabitants of the village of [Testu]nga decrees: Know 
it . . . the Chief Minister . . . Samvat 434. 

XXII 

Om wish your happiness! (From Managrha the great 
devotee), meditating upon the feet of his father Divine 
Maharaja !§ripada, Maharaja Vasantadeva, enjoying all 
health . . . in matters of sending officers made the land grants 
as follow . . . in the country 400 bhumi . . . 10 bhumi in 
Hrimko area, in Gudunduluttara region 6 bhumi. . . pindaka 
142. Knowing this if any of you, those living under shelter 
of our feet and others will disobey this order, I will not tolerate 
him. I have accordingly framed rules thereof. This is our 
order (samdjndpand). The witness here is Chief Minister and 
Grand Usherer Ravigupta. The date: Samvat 435 second 
Pausa (intercalary month) sukla diva 5. 

XXIII 

Hail! From Managrha, a great devotee of gods, Maharaja 
Vasantadeva meditating upon the feet of Divine Father 
Maharaja &ripada with clear fame blossomed through know
ledge of holy men, discipline, mercy, gift making, cleverness, 
virtues and glory, enjoying all health, issues this decree to the 
four offices and others . . . after duly enquiring of the health 
of all the families and the chiefs of the village of . . . 

Please know this . . . I . . . Lingvala . . . Kuthera . . . to the 
office . . . Bhattaraka . . . theirs . . . in the tasks . . . I also . . . 
theirs . . . have freed . . . whoever of my servants getting liveli
hood at my feet transcends this order and does otherwise we shall 
take severe actions against them. This is our order (samdjnd
pand). The date: Samvat 435 Asvayuja Sukla diva 1 and the 
witness is the Chief Minister and Grand Usherer Ravigupta. 
The Brahmungi MahiSila is administering the area. 
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XXIV 

Om hail! from Managrha [the great devotees of God], 
meditating upon the feet of his father Bhattaraka . . . Maharaja 
Sri Vasantadeva, enjoying all health enquiring the welfare of 
the chiefs and households informs: know you, devoted to the 
Gods . . . to the east of your village . . . from the height of the 
mountain to south western place . . . from the path to the 
west royal land . . . to north west, Haragung peak . . . to the 
e a s t . . . to our dear sister who is blessed with a long life . . . 
by Jayasundari . . . for the enhancement of merits of our divine 
father who was so much devoted to God and her own . . . the 
wes t . . . for the repair of a water conduit . . . five . . . donated 
. . . the dutaka here Sarvvadandanayaka Mahapratihara [Ravi-
gupta] . . . administers. The date is Samvat 435. 

XXV 

. . . The office should not cause slightest inconvenience. 
Kuthera and . . . offices, both, will have no jurisdiction. Know
ing this, you will from this time onwards, will contribute all 
dues, and as before obeying all orders, and with no worries 
you will live in happiness. The dutaka here is Chief Minister 
and Grand Usherer Ravigupta, while the date is 449 first 
intercalary Asadha, bright fortnight, and 10th day. 

XXVI 

Om hail! To the great sage Vaisampayana with devotion . . . 
on Pausa sukla, (bright fortnight) 3rd day, while King Vasanta
deva was reigning, Yajnika (the man engaged in sacrificial 
ritual) Viprasena, and Brahmana Dhruvasena for the Karana 
worship of the Lord who composed the Vedas donated in 
Daksinakoli village lands 200 bhumi yielding manika 150 
according to the measure of Vrihika. Similarly Brahmana 
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Vriddhisena donated pindaka manika 7 in Pingkulaka place 
(pradesa) for garlands, and Yajnika Vedabhatta also donated 40 
bhu with 12 ma as the yield (pindaka) to be realised as tax. 

XXVII 

(Levi read from the 9th line) 
1 with restrained soul 
2 homage to with wisdom 
3 released from physical shackles 
4 the sun shedding lustre 
5 in all souls 
6 like the moon in brightness 
7 with this warmth 
8 shining like the sun 
9 by the path of Saugata 

10 the master of the voice and lexicons 
11 the three by you 
12 supported 
13 not by resistance 
14 you broke to pieces 
15 thus awakening 
16 went off 
17 the ocean of the world 
18 thus by him seeing the established 
19 respected for his actions . . . ever the wise 
20. if there is anything remaining to be said, thus in the field 

of knowledge you have told the learning of virtues of 
established religion. 

21 men had taken to atheism, by hostility of 3 kinds, 
this had got to be removed. 

22 there would not be today the final order of dharma 
in the world, if you had not been the supporter of the 
order. 

23. By preaching the Vedas you have by words and deeds 
from times immemorial . . . without beginning or end 

24 how could the Vedas have existed here if you had 
not given the attention to compose (Maha)bharata. 
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25 By the purity of proofs you know the exact 
reality, you by your own attention caused them quivering 

26 because of your dedication, wish for the good of 
the world which would have fallen out, if you had not 
spread the teaching 

27 leaning only upon their foolishness constantly, 
the false logicians were suppressing the truth 

28 removing them . . . these . . . no separate proof, 
and how that can exist 

29 if it is not so, the cause of the end of life, there 
is no disappearance of which exists, 

30. you alone know everything precisely in detail and there is 
no one else but you who possess knowledge in this world. 

31 whether the praise or translation along with the 
words of praise the two are generally in practice; 

32. the praise of merits according to the rule not for all 
living beings, and not by a single repetition in you . . . 

33. You have slain vice entirely, but you have not . . . 
34 the flood of passion . . . having washed off 

sensual desires, you are pure and known for this fame 
35 if the virtues (dharma), desires (kdma), and wealth 

(artha) etc. are each kept in isolation and clean you are 
also guiding every principle. 

36. Smritis, distinctly coming out of SVutis in this world 
today, are checked no more. This was the method 
adopted today but this is destroyed. 

37. Drinking deep the amrits (nectar) you yourself created 
dhartna (religious order) etc. which was established and 
you became famous in the world in due course. 

38. The three by your sacrifice found reputation in this world; 
you are the dharma established according to rule. 

39 propounded the Lexicons of 'heaven' so that it 
became just a name. 

40. Thus happening, this factor, with difficulty practised . . . 
the people grasped. That this could not have been 
possible if you had not discovered it. 

41. Repudiated by those with bad thought, bad conduct and 
by false logicians 

42 and in any case by these disciples of the Sugata 
(Buddha), but the three in you with the extended influence 
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of their doctrine has vanished in you, the embodiment of 
3, as if like a river in the ocean all are merged in you and 
guided by you. 

43 from the regulated nature of articles, the exact 
meaning hearing your poem quickly which is accessible 
to mind. 

44 in search for pleasure and the next world, he 
holds high illusion immediately, away from the control of 
science. 

45 in the treatise of Manu, Yama, Brhaspati, Usanas, 
those who framed rules of conduct for the society, much 
strictly to be observed, for the maintenance of the world. 

46 not by washing the five organs of sense one by 
one, skilfully you have rendered it with alacrity without 
more to explain in respect of the fruit. 

47 in repeating the history of the kings, since the 
beginning of your study, you proposed yourself to apply 
it case by case in a poem 

48 and you repeated that was heard, the sastras, you 
have made here with all your energies the (Maha)bharata, 
the doer of good, knower of all the religions in this earth. 

49 Men revolve on the sea of life, they are chased by 
passions, and fall in deep illusion 

50 the path of salvation you have given them in this 
earth and you have also dealt with the crooked distorters 
in this world by your good counsels 

51 clear speech, by compassion, by your intelligence 
ever used to the good of others. 

52. For the good of the world you have exposed to view 
Bharata Oh! doer of good, all the learning of this world. 

53. You are aware of the various laws; you are the knower of 
the works of speech, the unlimited truth, peace, passions 
and other faults 

54 You, who want to do good of others destroy 
all this network of illusion like the Sun destroys darkness. 

55. You know how to employ the subjects, each one by one, 
you have each one maintained them under care; for this 
reason you are thus the guardian. By clear knowledge, 
by definiteness, by faultless discretion 

56. you have taught in the world and by that teaching, as if 
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mutually alternating image, due to the triad of sacred 
words 

57. and with subtlety, the Being comprehensible only with 
much difficulty, such as he the God, even though 
stationary, embraces the whole world by his body and 
even beyond the judgement of learning his origin remains 
unknowable even to past 

58. sages, who by their agama meditate upon the essence of 
the reality, again in his form of profound learning, in his 
absolute purity, and his steps, forming the weak links of 
the world, are not to be excelled in any manner. 

59. The Atman cannot be expounded by any other person 
save you, no second person can do it. 

60. As you are seated as the base or prop, you are separate 
but yet not isolated because of no special form of yours 
but due to ever lasting moral laws and 

61. ever due to nature looking separate, and yet he is not so 
for all times; since he is not connected either with the 
process of destruction or production of the world. He is 
stationed in this earth as if he has enveloped 

62. the world but he possesses the mobility to go every
where, he is consciousness in spirit. He is also assuming 
the category of form. Mobile yet immobile, 

63. all these surround him in mystery. Who else in the world 
except yourself could expound (this) phenomenon? 
Delighted and laughing, breaker of evils, judicious, des
troyer of evils, pacifier 

64. of universe, learned, master of speech, possessing excellent 
intellect, mind free from attachments, the words that I 
spoke may follow you always. 

65. By you who crushed the fear of the world, 
who destroyed the mass of ignorance, 

66. who stood to the end of what can be learnt, who has 
crossed the frontiers of knowledge, the other world was 
liberated by you with that essence, 

67. from all evil passions, like the sky with dispelled darkness 
as the sun shines. 

68. You have qualities, personality and discretion and you 
have separated yourself from the cycles of birth, co-
mingled with all the five subjects in their entirety. 
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69. You are so discreet in language. As the thick clouds of 
illusion spread in the world you dissipate it. 

70. The deviation of the world is not without destruction and 
71. you shine like the moon in the firmament. 

And I have also wished to follow you with acclamation or 
praise to you as you have broken the chains of the world, 
you who are devoid of darkness and without passion and 
dust, you who are the most ancient and great. 
As well as I can promote my very feeble voice. 

72. However small an effort it may be, the words here, you 
make use of as treasure in favour of my father. 

73. The hymn of the blessed Dvaipayana has been composed 
by Anuparama. 

XXVIII 

Samvat 452 . . . Brahmana Punyagomi meditating upon the 
feet of the Chief Minister set up a terrestrial stone modelled 
like the Earth and donated 30 ma of paddy as the produce to 
be realised for its maintenance. 

XXIX 

Om hail! From Managrha Bhattaraka Maharaja Vasantadeva, 
ever ready to protect his subjects, enjoying all health addressing 
Brahmanas, chiefs and households enquiring of their welfare 
issues this decree. I have executed in writing in the name of 
Kuthera office and document writers . . . five sins . . . prohibit
ing their entry into . . . village and in accordance with the 
request of the Chief Minister (sarvvadandanayaka) and Grand 
Usherer (secretary general of the Palace) and along with the 
same Sarvvadandanayaka Mahapratihara Ravigupta and Maha
raja Mahasamanta &rl Kramalllah we have made this grant. 
Therefore if anybody including those who live by their service 
at our feet enters the village by transgressing our orders to 
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meddle in the affairs arising out of written deed or if he does 
so with a view to investigate or cause to investigate cases 
involving five great sins, him I shall not tolerate, knowing this 
you our subjects rest assured and live happily; the villagers 
are also told that as the royal treasury is liable to be depleted, 
the two offices are granted lands in respective villages, in their 
western part, each to Solladhikarana 6 bhumi pindaka 2 
manika, and to Kuthera 1* ma. The witness here is Sarvva-
dandanayaka Mahapratihara Ravigupta, while Brahmuni, 
usherer (man of the doors of the Palace) i.e. Pratihara Bhava-
gupta was conducting his works (administering). The date 
Samvat 454 JyestJia sukla diva 5. 

As the Pasinkhyo inscription has more or less the same 
content, the above translation will hold good for it also. 

XXX 

Om Samvat 455 Chaitra sukla (bright fortnight) diva 10. 
Here in the area of Lord Pasupati Pratihara Dhruvasangha 
Varta donated lands at a place south of Yupagrama, 400 
bhumi pindaka ma 400 for karana worship and occasional 
repair of five lingas, Bhadresvara, Nathesvara, Subhesvara, 
Sthitesvara and Ravlsvara, all set up by himself, for the 
enhancement of the merits and mercy of his parents and him
self. The grant was to be placed in the care of a charity board 
(Gosthi) consisting of his own relations. 

XXXI 

Divine Maharaja Manudeva is reigning . . . granted . . . so 
that the karana puja of the Lord might be performed with all 
its prescribed paraphernalia . . . in the reign of the pure minded 
king Manudeva, by name, become awakened by the grace of 

*The conjecture might be correct. 
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the lotus of his feet was set up with proper rites a wonderful 
image of Sambhu having great qualities . . . glittering with the 
excellent mani ratna i.e. first rate ornament . . . with enormous 
wealth enjoying kindly heart. 

XXXII 

Om Samvat 460 Jyestha sukla 8 Bhattaraka Maharaja 
Vamanadeva enjoying a reign of hundred years it is hereby 
informed that the following lands have been specified as Lord 
Vamana's. 

In Lendu area bhumi 100 and pindaka ma 50 . . . in Sub-
runkuo area bhumi 40 pindaka ma 26 . . . in Satammi bhumi 
10 pindaka ma 4. In Gamma bhumi 10 pindaka ma 4, Minko bhu 
60 pi md 50 bhumi 5 pi md 3. (This italicised expression occurs 
at the end in a different style by a later engraver.) 

XXXIII 

Om! There is Abhirl (the female of Abhira), wife of the 
son of Paramabhimani, and famed for her good qualities, she 
set up in a temple of Sambhu, a linga having the name 
Anuparamesvara, by her son's permission in order to enhance 
the merits of her departed husband and on a sacred day she 
lavishly presented gifts to Brahmanas. On this day she also 
created a permanent endowment of land and offered ornaments 
which covered the linga and this was also to provide for the 
daily worship of the Lord Anuparamesvara for his bath, 
worship, sandal paste, incense burning, offering of articles to 
him, as well as for requisite repair work from time to time. 
The Abhirl Gomini, dear to her husband as life, in order that 
merits of the departed soul may enhance, also wishing well-
being of her own issues Bhaumagupta and others, all enjoying 
long life, health, prosperity. She donated 2 plots of land in Vema-
grama on bank of the the river Swayapu, ploughed paropita. This 
day Samvat 462 Jyestha mase tithi 2 (there is no fortnight). 
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XXXIV 

Ora hail! This day, 467 Vaisakha sukla 15 (full moon), 
while Bhattaraka Maharaja Sri Ramadeva who enjoys a reign 
of more than hundred years, let it be known Maharaja 
Mahasamanta Sri Kramalllah is here in all health. In this 
time Manamati had made a grant of land in Salagambi ksetra 
yielding ma 28 to Lord Nathesvara in the place known as 
Domagrama. In the same place another plot yielding a 
produce of ma 28 was given to Khudusvami (belonging to 
Pasupata sect). 

XXXV 

Om! Good wishes . . . Let it be known that Bhattaraka 
Maharaja Sri (Rama)deva is ruling more than hundred 
years . . . and let it be known in this time (the image of) Lord 
Aryavalokitesvara was set up. The merit obtained from this 
act performed by the great devotee Manigupta with his wife 
MahendramatI will go to make all the living beings of the world 
including his parents obtain all kinds of enjoyments . . . for 
the bliss of all comprehensive knowledge. 

XXXVI 

The master of all but never indulging in harmful activities 
against others, himself handsome but never boastful of his 
beauty, rich, brave and given to forgiveness, generous but 
never exhibiting vanity of generosity such was Manadeva's 
daughter's son who equipped with the heap of good qualities, 
and he, by name, Bharavi, created a glorious object on Samvat 
472 Phalguna sukla di(va) 12, which is a water conduit giving 
pleasant extremely tasteful cold and clean water. 
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XXXVII 

(A considerable portion of the stone is damaged) . . . 
should know . . . 

I am pleased to issue this order on stone . . . as requested 
by the Chief Minister Sri Bhaumagupta. If anyone tries to dis
prove this order, I will not tolerate him . . . All grants made 
by me or by my predecessors are to be preserved. The witness 
is the Grand Usherer and Chief Minister Sri Bhaumagupta. The 
date is 479 Vaisakha krsna 12. (A new passage starts from here.) 
Half. . . half adjoining stream named Pan . . . half south of 
Bunlu stream, again Midicho to the south, again Kharhicho, 
again from . . . south of Tegvala etc. (one cannot construct 
any meaning out of these disjoined words, but they are probably 
demarkation of boundaries). 

XXXVIII 

Om! Best wishes! From Managrha, the divine king Bhatta-
raka Maharaja Ganadeva, enjoying all health, addresses the 
peoples of Tegvalagrama (village) in Sitatikatala after duly 
enquiring of their welfare and paying compliments. Former 
kings have favoured you by preventing men of the offices of 
Kuthera and Sullya from entering your village. Now as advised 
by our Chief Minister and Secretary General (mahapratihara) 
Sri Bhaumagupta we have also declared entry by men of 
Lingvala and Mapchoka banned, even through the medium of 
investigating (i.e. to handle cases of) 5 crimes and thus all the 
four offices will have no access. This royal favour has been 
endorsed through a proper order (sthitipatfa) and understanding 
this, and as you followed previous orders whenever brought to 
your hearing, in the same way practising as ordered (abalaga-
naparabhutva). You will live in complete assurance of happi
ness and at ease. The future kings in our dynasty will also 
respect this order thinking that it has been an act of extreme 
pleasure done by superiors and religious teachers. The witness 
here is Babhruvarma, and Brahmun Prasadagupa Varta is exer
cising his position here. The date is Samvat 482 Sravana sukla 
pratipadi (first day of the bright fortnight of Sravana). 
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(The following five inscriptions have the same content includ
ing the date except that the name of the village differs from 
one to the other, and arrangements of letters are also differently 
made without disturbing the content. They are also situated 
in one area Sitatikatala. We do not reproduce the text. Their 
numbers here would be counted serially, 39, 40, 41, 42 and 43 
as XXXIX, XL, XLI, XLII and XLIII. The next inscription 
would number XLIV.) 

XL1V 

Svasti from Managrha—Divine Maharaja Sri Gana(deva) 
Kusali asking welfare of the Brahmanas and with them the 
families of the village: let it be known to you the chief minister 
and grand usherer (Secretary General) &rl Bhaumagupta having 
told us . . . we have ordered the offices of Mapchoka and 
Lingvala not to enter your village . . when . . . they bring . . . 
they will be allowed . . . for the eternal continuance of this 
favour, we have executed the charter on stone, with this, the 
favour has been granted to you . . . knowing this . . . you will 
live in confidence and enjoying happiness. Kings who will 
follow us, who are used to respecting the meritorious actions 
of the sages and kings of old days will maintain them in the best 
manner. The dutaka here is the chief minister and grand 
usherer &rl Bhaumagupta. The date is Samvat 485 the month 
of Kartika, bright fortnight and 12th day. The administrator of 
this area is Rajaputra Vandhujiva. 

XLV 

Oh Laksmi, our husbands, look at them, they are in a pair 
but look as one and not attached as husband and wife, one 
hand catching hold of a trident and another Sarnga, a club. 
Each could accomplish singly anything and (just think what 
would appear difficult to them when they are combined) aban
doning, their separate identity of images . . . my friend, such 
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are our husbands, saying this ParvatI had cast her glance at 
Siva, the enemy of the God of Sex. In this fashion I ever 
salute the God, half Siva and half Visnu. This day, Samvat 
487 Prathamasadha sukla (first part of the intercalary month) 
during the timeless reign of Bhattaraka Maharaja Ganadeva, 
meditating upon the feet of the great devotee of the God, 
Bhaumagupta, he who knew propriety of conduct i.e. modesty, 
who loved to be given to ever performing clever works, born in 
high lineage, rendering meritorious deeds for the enhancement 
of virtues of his departed parents as well as of himself, such 
Svamivarta, set up an image of Lord Sankara-Narayana, the 
cause of the origin, maintenance and annihilation of the entire 
universe, and who has neither beginning nor end. He is the 
teacher of the three worlds, repository of all good deeds to 
whom are tied the regulated results of the wealth of virtuous 
men, who bears the whole world with its various forms. The 
devotion of peoples of pure mind to him does not go without 
benefits. Different people have different kinds of devotion to 
God; in order to remove any wrong notion of partiality from 
those suffering from prejudices, Murari (Visnu) and Isvara 
(Siva) have assumed one form, half and half, from both, like 
the autumn cloud appearing dark and white in complexion. 
Those freed from vanity who daily perform acts of piety intend
ed to cause happiness in both the worlds attain by their good 
deeds, regular well being here and then have place in heaven. 
Surely the sinners have a downward course, and the virtuous 
go upward. Knowing this with steady and enlightened mind 
and adroit in the use of rituals for the seen and unseen, this 
Vartah (the royal officer) enshrined the half Sankara-half-Nara-
yana image with devotion for attainment of merits. 

XLVI 

From Managrha Bhattaraka (worshipful) Maharaja Sri 
Gangadeva meditating upon the feet of his father enjoying 
health addresses the people of Tunchatchatu village led by the 
Brahmanas . . . men . . . after due enquiries of their welfare 
'Let you know the Sd MP Sri Bhaumagupta having advised me 
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I have given you the favours herewith mentioned through an 
inscription on stone . . . you are freed . . . no one should inter
fere . . . the Brahmanas also . . . Those who get their mainte
nance from the state will not take away these privileges . . . 
lands granted . . . 80 . . . should be done. Any one transgress
ing this rule will not be tolerated . . . Here the witness is the 
servant of the crown Vrsavarma. Date: Samvat 489 SVavana 
sukla 12. 

XLVII 

. . . Let the cause of the end and creation, pillar like, young 
. . . Let God &iva fulfil our desires. Ever famous for character, 
influenced by good qualities, born in a family which has obtain
ed position, such men also find that their life is useless without 
fame additional. Seeing that the happy people have attained 
happiness by means of meritorious deeds also in the next world, 
who is there a fool who is not anxious to perform actions earn
ing fame? Bharavi saw the results of fame and then realised 
that the human life was momentary and therefore he was engag
ed in earning merits. Now Bharavi built a water conduit as 
an object of fame for the enhancement of the virtues of his 
parents and of himself. To perpetuate his munificence he made 
a grant of land in the south west of Yupagrama, yielding 50 
manika and paying as pindaka 20 manikas as the measure per 
unit. The date is Samvat 492 Vaisakha sukla diva 13. 

XLVIII 

A prince by name Vajraratha in the south (migrating) from 
the other country . . . A collateral of his, at the confluence of 
VagvatI and ManimatI, had set up statues of mother Goddesses 
made of earth, but they, in course of time, decayed, and their 
hands and legs broke and fell; seeing this, the extremely virtu
ous Babhruvarmma by name, was anxious to restore the images 
of the mother Goddesses and was engaged in this task . . . as 
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time has it he was taken away to heaven to enjoy fruits there 
and the work remained uncompleted and now Desabhattarika, 
the mother of his brother's son, who was himself a great 
devotee of Visnu and ever engaged in religious duties, and she, 
a devotee of her husband and virtuous lady made the mdtrikas 
(mothers) on stone with a view to enhance the virtues of the 
late Babhruvarmma and her parents and husband, and of her 
own self, and also of their eternal heavenly abode. 

Note: Although the inscription talks of Matrika but here the 
lines inscribed are on the pedestal of the seated Divine couple 
Uma-Mahesvara. The date is Samvat Varsasata 495 (without 
particulars). 

XLIX 

. . . Let happily and slowly walking Vasudeva protect . . . 
his form, . . . he quells the fear of the world, he ever lives victo
rious, and origin of the millions primary creation with diffused 
fame, embodiment of all virtues, firmest and again becoming 
like an atom and faultless having passed all phases (kalpa) of 
time . . . thin . . . suppressing the raja* quality and who is the 
base of all virtue for all times, the sacred place of the world 
and enemy of the God of love (smarari), $iva is also there. 
From Managrha meditating upon the feet of his father, like the 
fame ever hoarded clear moon's rays, the banner of the 
Lichhavi dynasty, Bhattaraka Sivadeva enjoying all health issues 
injunctions to the elders and householders of Thanturi dranga, a 
market centre, within a flourishing town asking of their welfare: 
let it be known to you that earlier kings granted to you the 
status of a dranga having been pleased with this . . . with your 
work that in respect in collecting revenue out of small deer 
(malla) the authorities should not accept more than one Karsa-
pana, now to confirm the same I have been pleased to issue 
this order by being advised by my Chief Minister and grand 
usherer Sri Bhaumagupta. The dutaka is mahabaladhyaksa 
(commander-in-chief) Kulapravlra and the date Samvat 512 
Jyestha sukla 10. 
*There are 3 gums', raja is between modest and immodest. 
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L 

Hail! From Managrha, with unbounded fame and ever 
meditating upon the feet of his father, the banner of Lichhavi 
dynasty, Bhattaraka Maharaja Sri Sivadeva enjoying health . . . 
inhabitants of . . . the households along with their chiefs, orders 
after due enquiries of the welfare. Let it be known to you here 
in Stharu dranga . . . returning after the sale offish one pu(rana) 
. . . by reducing the excise duty, for a load of Kastika1 fish . . . 3 
pana on a load of the bhukkundika fish, 10 bhukkundika? and 3 
panas for a load of rajagriva? fish and for 10 fish of that variety 
3 panas and the same for another kind of fish (.. . atsyabha-
raka) . . . 3 panas for a load of mukta4 fish . . . 50 white chalk 
for this item . . . widespread fame . . . in regard to this act of 
pleasure . . . previous kings had blessed you and we have reaffirm
ed our desire to continue, and to make it a long time grant, I 
have executed the order on a stone (Silapattaka) . . . the future 
kings should think that the grant coming as it does from merito
rious teachers, and themselves used to maintain such royal 
actions should help in preserving them . . . the witness here . . . 
Vaisakha sukla 5. 

LI 

(The upper portion consisting of 12/13 lines is not read
able, while the rest also are partially damaged). 

This favour created by us . . . if anybody himself destroys 
or causes to be destroyed he will face punishment . . . The 
future kings in pursuance of our desire . . . that they should 
help in preserving what was created by religious teachers will 
obtain the bliss of doing good work, also . . . blissful result of 
a grant of land . . . , and they will comfortably live in heaven 
. . . any deviation from the virtuous path will land them in 
the hell . . . the witness . . . na Gomi. The date is Samvat 515 
Phalguna sukla 13. 

1. Appearing like a thin branch of tree. 
2. A special variety. 
3. A fish variety having a nice neck. 
4. Slippery perhaps the present variety known as 'buduno'. 
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LII 

(The stone as a whole is much damaged. A few lines in the 
beginning are missing and so are letters in the margin of both 
sides except in few cases) . . . banner of the Lichhavi dynasty 
. . . enjoying all health Makhodulum . . . (the boundary is 
determined, but damage on the stone does not enable us to 
know much about different spots) . . . enquiring about their 
welfare . . . let it be known . . . the king has been pleased to 
extend this favour . . . our servants are prohibited to interfere. 

LIII 

Hail! From Managrha, the banner of the Lichhavi dynasty, 
Bhattaraka Maharaja Sri $ivadeva equipped with many and 
different qualities, full of health, addresses the inhabitants and 
families of the village of Gungdimaka along with their chiefs 
asking them of their welfare. Let it be known to you that as 
advised by Sri Samanta Amsuvarma whose rays of fame had 
enveloped the wide sky, who wears dazzling brightness in his 
lotus like feet, looking radiant by the lustre of the gem at the 
head of the feudatories bowing down to him, I have issued this 
injunction highly respecting his wishes and feeling sympathy for 
you I have executed this stone charter to confirm the old grant 
. . . this will deal with the area specified where the entry of 
soldiers and spies has been banned as it enjoys the status and 
dignity of a Kotta (fort) and you are allowed to settle and culti
vate the lands, and you know that this privilege was extended 
to you by our respectful forefathers and boundaries determined 
by them, your ancestors all obeying royal orders and respecting 
and worshipping them had enjoyed this. You are hereby told 
that to its north east and then lower down the land is exchang
ed for the lands of the South royal house and Pundi royal house 
and merging them with those already in your possession, we 
have bequeathed with loving heart, the present sasanam (decree). 
The privilege will extend to charcoal, chakra, a medicinal plant 
and pine wood pieces brought from the forest. The boundary 
runs in the east, through the ditch of Srobhoparikha and 
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Bhwankha . . . of the river Viigvatl . . . the village (no sense 
can be made out of damaged letters though few but at vital 
places) . . . as of olden days you will not sell potherb 
(chilakam) and even unknowingly the two articles are prohi
bited for sale . . . you are exempted in regard to the 
charcoal made out of the fallen trees brought from one's own 
forest . . . anybody selling less than 40 pine wood pieces will 
(be dealt with) by the authorities . . . for the use of our colla
terals whoever live outside the Kotta, wood pieces will be pick
ed up from your Kotta . . . as far as the door. The boundary of 
the village from the west to the south of the village as far as the 
forest of the Dolasikhara (Changu ridge), thereafter the bridge of 
Udalmalaka, then all unploughed land near Satuntidulchhila-
grha, then the confluence of the river Burdumbradul, to its north, 
following the Manimati and onwards along the road to the her
mitage of Bharavi Sramana (a Buddhist monk) and east from 
here . . . the source of the watershed, then going through the 
bridge of Ripsingko, then through difficult passage over rocks and 
torrents of Projnambu, Prongniprang and Prongprbang as they 
join, thereafter upto the foothill, then east of the river, the water 
source of Bilhinkho, along the top of the hill, then southward 
along the Bihling avenue coming to the waterfall, then reaching 
the stone of the avenue, the bridge, pine trees, and the waved 
leaf of a fig tree (Fiscus Infecto) and thus according to these the 
boundaries have been fixed in this fort area. None of those who 
live on the blessing of out feet or any other person disobeying 
the order does otherwise to cause you even the least pain, I 
shall not tolerate him. All future kings who respect the contri
butions of their predecessors, will act upto this injunction, be
cause in their own time the grant of land had been made by 
Sagara and other kings, but while making grants it is made 
clear that whoever makes a grant obtains his share of happiness 
and for 60 thousand years he will enjoy the fruits in heaven 
whereas the destroyers and those who order destruction of the 
granted land will be in hell in the form of an insect . . . (The 
last line is totally damaged) the witness . . . Varta. 

LIV 

Hail! From Managrha with increased welfare, and qualities 
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without parallel . . . (meditating upon the feet of his father and 
banner of the Lichhavi dynasty) Bhattaraka Maharaja &ri §iva-
deva enjoying health . . . after duly enquiring welfare of house
holders of the village led by their chiefs orders: Let it be known 
to you that as advised by Amguvarmma, the High Feudatory 
who was bowed by other feudatories kneeling down, and who 
possessed wide untarnished fame, I have created to give to you 
this charter inscribed on a stone highly influenced by his 
(Amsuvarmma) glory and as an expression of my compassion 
for you. The charter enjoins on the salary holders and officers 
of Kuthera department to enter this dranga only to collect three 
items of revenue . . . Lingvala and Sulli also were not to enter 
to perform their function in relation to five crimes. This is 
our favour. You are hereby exempted from the tax on garlic 
and onion and to make the concession permanent I have execut
ed the deed on this stone plate. People who knew this and 
others who derived their livelihood from our feet and yet others 
also are debarred from interfering with this. Anybody trans
gressing our order will not be tolerated. Future kings who are 
used to maintain what previous kings, their religious teachers, 
have created are asked to protect them. This is our order 
(samajnapana). The witness here is Ramasila Vartah and the 
date is 516 Vaisakha sukla 10 (10th day of the bright fortnight). 

LV 

Greeting from Managrha. His numerous virtues illuminate 
his fame; meditating upon his father's feet he is the banner of the 
race of the Lichhavi family, the divine king, Sivadeva, in good 
health addresses to the households of the village of Makhopring-
satala dranga, with chiefs in the front after good wishes and 
makes known this: As advised by Sri Mahasamanta Amsuvar
mma, an illustrious personage of immaculate and vast fame, 
who through his heroic valour, conquered the power of the 
enemy camp and in response to his weighty advice and through 
compassion for you, I have banned the entry into the village by 
Kuthera office holders except for the purpose of collecting three 
taxes (i.e. Bhaga, Bhoga and Kara); their entry is banned also 
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in cases of deciding disputes relating to documented gifts or sale 
deeds or the written documents for which gifts are sanctioned 
and to handle cases of the five crimes. Such is the favour 
bestowed on you. 

And now that as it is known to you, nobody including those 
attached to my service, or the others, must change anything of 
it. And whosoever infringing my order would destroy it or 
cause to destroy it, I will absolutely not tolerate him. And the 
kings to come, they also considering that the giftj is important 
being vested by teachers of traditional laws must observe it. 
This is what I had to make known (iyamajna). 

The delegate here is Bhogavarmma Gomi. Date: year 516 
Jyestha sukla (clear fortnight) 5th day.* 

LVI 

The inscription has more or less the same text except that 
instead of Makhopring satala dranga, here we have Khuprin 
grama (village). The adjectives applied to Sivadeva and 
Amsuvarmma are also similar but the Kutumbinah are said to 
have inhabited in the village of Khupring. The date here is 
516 . . . sukla diva 5 and the dutaka is Bhogavarmma 
Gomi. 

The inscription seems to be the exact replica of the preced
ing one. But the text is inscribed in 18 lines, the last of which 
is partially damaged. The Golmadhitol (Bhatgaon) inscription 
has only 15 lines for the same content. 

LVII 

This inscription is of 15 lines but contains matter as it is in 
the above inscriptions. 

Hail! From Managrha possessed of great, clean fame, full of 

*The translation is Levi's but I have improved on it in the light of correc
tions made in the reading of some more letters partly read by Gnoli, DV 
and myself. 
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unequalled qualities, the banner of the Lichhavi dynasty Bhat-
taraka Maharaja §rl Sivadeva enjoying health addresses 
(samajnapayati) . . . village households led by their chiefs 
living in the village of . . . issues this charter after due 
enquiries about their health. Let it be known to you that as 
advised by Amsuvarmma whose feet have been brightened by 
the gems on the bowed heads of different feudatories and whose 
bravery earned through the services of the people has spread 
far and wide and by his glory I have with a view to show our 
grace to you ordered the authorities of Kuthera department 
(Kuthera vrityadhikritan) not to enter your area except for the 
realisation of 3 taxes but not for (panchaparadha) five crimes, 
and documented gifts and sale deeds. (The remaining part of 
the inscription is the same as above.) The dutaka is Vipra-
varmma Goml. The date is Samvat 517 prathamasadha §ukla 
12 (intercalary Asadha). 

LVIII 

Hail! From Managrha . . . admired because of glory . . . 
meditating upon the feet of his father, banner of the Lichhavi 
dynasty Bhattaraka Maharaja Sri Sivadeva enjoying health . . . 
enquiring of the welfare of the families of village. Let it be 
known to you that advised by Maharajadhiraja §ri Mahasa-
manta Amsuvarma, commanding various knowledge and 
learning, for all times . . . with special discourse who had spread 
his multiple fame to all directions, bowed by the entire group 
of feudatories and together with him and with his consent, 
desirous of relieving distress . . . Dolasikhara Svami's (Changu 
Narayana). . . this village has been endowed with the dignity of 
a Kotta, and therefore the entry of chata and bhata is prohibit
ed . . . the boundary is thus fixed: north of it following the 
path . . . then the temple, from there going south east reach the 
large funeral ground . . . to the east, the source of Tekhundul, 
then the avenue of Gota field . . . in the south Dhelanti river . . . 
going to the west Chandresvara . . . village . . . then to its north 
Daksinesvara, and then again the foothill, further east the 
channel of the water, the boundary lines are thus drawn and 
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for a long time to come I executed in your favour a stone plate 
injunction to this effect. Further, all our servants obtaining 
their livelihood at our feet are asked not to give you even the 
slightest trouble . . . Nobody should disobey or cause to be dis
obeyed this order. Future kings should realise that the pious 
gift. . . was made by those belonging to the Lichhavi dynasty 
in due course, and therefore they should regard it as a grant 
made by religious teachers, and protect the same. (The name 
of the witness is lost but GomI is visible.) The date Samvat. . . 
Sravana masa . . . 

LIX 

(From 10 to 18 lines the text is the same as in above. The 
dutaka and the date are also the same. The two Dharamthali 
and Budhanllakantha inscriptions seem to have been issued on 
the same day. This particular charter is addressed to the 
inhabitants of Panchalikas of Anglabakasapita and Narasimha 
but the village or panchalika does not appear in the Dharamthali 
inscription, is missing due to damage. Perhaps both these Pan
chalikas were situated near about the present site of Budhanl
lakantha at the foot of the Sivapuri hills. The epithets used 
for Amsuvarmma in these 2 inscriptions are more or less the 
same, although differently worded at one or two places.) 

The Text: 

Om hail! The banner of the Lichhavi dynasty Bhattaraka 
Maharaja !§rl l§ivadeva, who is the repository of innumerable 
good qualities like bravery, solemnity (irir-jftq), discipline, 
prudence (JT*t) and knowledge of holymen enjoying health, 
after enquiring as usual of the welfare of village households 
led by their chiefs inhabiting the two panchalikas of Angla-
bakasa and Narasimha issues this order: let it be known to yo 
that I have passed the injunction as advised by Amsuvarmma 
who fighting great battles of victories and gained thereby 
courage and glory to defeat and kill the enemies and whose 
white (untarnished) fame earned due to his hard work rendered 
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to protect the subjects, had spread all through the directions. 
The charter is issued in order to do good to you, giving due 
weight to his suggestion (or by his glory). 

The purpose of the royal order is to prevent the officers who 
earned their salaries at the Kuthera office from entering the 
Panchalikas except to collect the three usual taxes but not in 
regard to cases involving five heinous crimes and documented 
gifts and sale deeds. The authorities who were posted as 
king's agents earning their livelihood at our feet are warned 
against acting against the provision of the charter. [They are 
here called persons serving our feet (^^RT^r ^"f^R:)]. The wit
ness here is Vipravarmma Gomi, and the date is Samvat 517 
prathamasadha sukla 12 (dvadasyam). 

LX 

Om hail! From Managrha brightened by the many merits, 
meditating upon the feet of his father, the banner of the 
Lichhavi dynasty, Bhattaraka Maharaja (§ri), Sivadeva, enjoy
ing all health after due enquiries of the welfare of the house
holds of the village of Kadung addresses with the following 
injunction: As advised by Mahasamanta Amsuvarmma who 
looks like the moon in the autumn clouds and whose strength 
of victory has enhanced due to his quelling the many enemies 
and to give weight to him and expressing mercy to you I have 
executed the £ilapattaka order and conferred on you this favour. 
For the inhabitants of your village, going from here to collect 
wood, grass and leaves, everywhere in the forest and then after 
collecting them while they go silently, the inhabitants of 
Pherang kotta and others will not in any way deprive them of 
their sickle, dagger, hoe, spade, and wood and shall not detain 
them. If anybody knowing this transgresses this order, he 
will be punished according to the rules applied to breakers of 
the king's law. This is our command (nrpajna). The witness 
is here Varttaputra Gunachandra, and the date is 519 Prathama 
Pausa sukla 12 [the 12th day of the first fortnight of the first 
month (intercalated) of Pausaj. 

[In the last portion of every charter the future kings are 
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also requested to preserve the gift as it came from their respect
ed predecessors. No inscription is an exception. So we find 
it unnecessary to put such expressions in translation.] 

LXI 

(Some six lines in the beginning are missing, obviously the 
inscription starts with 'Hail, From Managrha'. This is also a 
charter issued by Sivadeva on the advice of Amsuvarmma to 
the households of a village, the name of which is totally 
damaged.) 

As it is . . . police outpost . . . confluence of a canal . . . 
south west . . . accordingly bridge . . . then following the way 
. . . trees of Sala below which flowed the canal . . . going along 
the canal . . . from there to the north, on the bank of the river 
. . . therefrom the waterfall to the north . . . panchakam . . . 
following the southerly course . . . going towards the . . . 
following its nose . . . in the south the river Jnatikhun . . . 
(After this the usual statement that the king will not tolerate 
the transgressor, etc. follows.) The date is 519 . . . sukladiva 
10 and the dutaka is the same person Vipravarmma Goml. 

LXII 

(The few lines in the beginning are totally eroded. But the 
charter was definitely issued from Managrha by Sivadeva as 
advised by Amsuvarmma. The name of the village is missing, 
but other expressions after 'you know it will' are intact. The 
charter prohibits the entry of chata and bhata into the village 
which has attained all the dignities of Kotta. From lines 8 to 
13 nothing can be made out. Levi read from 14 onwards. Gnoli 
read also from the 14th. The translation of the 9 lines from 
14 to 22 is as follows: To them malla kara (duty or a tax on a 
kind of fish or deer) . . . the tax involving more than 4 copper 
pana should not be taken . . . The king has made 2 gifts, 
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and knowing this no one should do anything, which is not 
supported by proof. The injunction is to be strictly observed 
by future kings. This is our order (samajnapana). The dutaka 
is Varta Bhogachandra and the date Samvat 520 Magna sukla 
dvadasyam, 12th day of the bright fortnight. 

(DV has done a guess work by reading lines 4 and 5 
which inform the people of the charter. But lines 6 and 7, 
although partly effaced, can be read. They carry a meaning 
prohibiting the entry of chata and bhata in view of the place 
having attained the status of a Kotta. DV's guess work fits in 
well and might be correct.) 

LXIII 

(The translation is that of Levi but I have made improve
ments in the light of corrections made for words and expres
sions which he had misread.) 

Greeting from Managrha. His numberless virtues, he gives 
happiness to the Lichhavi race; the sovereign, the king §ri §iva-
deva, in good health to the householders inhabiting the village 
of Kurpasi as led by their elders offers good wishes and issues 
this order. 

Know this: Advised by Mahasamanta Amsuvarma whose 
virtues like precious stones illuminate the night (darkness) of 
ignorance, who is always ready to prostrate at the lotus like feet 
of Lord Bhava, because of this means he proceeds continuously 
causing good and thereby earns reputation, whose powerful 
arms have uprooted all the classes of enemies, and on his 
request authorised by me, he has granted you the favour, which 
forbids the entry into your village of all the departments of 
state. For anything that will come up for consideration you 
will abide by the decision of the headman (svatalasvami). And 
for all affairs you will have one gate alone. And at the time of 
the opening of the gate and of the procession of the Kailasa . . . 
you will have to give each fifty pieces of white chalk. 

And for the long preservation of this favour the privilege 
has been engraved on a stone slab. 

And now you know all about the favour. Therefore anyone, 
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those earning bread at our feet or others, will not do otherwise 
to this favour. I shall not tolerate any such person who will 
destroy this favour or cause it to be destroyed, because they 
break rules of propriety. Kings coining in future must take 
care of this gift in the light of great act of merit done by 
teachers of moral laws and duties. 

The delegate is here Desavarmma Goml. The date is Samvat 
520, month of Chaitra, dark fortnight, fifth day. This is the 
general notice or information (samajnapana). 

LXIV 

Greetings! From Managrha, the banner of the Lichhavi 
dynasty, Bhattaraka Maharaja Sri Sivadeva whose fame has 
spead to all directions like the moon's dazzling white light, 
enjoying all health, issues the injunction to the households of 
Pranalidimaka village as led by their elders: let it be known to 
you that he, whose lotus feet are illuminated by the gem worn 
on the heads of feudatories who had bowed down by the 
victories achieved in great battles by him and who appeared like 
an eye . . . over the feudals, such was sVl Mahasamanta Amsu-
varmma, and now he has approached me with a request and 
knowing it he has ordered that in case of five crimes Kuthera 
and Lingvala departments will not enjoy entry into your village 
but they will enter to realise the three taxes, and for the preser
vation of this grant in time to come, I have executed the order 
on a stone plate (slab). Those who knew this and all others 
including my servants earning livelihood at my feet will not 
transgress my order or cause it to be transgressed; whoever does 
so, I shall not tolerate him. I declare that the king will not 
allow my salary holders, those who obtained livelihood as a 
gift bestowed at my feet, and others to do anything in relation 
to the subject of the charter without proof and I will never 
tolerate actions causing damage by those perpetrating injustice, 
and I add to it that the future kings should take the responsibility 
of protecting pious deed of their predecessors who are the 
teachers of moral laws. The dutaka is Lachchha Goml and the 
date is Samvat 526 Vaisakha sukla diva dasamyam, 10th day of 
the bright fortnight of ValSakha (of the year 526). 
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LXV 

Greetings! From Managrha! He, whose fame radiates because 
of his numerous qualities of head and heart ever meditating 
upon the feet of his father, the banner of the Lichhavi family 
Bhattaraka Maharaja !§rl Sivadeva after due enquiries about the 
welfare of the households of Lembati village as led by their 
elders orders: 

Let it be known to you within the boundaries of your land, 
past kings and other pious men, in order to enhance the welfare, 
had created specified fields, now Sri Mahasamanta Amsu-
varmma whose garland of shining fame spreading in all direc
tions due to his desire to have uninterrupted line of descendants 
has by our authorisation granted you this injunction on stone so 
that you may not be thrown out of these lands for all times to 
come. 

The following constitutes the land donations in measure
ments specified: 

to Lord Vasudeva Brahmana Gosthika ma 20 in Simha 
mandapa 

to Arogyasala (Home for recovery of health), 200 ma 
to Madhyavasala, 75 ma 
to Pradeepa Gausthika, a body then charged with lamps, 

ma 60 
to Paschima (western) sala (house), ma 60 
to Panlya (water) sala (house) probably offering water to 

thirsty in summer, ma 40 
to Visvesvara (Lord §iva), ma 10 
to Brahmana Gosthika (Association of Brahmanas), ma 10 
to Pradeepa Gausthika (Association for lamps), ma 10 
to Paulampaniya Gausthika, ma 10 
to Malla Yuddha Gausthika (troupe of wrestlers), ma 68 
to Dhupa (incense) Gausthika, ma 2 
to Indra Gausthika (Association conducting worship of), 

ma 4 
to Uttarasala (north house), ma 12 
to Vaditra Gausthika (a band of musical instrument players), 

ma 10 
. . . Gausthika, ma 40 
. . . Pradeepa Gausthika, ma 8 
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. . . archna Gausthika (worship of images), ma 2 
to Dhvaja (flag) Gausthika, ma 17 
. . . Gausthika, ma 20 
to Pranali Gausthika (a body of men looking after the 

canal), ma 8 
to Brahmana Sanathya Gausthika (a group of Brahmanas 

helping in the performance of holy rites), ma 10 
to Hiddhumasala Gausthika, m a . . . 
to Pradeepa Gausthika, ma 8 
to Prabahana (load carrier) Gausthika, ma 20 
to Uttarasala (north house) Gausthika, ma 20 
to Dhvaja (flag) Gausthika, ma 11 
to Dhvaja Gausthika again, ma 10 
to Malla Yuddha (wrestling) Gausthika, ma 3 
to Archaniya (worshipful) Gausthika, ma 4 
to Indra Gausthika, ma 6 
to Purvasala (east house) Gausthika, ma 10 
to Lord Chudikesvara's Panchalika (a body of men employ

ed in the worship of) east of the Manang village, ma 20 
to western (Paschima), ma 20 

None should interfere in the working of the assignment as 
above directed and no one inflict even least injury. Any one 
who transgresses the rule will not be tolerated. The witness 
here is Pratihara Lachchha Gomi. The date 526 Asvayuja 
(Asvina) sukla diva.. 

(By Gosthika the inscription meant a group of persons who 
bore the responsibility for the management of the work specified 
and expenses involved came out of the grant made by the bene
factors who set up the establishment. The members of the 
Gausthika were named in the grant usually, and they at times 
had to engage themselves in the task in hereditary succession. 
Gosthika is spelled differently as Gausthika or Gausthika or 
Gosthika or just Gosthi.) 

LXVI 

(7 or 8 lines at the top are lost. The first part of the inscrip-
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tion does not give sense as it is damaged. But deva might 
suggest Sivadeva and probably the lines earlier might bear his 
royal epithets. It is a gift of the village. The boundary line 
shows a place called Bharatasrama, abode of Bharata. The text 
further states: It is Tegvala . . . then Adityagupta's field south 
east . . . field belonging to Tegvala Narayana Svami . . . fields 
belonging to Tegvala Pradeepa Gausthika—thereafter south 
west and east, fields of Vipanchalika western side of the 
southern hill. The charter is issued from the palace of Managrha 
and testifies to a grant, either of land or immunity from the 
entry of offices. 

The inscription further says at the portion readable: The 
boundary is thus fixed. No one, including those who earn liveli
hood at our feet, will do otherwise to our gift. If they 
disobey my orders I will subject such people to discipline who 
have acted beyond its pale. The future kings will consider 
this as a pious gift of their predecessors thinking that they will 
have to respect the injunctions of the past kings. The date is 
Asvina sukla 7 of the year 535, and the appointed agent or 
witness (dutaka) is Rajaputra Vikramasena. 

LXVII 

Hail! From Kailasakuta Palace. Blessed by the feet of Lord 
Pasupati and meditating upon the feet of his divine father, !§rl 
High Feudatory (mahasamanta) Amsuvarma, enjoying all 
health and after due enquiries of their welfare . . . directs the 
order to the households gone to live in the village o f . . . as led 
by their elders. Let it be known to you . . . . Mirmeli Sankara 
Narayana's (probably referring to the temple deity) . . . repairing 
all this (The high feudatory was pleased because the villagers had 
repaired the temple). He is now issuing an order prohibiting the 
entry of western office . . . exempting from burdens of taxation 
. . . I have granted this privilege. None would cause slightest dis
tress . . . This is our order (svayamajna). The transgressor will 
be punished. Future kings are enjoined upon to keep the gift 
protected as pious object created by past kings. The appointed 
agent or witness (dutaka) is Mahasamanta Bhogavarma. The 
date is 500 . . . 
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LXVIII 

Hail! From Kailasakuta Palace, favoured by Lord Pasupati's 
feet and meditating upon the feet of his father sVl Mahasamanta 
Amsuvarma enjoying all health passes the order to all the 
households gone to settle in the village of Bugayumi after due 
enquiries about their elders. Please know that we are pleased 
with you as you have nursed to care fowls, pigs, and infant deer* 
and fishes, we have ordered the office of Bhattadhikarana 
not to enter your area and knowing this you will also . . . obey 
this order. In the cases of dharmasankara, i.e. if one 
changed his usual professional duties enjoined by his Varna, 
the Royal house will itself sit in judgement, you who know this 
and you and others earning bread at our feet should not do 
otherwise by transgressing our order and I shall not tolerate 
him who breaks the sacred bounden duties. Future kings also 
need to respecting orders of their predecessors will protect them. 
This is my own order (svayamajna). The witness is mahasarvva-
dandanayaka (Chief Minister) Vikramasena, and the date 
Samvat 29 Jyestha sukla 10. (From this inscription the new era 
comes into force. The usual samajnapana is replaced by 
svayamajna.) 

LXIX 

Hail! From Kailasakuta Palace, meditating upon the feet of 
Lord Pasupati and favoured by his father the High Feudatory !§rl 
mahasamanta Amsuvarma enjoying good health issues orders 
to all those who are to benefit from the royal grant and to those 
entitled by prescribed laws to receive money (panas), the present 
ones and those succeeding them in future: Let you know, every
where in the Palace, while in the act of distributing gifts by 
authorities charged with this task, if it so happened that there 
was maldistribution and as it is my desire to avoid this situation 
and following the precedents laid down by past rulers I have 

•This is the translation of the word malla which might also mean 
a variety of small sized fish. We shall discuss the word in all its implica
tions in the introductory and explanatory part. 
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executed the order in writing so that each should receive his 
share of panas as prescribed by past kings and no one should 
experience the least annoyance. 

To the venerable Sri Devi 3 pu, 1 pa; to the fire God 
(agni) 3 pu, pa 1; to the family deity (Kuladevata) pu 3, pa 1 
. . . pu 3, pa 1; to the temple of Sasthi 3 pu, pa 1, 25 pu each 
to the members of the royal family, to the commander-in-chief 
of the army (mahabaladhyaksa) 25 pu; to the prefect of dona
tions 25 pu; to the elephant of the coronation 3 pu, pa 1; to the 
horse of the coronation 3 pu, 1 pa; to the dhavaka (runner) 
gechhijakasya* 3 pu, 1 pa; to the bhandara nayaka (store keeper) 
2 pu, 1 pa; to the bearer of flywhisk 2 pu, 2 pa; to the standard 
bearer 2 pu, 2 pa; to the temples 2 pu, 2 pa; to the water 
mechanic 2 pu, 2 pa; to the head of the pithasj 2 pu, 2 pa; to 
the . . . 2 pu, 2 pa; to the bearer of puspa bhuwaka (flowers) 
2 pu, 2 pa; to the drummers and conch blowers (Jyandisankha 
vadayoh) pu 25; to the chief of the bhatas (irregular comba
tants) 2 pu, 2 pa; a semicircular small copper vase with a 
protruding mouth to carry water for oblation to the horse, 
6 pu, 2 pa; to the southern gate 1 pu, 4 pa; to the main road of 
the village 1 pu, 4 pa; to the guardian of the main road 1 pu, 
4 pa; to the western gate 1 pu, 4 pa; to the northern gate 
1 pu, 4 pa; to the gate of Managrha 1 pu, 4 pa; to the gate of 
the centre 1 pu; 4 pa; to the sweepers 1 pu, 4 pa; to the depart
mental heads as confidants who managed to guide during proces
sions 20 pu, 5 pa. Knowing this the persons attached to our 
feet and deriving livelihood and others must not do otherwise to 
this grant; and the kings to come used to follow the practices 
of past sovereigns must conform themselves to this grant and 
respect it. This is our direct order (svayamajna). The date here 
is Samvat 30, the 6th of the clear fortnight of Jyestha. (There is 
no dutaka.) 

LXX 

Hail! Nepalas (people of Nepal), favoured by Lord Pasu-

*This is an unknown word. 
tPHha can mean a temple and a sanctuary. Probably he was incharge 
of the management of the temples situated in the palace. 
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pati's feet and meditating upon the feet of his father, the High 
Feudatory Amsuvarmma, with fame spread all over the world 
ike a bridge of the unviolated Aryan propriety, enjoying health, 

keeping in front the authorities of kunda, sulka and tdpana,* 
charged with the realisation of fines, custom duties and inflict
ing bodily injuries, enquiring of the welfare of the head of the 
visaya (province) attached to the western gate of the palace, 
(tadayuktaka), saulkika (in charge of customs), and gaulmika 
(in charge of the military or police outpost) issues this injunc
tion: Let you know that we have exempted the inhabitants 
of this village . . . going to sell objects other than iron, fiywhisk, 
hairs of deer, musk, copper utensils, which could not be export
ed outside the country and then returning after completing the 
sale will be exempted from the payment of fines and customs, 
which had to be paid by them. Knowing this, and those who 
obtained living fixed by us (here the expression is asmadprati-
baddha jivanaih) and others will not interfere with our order or 
will do otherwise transgressing our order, I, the king, will not 
tolerate such people who have disregarded the royal order. 
Future kings knowing good actions of past kings and desiring 
to enhance their merit and following the actions performed by 
their teachers will protect this object. This is our order (svaya-
mdjna). The dtitaka is Maharaja Vipravarmma and the date 
Samvat 31 Pausa . . . panchamyam. 

LXXI 

The inscription seems to be the exact replica of the preced
ing one except the 8th line where the name of the village 
Testung is readable. The text of the inscription is, however, 
spread over 17 lines, of which the last line is totally damaged, 
as well as the right margin of the 16th. It can be no surprise 
if we read the dutaka as Maharaja Vipravarmma and the date 
Samvat 31 Prathama Pausa (first intercalary) . . . 

*It is a Sanskrit word meaning fire but this meaning does not fit in 
the context. Probably it is a tax on firewood. 
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LXXII 

This is the last portion of an inscription where as usual the 
benefactor threatens to punish any one who transgresses his 
order and this is svayamajna. The dutaka is Rajaputra Sthiti-
varma and the date is Samvat 31 second intercalary Pausa 
bright fortnight, 8th day. The inscription belongs to the reign 
of Amsuvarma. As the upper portion is not available for 
reading, one does not know what was the purpose and objective 
of the main text. 

LXXIII 

Om! 31st year running in the established way, Magha sukla 
13 pusya naksatra and Sunday, having been totally worn out 
(all from the top) due to time Lord Vishnu's golden coat of 
arms {kavacha) with the Garuda image and taking cue from 
the outline then existing, Amsuvarma, master of men, restored 
the kavacha for the welfare of the world. 

LXXIV 

Greeting! From the palace of Kailasakuta . . . favoured by 
the feet of Lord Pasupati, meditating upon the feet of his 
father, the . . . the great High Feudatory (§rl mahasamanta) 
Amsuvarma in perfect health . . . to the family members of 
houses, fields and other properties, paying due regards issues 
this notice . . . First this be known by you. 

The collection of taxes on houses and fields, etc. during the 
month of Sravana . . . Thus the distribution is regulated and it 
will henceforth be the practice for all to follow: To PaSupati 
9 pu, 2 pa; to Dolasikharasvami (Changu Narayana) 6 pu, 
2 pa; . . . to Gum vihara 6 pu, 2 pa; to Sri Manavihara 
6 pu, 2 pa; to Sri Rajavihara 6 pu, 2 pa; to Kharjurika vihara 
6 pu, 2 pa; to Madhyama vihara 6 pu, 2 pa; to vihara in general 
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(samanyaviharanam) 3 pu, 1 pa; to Ramesvara 3 pu, 1 pa; to 
the Harhsagrhadeva 3 pu, 1 pa; to Manesvara 3 pu, 1 pa; to 
Sambapura 3 pu, 1 pa; to Vagvatlparadeva 3 pu, 1 pa; to 
Dharamanesvara 3 pu, 1 pa; to Parbatesvara 3 pu, 1 pa; to 
Narasimhadeva 3 pu, 1 pa; to Kailasesvara 3 pu, 1 pa; to 
Bhumbhukkika Jalasayana 3 pu, 1 pa; to the other temples, 2 pu, 
2 pa; to Sri Bhattaraka padanam (king's feet) 9 pu, 2 pa; to 
Sapelapancall 6 pu, 2 pa; to Panchalis samanya 3 pu, 1 pa; to 
the official entrusted with the care of the properties of the royal 
palace 2 pu, 2 pa; to the Gausthikas (management agencies) 
2 pu, 2 pa; to him who was incharge of the donations 1 pu; to 
the Brahmanas 1 pu; to the staff in general pu . . . Such is the 
arrangement; and this distribution, nobody should disturb. Thus 
persevering to increase the welfare of his subjects, which goes 
to purify his heart §ri Amsuvarma bearing the title of §ri 
KalahabhimanI, who takes pride in quarrelling with the Goddess 
!§ri and ever thinking 'how could my subjects be happy' has 
drawn up this just arrangement. 

Samvat 32 month of Asadha, clear fortnight, the 13th. 
(The identification and location of a great many of deities and 
viharas mentioned here are not available.) 

LXXV 

With ornaments in his ears and ferocious serpents throwing 
their breath like hot winds, which dishevel his hairs, wearing a 
heavy garland of human heads from which warm blood was 
flowing, his loud laughter spontaneous as it is, and then he 
wears the upper garment of elephant skin, wet with blood, He, 
Siva, whose body is being looked at by the daughter (Parvati) 
of the Lord of Mountains, may He protect. 

Because it looks like a vermilion mark on the face of the 
earth, and the curious people do not wink in looking at it, 
such is the palace of Kailasakuta. It is from here, that, always 
occupied with the work of solving problem of welfare of the 
subjects, he whom the holy Pasupati, adored Lord favours, he 
who meditates upon the feet of his divine father, this High 
Feudatory Sri Mahasamanta Amsuvarma, enjoying all health 
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greets the households residing in the village of Sanga, 
as led by their elders with this order after due enquiries of their 
welfare. Let you know: The material Hamhum, the twelve jars 
of oil, the material Kumhum, five, all these feeling that they 
are a source of suffering to you, I grant you from today the 
exemption from these contributions. By virtue of this decision 
you will no longer be required to give anybody materials or 
oil. 

And the kings to come must protect this exemption order 
as this has been made by their predecessor kings. This is our 
own order (svayamdjnd). The dutaka is here the Chief Minis
ter (sarvvadandanayaka), the Rajaputra Vikramasena. The date 
is Samvat 32, month of Bhadrapada, clear fortnight and the 
first day. All these to be observed in the oil mill . . . officials 
are left out. 

LXXVI 

From the Palace of Kailasakuta §rl Mahasamanta Amsu
varma, graced by the feet of Lord Pasupati, and who meditating 
on the feet of Bappa (father) enjoying all health addresses the 
following order to the present and future (officials of Matin-
grama) after due enquiries about their health: Be it known to 
you tha t . . . ; now that we have repraired carefully in the 
temple of Matin all worn out woods constituting the doors, 
frames, panels, windows etc., which have been entirely destroy
ed, since long, because through the crevices in the layers of 
bricks that have half fallen a large number of the mice and the 
mongoose had attacked the building, and now to ensure its 
good condition for a long time to come, there has been thus 
attached as an endowment a paddy growing field to the 
south of the village of Matin, up till now in the crown's 
possession, yielding at the rate of 20 mas (measures) (producing) 
the revenue of 64 mas and in the south west another field yield
ing 6 ma, again at the rate of 20, which totals 120 mas. 
These are handed over to the Panchalikas of the village of Matin. 
My authority herein must not be infringed (etc., as in other 
inscriptions of Amsuvarma). The date Samvat 34, on the 
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second day of the bright half of the first (intercalary) Pausa. 
My appointed agent or witness (dutaka) herein is Vindusvami, 
Commander in Chief (mahabaladhyaksa). 

LXXVII 

Hail! From Kailasakuta Palace ever thinking of doing good 
to all living beings uninterruptedly for all times, graced by the 
feet of Lord Pasupati and meditating on the feet of his divine 
father Sri High Feudatory (mahasamanta) Amsuvarma enjoy
ing health addresses the households inhabiting the Chustung 
village as led by their elders after due enquiries of their welfare: 
Let it be known to them the following injunctions. In this 
village of yours, you have been much harassed by she-buffaloes 
and with a desire to remove the harassment and to have a new 
settlement for you we have decided to allot another land to you 
with the following boundaries: To the east the Chustun river, 
to the south the ditch, to the west the ridge, and to the north 
the Chupring river. On your part you will give 300 Jangas to 
Testung, Sulmhung and Brahmung. In case anybody commits 
breach of trust or causes it to be so done we shall not tolerate 
him. Further kings with their mind engaged in protecting the 
gifts of the past kings will consider this problem. This is our 
own order (svayamajna). The appointed agent or witness 
(dutaka) is Yuvaraja Udayadeva and the date Samvat 37 Phal-
guna sukla paiichayam (fifth day of the bright fortnight of 
Phalguna). 

LXXVIII 

Hail! From Kailasakuta Palace, this charter is issued by 
mahasamanta £ri Mahasamanta AmSuvarma, meditating upon 
the feet of Lord Pasupati and favoured by the grace of his 
father, he enjoying all health . . . enquiring of the welfare of 
Panchalikas and the chiefs . . . satisfied with your work 
of the canal we exempt you . . . inhabitants . . . from the taxes 
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on fish, young animals (deer), and pigs . . . for five crimes . . . 
earthen pots for sale to be treated likewise. (The rest follows 
the usual pattern with similar words warning king's servants 
not to interfere with the royal gift and asking the kings com
ing in future for preservation etc.). The date is Samvat 36 
Asadha sukla 5. The appointed agent or witness (dutaka) is 
prince [Udayadeva]. This is his own order (svayamajna). 

LXXIX 

Om hail! From KailaSakuta Palace, he who does not bowhis 
head before other kings and is endowed with mind which has 
resolved to carry on the arrangement directed for others' good, 
graced by the feet of Lord Pasupati and meditating upon the 
feet of his divine father &i Mahasamanta Amsuvarma, enquir
ing of the welfare of the households inhabiting Jonjonding 
village as led by the elders issues this order: Let you know, we 
are pleased with your work in connection with the canal at 
Nilisala, and we have done you a favour by banning the entry 
of Lingvala, horses carrying loads, uncastrated bulls (set at 
liberty), carts drawn by horses and oxen. (The rest is as in the 
preceding records), viz. the warning against interference by 
royal employees and others and instructions to future kings to 
help to preserve the pious act.) The date is . . . astamyam and 
the dutaka Yuvaraja Udayadeva. 

LXXX 

Om! Hail! From Kailasakuta Palace. 
The illustrious Amsuvarma, who has been favoured by the 

feet of the divine Lord Pasupati, and meditates on the feet of 
Bappa (father), who having destroyed his (former) false opinions 
by pondering day and night over the meaning of various 
Sastras (acadamic treatises), considers the proper establishment 
of justice his greatest pleasure, being in good health, addresses 
after greeting the present and future officials of the western 
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(office) and issues (these) orders: "Be it known to you that the 
three lingas, viz. the divine SurabhogeSvara dedicated at the 
sanctuary of Pasupati by our sister BhogadevI, the mother of 
the illustrious Bhogavarma for the increase of the spiritual 
merit of her husband Prince Surasena, Laditamahesvara dedi
cated by her daughter BhagyadevT, our niece, and DaksineSvara 
dedicated by their ancestors, have been made over for the 
purpose of protection to the Adhasala Panchalika, and that we 
have favoured them by forbidding the interference of the 
officials of the western (office); and when any business referring 
to these (lingas arises before the Panchalikas, or when they 
neglect to do in time anything appointed for them to do, the 
king himself shall by antarasana investigate the case. But we 
shall not suffer it that anyone violates this order and acts other
wise. Future kings also in the tradition of teachers of justice, 
should continue the favour shown by their predecessors to the 
Panchalika. This is our own order (etmajfia) and the witness 
(dutaka) here is the Yuvaraja Udayadeva. On the tenth day 
of the bright half of the month of Vaisakha of Samvat 39. 
This stone was erected at the time of the inaugural ceremony. 

LXXXI 

Om, hail! . . . worshipped because of favours received . . . 
ingratiated by Lord Pasupati's feet and meditating upon the feet 
of his father Sri Amsuvarma enjoying health . . . inhabitants 
of . . . led by their elders . . . informs: let you know . . . your 
boundaries have been fixed by us and you have been granted 
favours . . . (the rest is as in the previous text). The dutaka 
here is . . . ja Sri . . . (probably Prince Udayadeva). The date 
line is missing. 

LXXX1I 

In this place a temple was built by Amrtavarma . . . and a 
flab of stone was set up . . . the wife of Sri Kalahabhimani, 
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after obtaining the blessing . . . for the enhancement of virtues 
of her husband and for removal of her own worldly cares. 

LXXXIII 

Om! He had gratified those who desire any thing by the gift 
of his body, property, head and hands, all living beings of the 
world harassed by the extremely wicked powerful ruler of 
Kaliyuga, who never looked kindly to the people in general 
he wanted to make them happy, such a king (nrpati) was 
Sriman Kalahabhimani. Let him attain omniscience! 

Even in the Kali age, he alone, possessing steady wisdom . . . 
by him, this, ever expanding in the world by the rays of his 
fame, ever running sharply, king Sri Kalahabhimani . . . as if it 
entered the world and now had returned to the earth with 
kindness, gushing, this ornament of the Aryavasa (residence of 
the Arya monks), melted in full devoid of any consideration 
as to who solicits, in the form of fame, resembling the moon on 
the earth, because of that king's favour, always dedicated to the 
service of others, was caused to fall this cold water as though 
that channel to quench the thirst of all the world here, in the 
residence of venerable sages (bhiksus). 

LXXXIV 

. . . Mother Jayavartika mana 2 well earned name . . . of 
ruler Kumaravijayi . . . temple . . . grants of grains, 20 ma, to 
provide umbrella, flowers, vermilion, lamp and playing of 
musical instruments and 12 manika for lamp . . . during the 
worship o f . . . It has been notified that whatever is inscribed in 
this epigraph should be done at any cost within a month. The 
date is Samvat 43 Jyestha krsna . . . 
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LXXXV 

[Except the word Kiratavarsadhara, and the statement that 
a palace or shrine was built long ago by Lichhavi kings but 
ignored by later kings' men and now left in a dilapidated condi
tion nothing more is known.] 

LXXXVI 

The inscription definitely belongs to Amsuvarma. But 
because of the mutilation it does not give us a full picture of the 
charter which it is. The space in lines 3 and 4 can be filled up 
by TT^^TTfcT -*T£1^ 7R15^f|^ ^snTRTf &m. The word spf 
shows that it is addressed to the people of a village Gujatung. 
The date particulars are there but no year. There is a reference 
to Chaitya bhattaraka and Jrayana is also a reference to 
Vajrayana. 

LXXXVII 

[A fragment of an inscription much damaged shows the words 
Sri Kalahabhimani nrpa. The inscription belongs to Amsu-
varma's reign, but is little useful for our purpose ] 

LXXXV1II 

The bright half of the month of Jyestha, Samvat 45 . . . by 
the favour of the illustrious Amsuvarma, this conduit has been 
built by Vartta Vibhuvarma for the increase of his father's spiri
tual merit. 
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LXXXIX 

On a brick just maha Samanta Sryarh Su varma. 

XC 

(The first line is totally damaged.) 
This is an object of sacred performance presented by the 

great devotee (Buddhist), the dignitary Dharmapala's wife MrgT, 
may she get virtues! In order to remove distress of the late 
mother, father and husband, and other living beings and for the 
attainment of the higher form of emancipation as well as for 
the repair work of the stupa of the monastery (gandhakufi) and 
while all this was not found all necessary the remainder was to 
be used to feed the sanghas of the female monks belonging to 
chaturvirMa Mahayana sect. A grant of land on a permanent 
basis was set aside, bhumi 100 in western region by name Pana-
ffum, yielding a share (pinda) of 50 ma again in the area south 
of the village 60 bhumi yielding 36 ma and 600 grha prastha, the 
amount of grain measured in a pot of a particular measure 
called prastha [now known as pathi equal to a little less than 
4 kg]. 

XCI 

Om! I salute the blue coloured image of Tathagata Akso-
bhya, in pleasant surrounding, I also salute to Samantabhadra, 
doer of good things, who bears the rays of unblemished fame. 

By devotion I bow today to Sakyamuni and to the king of 
the secrets, Vajradhara, with Vajra in his hand and the great 
lotus. 

I salute the Buddha, flower like samanta, his body covered 
by virtuous jewel like flower bouquets, living in Abjavati 
(lotus) and always to Manjusri knower of high knowledge, 
Kumara (bachelor), of steady mind and merciful. 

Because he possessed great knowledge (mahaprajnd), he was 
able to pierce the dark illusion, and lives in Sukhavati, him, 
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Amitabha, sun of the Jinas, together with Lokesa, destroyer of 
the fear of the world, holding lotus, having reached the highest 
abode, pos essing loving delicate heart, I salute. 

XCII 

[It is so damaged that the translation makes no sense. In 
the 11 line inscription only a few words are available to read.] 

XCIII 

[It is a 5 line short inscription, of which the fir^t is totally 
worn away and others half damaged, the text might read 'who 
is here before . . . . Knowing this arrangement . . . also dis
appears like a crystal' . . .] 

XCIV 

As Vasudcva occurs in the third line it seems to be a Visnuite 
record. Other informations are lacking in this much broken 
inscription. 

This record is also a charter. The end portion is not read
able but it can be suggested in view of some words that this 
was an mjunction warning the royal employees not to interfere 
with the provisions of the charter and requesting the future kings 
to preserve the donation. The last line has 'svayamajna' and 
dutaka, but his name is mutilated and so is the case of date. 

xcv 
[This is a 3 line record, of which the first two are totally 

worn away and the third is half lost ] The third line reads: The 
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ferocious wind of the sea gushing forth on account of the wind 
of deep breath could not extricate the piece of cloth. 

XCVI 

(The first line is totally damaged, and lines 10, 11 and 12 are 
partially damaged at the left margin.) 

Blessed by the feet of Lord Pasupati and meditating upon 
the feet of his father, Bhattaraka Maharajadhiraja (king of 
kings) Sri Udayadevah enjoying all health, after enquiring about 
the welfare of the households inhabiting . . . issues this injunc
tion: Know you that this agrahara within your tala and handed 
over as a gift by Bhattaraka Maharajadhiraja SryamSu-
varma's feet, to the Panchalikas for their use, all this has been 
also confirmed by us so that you may live in happiness. For 
the continuation of the privilege we have conferred on you this 
charter in writing. (The boundary lines are marked, but this is 
not so clear due to damage in stone and the rest follows the 
usual pattern with similar expression and words.) The dutaka 
seems (some one) Dandanayaka . . . Samvat 40 Asadha krsna 
12.* 

XCVII 

Om, hail! From Managrha . . . the illustrious lord and great 
king Bhattaraka Maharaja Sri Dhruvadeva, ever devoted in heart 
to virtuous act in continuity and in advance with him, the illus
trious Jisnugupta, who has banished envy from his heart with 
his mature wisdom, who desires the welfare of his subjects 
satisfying all with respect, who is of pure conduct, who enjoys 
the wealth of the kingdom having sprung from a virtuous family, 
whose administration is praised by all subjects, who has been 
favoured by the feet of the divine lord Pasupati, and who medi
tates on the feet of Bappa, this Jisnugupta sends greeting from 

*The date symbols are damaged. But while the first symbol is undoubt
edly 40, the latter can be 5 or 6 or 7. 
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the Palace of Kailasakuta to the householders gone to reside in 
the villages of Thambu, Gangsul, and Mulavatika (main 
garden), and issues these orders: Be it known to you see
ing that the water course (canal), which the illustrious Bh. Md. 
Sri Amsuvarma caused to flow for the benefit of your villages, 
was destroyed for want of repairs, and apprised by the feudal 
chief (Samanta) Chandravarma, we have entrusted it to his own 
care; then he, with our permission, has repaired it for the bene
fit of your villages, and our villages only and that in order to 
ensure the uninterrupted use and traditional continuance of the 
benefit accruing from the same we have presented the garden 
also to you. Wherefore you shall collect the dues for the fields, 
and repair the water course hereafter. The inhabitants of other 
villages except of those three mentioned above shall not divert 
this water course elsewhere and in order to ensure the long 
continuance of this grant, this edict, engraved on a stone tablet, 
has been promulgated. Nobody, who knows this, shall alter 
the grant. But he who, violating this order, leads the water 
course elsewhere, shall certainly be punished. Future kings also 
ought to act in accordance with the grant made by their prede
cessors. Also, aiming at the garden the field is given as follows: 
Starting from the southern side of the village of Thambu, and to 
the east a plot of the garden, at the rate of twenty each and 
two mas, for the channel west of the water course ma, . . . 
east of the temple, four mas, north of Mulavatika, village on 
the site called Asinko, eight mas, . . . at the site ma 1, west of 
the village of Gangsul, on the site called Kadampring, four mas, 
on the site called Kankulam, four mas. This is our own order 
(svayamajna). On the second day of the bright half of Kartika 
of Samvat 48 this was announced. The executive officer or 
witness (dutaka) is the illustrious Yuvaraja Visnugupta. 

XCVIII 

Hail! From Managrha . . . the banner of the Lichhavi 
family, Bhatfaraka Maharaja Dhruvadeva . . . from Kailasakuta 
palace, with his mind devoted to sacred duties in continuity, 
who did not do harm to others . . . , his rule incorruptible 
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because he adhered to virtuous social laws . . . all the world . . . 
his rule admired by all dwellers of the city . . . favoured by the 
feet of Lord Pasupati and meditating upon the feet of his father 
Sri Jisnugupta, enjoying health, addresses the salary holders 
and officers, duly enquiring of their welfare issues this inscrip
tion by announcing the proclamation. 

"Know you this, the inhabitants of Magvala village house
holds . . . so long under our ownership, which we . . . caused 
the water conduit to fall . . . and prohibited the entry of. . . 
we made over to Magvala Pafichalika as gift. (The rest is 
according to the last portion accompanying other charters) 
Date: Samvat 49 Magha krsna 12. The witness (dutaka) . . . 
Yuvaraja Sri Visnugupta. 

XCIX 

Om! body . . . himself being cheated . . . this and another 
three in you dependent . . . the evening of this is worth respect 
. . . by water, withdrawing hand, the daughter of the sea, Sri 
with her Lord may protect! 

Hail! From Managrha his mind devoted in continuity to 
the happiness of the people who is the banner of the Lichhavi 
family, Bhattaraka Maharaja Sri Dhruvadeva reigning. His 
associate or one going in advance, with his mind dedicated to 
finding out a solution to eradicate the evils affecting all his 
people, from Kailasakuta palace, graced by the feet of Lord 
Pasupati and meditating upon the feet of his father Sri 
Jisnugupta, enjoying all health, and after enquiring welfare of 
those people . . . gone to inhabit Gitapaiichalika in Dak§inakoli 
village orders: let it be known to you . . . having the mastery 
over discipline and learnings with his incomparable beauty, 
meritorious, commanding reputation, highly respected and even 
so he renounced dear and beneficial things. He broke by his 
own desire the strong enemies in this world conquering their 
land, because he was like this, . . . as approved by us . . . at that 
time with a heart engaged in showing favours to the people ever 
concerned such was Sri mahasamanta Sri Jivadeva, now he 
brought this canal . . . busy a b o u t . . . for the good of yours 
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and others . . . the duration of land, bhumi . . . enumerating the 
produce accruing to those from pindaka, you only shall collect 
. . . by this worship of. . . Svarasvami will be performed and 
this according to rules on appointed day, you will feed the 
Pancheli, the repair work of the canal should also be done be
fore the time elapsed. This is the arrangement done on the 
basis of the rights of virtue. Anybody either those earning 
bread at our feet or others will not harm this act of virtue or 
cause it to be harmed. If such an injurious act was done 
ignoring our order, the offender should be punished hard; kings 
coming after us should also feel that this was a gift of 
virtue and therefore should protect always as their own creation 
done with the same motive. (The inscription is damaged in the 
last two lines and the dutaka and date are missing for this 
reason.) 

C 

Om, hail! From Managrha, the ornament of the Lichhavi 
family, Bhattaraka Maharaja &rl Dhruvadeva, with different 
kinds of high degrees of valour extended to all directions and 
in advance with him, from Kailasakuta bhavana (Palace) the 
one equipped with rare qualities of a ruler and brightened all 
over the earth, favoured by Lord Pa§upati's feet and meditating 
upon the feet of his father, Sri Jisnugupta enjoying health, to 
all those households gone to inhabiting Chhoyunguvisama-
talanju village, along with their headmen, after due enquiries 
of their health, issues this injunction: Let you know, Prince 
(Rajaputra) Nandavarma, for the continuation of enjoyment of 
life in heaven of his late father Rajaputra Jisnuvarma, and 
mother Vatsadevi and brothers, Sri Bhlmavarma and others, in 
order not to break the tradition, had built the temple of 
Nathesvara, and with a view to build it and having informed us 
we have confirmed the grant in Talanju village . . . to the north 
west, the waterfall of the ridges . . . within this area we have 
created a Kotta . . . must be maintained by you . . . dutaka 
Prince Visnugupta (the date is missing). 
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CI 

Om, hail! From Managrha, the one devoted to extending 
kindness to all living beings, endowed with mind without 
vanity, and of pleasant character, the banner of the Lichhavi 
race, such is Bhatfaraka Maharaja §ri Dhruvadeva and with 
him in the front, his associate, with pure mind employed to do 
good to his people, making his enemy to bow to him by his 
courageous influence, possessing unparalleled merits, who knew 
his self, darling . . . like the moon, such was Jisnugupta, favoured 
by the grace of Lord Pasupati's feet and ever meditating upon 
the feet of his father, ever enjoying health, issues orders to the 
households living in the Nuppunna drahga, a town with flouri
shing commerce, as led by their elders, first enquiring of their 
welfare issues this injunction: Let you know this. Bhattaraka 
Maharaja &rl Vasuraja, §rl Mahideva, Sri Manadeva, §ri Gana-
deva, and our grandfather Bhumagupta,* all these preceding 
kings, impelled to do good to others, had executed orders and 
done special favour, which was inscribed on a slab of stone . . . 
12 of the articles had been given to you . . . by whatever rea
sons it but had gone to the possession of the royal family, now 
having been pleased by your helpful actions rendered, we have 
provided you 200| in the drahga of Nuppunna for the daily 
karana worship (karanapuja) of Narayanasvami to be con
ducted by you, and again after exempting 1,000 as per the 
arrangement made by previous kings, and from the payment of 
all contributions such as Dankhutta, we ban the entry of 
Lingvala and J§olla departments; all those favours as they existed 
during past reigns, we have given consent to their continuation. 
(The rest as in the last part of the preceding grants. The last 2 
lines are totally damaged.) 

CII 

Om, hail! From Managrha . . . the pleasure of the eyes, the 

*He must be the same person as Bhaumagupta. 
jWhat the number 200 and 1000 coming later mean we1 do not know. 
They might mean panas or mas. 
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banner of the Lichhavi dynasty, Bhattaraka Maharaja Sri 
Bhimarjunadeva and in advance with him, from KailaSakuta 
palace, highly religious . . . his body graced by Laksmi, graced 
by the feet of Lord Pasupati and meditating upon the feet of 
his father,' Sri Jisnugupta enjoying health, is directing the men 
and officers, of Ginung and Digbara with due respects. Oh, let 
you know, we have, in Jolpring village, let a tasteful, pure, 
attractive and cold water fall through a conduit and for its 
maintenance, built a garden of pines in the land of Ginung and 
along with . . . ndu temple and along with Digvara article, 
releasing Jolpring village panchalikas, from taxes on cloth, we 
have given this privilege. For the boundary of the privileges 
enjoyed by concerned officials in Ginung, we have laid down the 
following: towards the west the ditch of Nahgun avenue, to the 
north Tando's southern ditch, to the east Natidul, in the east 
north Karhsmasana ditch the funeral ground, from there, a 
ditch on the road; these boundaries have been fixed, within 
this area none including those who earn their livelihood at our 
feet will cause slightest trouble whoever will do so, we shall not 
tolerate. Future kings also should respect the object set up by 
those well versed in laws and knowing that this was the work 
of past kings they should make efforts to protect them for a 
long time; we have given this injunction of authority of reli
gions. This is our order (svayamajna). The dutaka or witness 
here is Yuvaraja Sri Visnugupta, the year 55 ASvayuja §ukla 5. 

CIII 

Om, hail! From Managrha, he whose shining fame is bri
ghter than the rays of the newly rising sun, he is the vermilion 
mark of the Lichhavi family such is Bhattaraka Maharaja Sri 
Bhimarjunadeva, together with him, ornamented with kingly 
qualities and riches much . . . endowed with clear white moon
like high fame . . . gladdening the heart of the people . . . 
churned the enemy camp, with single mind, devoted to making 
his country happy, graced by Lord PaSupati's feet and medita
ting upon the feet of his father, Sri Jisnugupta, enjoying health, 
after due enquiries of the welfare of all the panchall households 
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of Daksinakoli village, as led by Brahmanas and elders, issues 
this order: Let it be known to you, the previous king had freed 
you from the payment of Mallakara (tax on goats?) paid at the 
rate of 4 copper pana . . . and now we have also freed you 
from the payment of . . . pan as as taxes on a young malla potaka 
(infant goat), and thus we have order in regard to infant. . . deer 
decorating, whatever remains, you are also favoured not to pay it 
. . . the entry of Bhattadhikarana is banned . . . for other articles 
also they should not remember you i.e. not call you at the time 
of tax collection. You are also exempted from the payment of 
4 panas in regard to work, Saktavata; . . . the palace of the 
temple on the river . . . male person . . . by caste Kaladhara . . . 
village of Daksinakoli . . . (As the rest of the lines are damaged 
to a large extent, no translation is possible ) 

CIV 

May Chhatra Chandesvara graciously protect you today! 
he, who burned the body of Cupid, who, stirring the primary 
germ which contains all the (three) fetters (gunas) produced 
this whole multiform creation, the universe from Brahma to 
inanimate objects, who uniformly (everywhere) created the 
forests and the mountains, where all men live and derive their 
sustenance. 

Hail! During the prosperous and victorious reign of the 
illustrious Jisnugupta, the Acharya, the worshipful Pranardana-
pranakausika has given to Varahasvamin, Dharma soma, Chha
tra soma, and Khaddukas in the congregation of the Mundasrin-
khalika Pdsupatdchdrya, fields providing eighty manika as shares 
of the produce for repairing (the sanctuary of) the divine Chha
tra Chandesvara and water conduit in -Kugrama. The sites of 
the fields are described in writing (as follows): In the village of 
Pikhu, ten mas, in Khaphna dulaka twenty mas, in Pagumaka 
five mas, in the village of Po two mas, in the village of Khula-
pring nine mas, and further, fifteen mas at the rate of 20 ma 
and in addition there is another grant of 20 ma. All this, 
Varahasvamin and others of the Srinkhalika Pasupata sect may 
use. This is written on the pillar . . . (The two lines at the end 
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are totally worn away. There is also no date.) 

CV 

Devoted to the school of flawless laws, wise, living out of 
the four stages of life, varnasrama Acharya Bhagavat Pranar-
dana, out of devotion, guide built this well protected outer 
fence of Mahadeva (Sambhu), who is the teacher of both gods 
(suras) and demons (asuras) and is responsible to break the 
snares of the world, while at this time Ji?nugupta was ruling his 
people by his merits and protecting them. 

CVI 

Om! his eyes half closed, happily as he lay restful by remov
ing painful itching of the ear by his forefinger. Embracing 
LaksmI causes him to touch her Kalasa (vessel) like breast and 
this act puts his hairs on end with delight. 

Sleeping in illusion, the Lord has his body washed by the 
sprouting water of the ocean, and his moon like face concealed 
by his encompassed hand, he yawns and let this yawning give 
you bliss. 

Greeting from Managrha. The banner of the family on the 
throne, the sovereign (bhattaraka) Sri Bhimarjunadeva was 
reigning. His attendant, from the Palace of Kailasakuta, the 
ornament of the lunar race, graced by Lord Pasupati's feet and 
meditating upon the feet of his father, Sri Jisnugupta, in good 
health, addresses himself to the households residing in Thencho 
village, after due enquiries of the welfare of the families and 
elders, informs. Know this: Our elder great grandfather 
Managupta Gomi had built a tank and with this in mind he 
was pleased to grant in generosity a plot of ground of the 
mountain to the north of the village, freeing also the villagers 
from the payment of a tax on cloth by name Chokhpara. 

In course of time when a change of administration occur
red, knowing this, the same land had surrendered to owner-
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ship of the state, and out of gratitude to our elder great grand
father, we have executed an order on a stone plate confirming 
the grant for eternity. The boundaries are defined thus: north 
east and east and top of the hill, then beneath it Gomi's lake 
(Khataka), passing through this, the waterfall, to the south east 
Yabramkbara, southwardly along Thambidul, going along the 
southerly direction Surisunbatti, to the south comes a river, to 
the south west Salankha, westerly a tank or ditch and along this 
Pahancho, thereafter Lumbancho, in the north the top of the 
hill, where there is a pond, upto this and to the pond again. As 
we are approached by you, inhabitants of the village. 

In addition to the grant made we concede another privilege 
to you, the households of this village, special favour. In the 
village of Daksinakoli in case of a bull fight and for lands 
ploughwise we make a remission of half the payment, as for 
the tax on Sintu,* in the way that he who had to give one karsa-
pana will have to give eight panas, he who had to give eight 
panas will have to give four and four panas also on the malla 
tax as a concession. 

And whosoever will commit a breach of this order, whether 
he lives on my favours or be it anybody else, who nullifies my 
order personally or by investigation, I shall not tolerate him. 
And the kings to come later because it is the order of a past 
king to whom he had to be grateful, and also by consideration 
of religious duty, will have to maintain this charter. 

The diitaka here is the heir apparent (yuvaraja) Visnugupta. 
The date is Samvat 57 Kartika sukla 2. 

CVII 

Om, hail! From Kailasakuta Palace. 
(Lines 3-8 are worn away and lines 9-10 are also damaged 

except a few words in the 11th line, the records start talking 
about the judicial system regarding women, widowed or other
wise.) . . . This is the system laid down, referring to the husband 
in the case of his death, leaving home for good (pravrajitepi), 
having fallen, having been unnoticed for several years, whereupon 

*The letter after fa looks like % • But fa^ may not mean anything. 
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the wife due to these causes or other causes chooses another hus
band, in such a case she, having deviated after the usual virtuous 
path and taken another husband, and became a concubine, 
but had no issue even after this, and further in such cases, 
where even after taking yet one more husband, the degraded 
women do not bear issues, the Mapchoka department will take 
charge of them in its jurisdiction. This is the rule of the system 
by relat ions. . . If they die like a nun, also being admonished, 
the wealth declared in their name will also fall into the hands of 
Mapchoka authorities. Even then if there are women left, 
unsatisfied by lusts for men, and have lost sense of shame and 
are extremely villainous, fallen from their virtuous character, 
always sexually dissatisfied, disgusted with their first husband, 
still possessing sexual desire pray for men, they will, however, 
not be touched by Mapchoka if they bear a son. In future if 
these regulations framed by many past kings will be interfered 
with, we will not tolerate anyone responsible for this act of 
sacrilege Future kings also, engaged in the task of removing 
country's distress, will preserve this injunction as their own. This 
is samajnapana. The date is Samvat 57 Phalguna sukla 7 and 
our appointed agent or witness (dutaka) is Prince yuvaraja 
Sri Sridharagupta. 

CVIII 

Om! Lying most peacefully and assuming attractive form in 
the tank, brightened by Ananta, the king of serpents, the God 
in the form of Murari, who sleeps for the welfare of the world, 
let him grant us favours. Hail! from Managrha, the one whose 
continuous train of thought has been to seek remedies for the 
national distress, who is a banner of the Lichhavi race, 
Bhattaraka Maharaja Sri Bhlmarjunadeva, such as he who 
reigns. Along with him from Kailasakuta Palace, bowed by many 
kings, the image of kingly merits and ornaments, who has des
troyed the gathered darkness like the enemy and compelled 
them to disappear as if the mass of darkness had dispelled by his 
widespread shining rays of knowledge, ingratiated at the feet of 
I ord PaSupati, meditating upon the feet of his father, Sri Ji§nu-
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gupta, enjoying health, addresses the future kings of Nepal after 
showing due respect: Let it be known to you, the only cause of 
the world's creation and end, who is also a treasure of all 
nobility and greatness, such is Lord Visnu, for his JalaSayana 
image we are now satisfied with your work in pulling a large 
stone which is worthy of sculpturing him, sleeping in the water 
(JalaSayana) and therefore we have made certain favours within 
a defined area in Daksinakoli village, where the dranga was 
already divided into 4 parts. The royal favour enables all those 
living within the boundary of Daksinakoli village to wear any 
ornaments except keyura (a bracelet worn on the upper arm), 
nupura (an ornament for the toes or feet or ankle) and padaka 
(a golden ornament for the neck or breast). If there are inhabi
tants who are already allowed to wear the ornaments ordained 
by the king's charter in the past, this will be our extra favour. 
Any one of those living within the boundaries of the four centres 
of this dranga committing crimes of theft, enticement of a 
married woman, murder and treason and is declared guilty of 
these charges, his property such as houses, lands and cattle 
belonging to the guilty of any of the charges and also his person 
will be surrendered to the royal house. But the relations of the 
guilty should not be subjected to the least injustice . . . This is 
our order (pratimanana). (The rest follows the usual statement.) 
The dutaka is Yuvaraja Sridharagupta and the date Samvat 64 
Phalguna Sukla 2. 

CIX 

May Lord Visnu lying on the respected bed of a serpent in 
the midst of waters, who is beyond the knowledge of men, gods 
and demons as well as of those possessing considerable influence, 
merits and knowledge of sacred texts grant you divine happiness 
for ever! 

Hail! From Managrha, the king Bhatjaraka Maharaja Sri 
Bhimarjunadeva, the banner of the Lichhavi family, whose 
riches have increased and are clean, and who is mature, dex
terous, such as he is reigning, and together with him, from 
Kailasakuta Palace, he rules, and he, his legs touched, ingra-
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tiated by Lord Pasupati's feet and meditating upon the feet of 
his father, such is Sri Visnugupta, enjoying health, pays regards 
to the future kings of Nepal . . . and declares: Know this, 
bowed by the divinities and demons . . . with high favours 
based on merits, we have granted gladly to the Panchalika of 
Bhringara village . . . who employed by us to pull a stone fit 
for the sculpture of a wonderful image of Visnu sleeping in 
waters, had done such a work, which pleased us. I have granted 
a privilege being pleased, by which you are released from 
rendering forced labour called Kasasthi (regarding water) . . . 
will not enter your village, also contributions to Mapchoka 
(the 12th line is damaged, and no definite meaning emerges 
with the few broken words therein) . . . thinking that this 
can be accepted, the office . . . leaving this, other matters 
are not to be touched, in case where one is condemned of theft, 
enticement of another's wife, murder and treason, crimes un
thinkable, they should confiscate his share of the house, field, 
cattle . . . anything attached to the Panchall or falling within 
the jurisdiction of the Panchall . . . such as cattle, land and 
house by one's own things . . . but not the shares of the other 
members of his family. This regulation was made by us. No 
relations of the guilty should be deprived of their share. We 
have done this favour (the rest follows the usual statements 
at the end). The date is Samvat 65 Phalguna gukla 2, and our 
appointed agent (dutaka) is Sri Yuvaraja Srldharagupta. 

CX 

Even though there is a deviation from a natural state but it 
is without any blemishes. Further, although because of the 
conduct due to difference of name, for those who are confused 
due to ignorance, there is no satisfaction of desires, which is only 
controlled by eternal practice, and with devotion, respect, act of 
pleasing and controlling many emotional attitudes, it is the 
object of all essence, which is beyond all qualities. Let such 
Lord Visnu's feet protect us! 

Like the banner of fame, the rivulet was brought here in the 
olden days by Bhogavarma at the doors of the Lord of Dola, 
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who carried the load of the earth and who with his bow in the 
hand lies on the top of the mountain, then in course of time, 
seeing it in decay, as it passed through a rugged hillside and 
from a remote distance, and in the absence of resources for 
repair, it became noiseless and its flow completely dried up, now 
again Visnugupta dug the channel carrying the placid water 
like juice of the nectar, with great labour through the cavity 
(kuksa) of the mountain, in the name of his father Jisnugupta, 
the moon of the earth. 

CXI 

Dedicating to the venerable, the Arya sangha of generous 
beauty, three jewels (Buddha, Laws or discipline and Congrega
tion) for the u^e of all the peoples, and welfare of his father 
Priyapala by name, the sage of the Sakyas, constructed these 
two, one well and another water conduit. 

CXII 

This is the ordained act of virtue, for the welfare of all the 
world, and in the name of the parents, by the monk of the 
$akya order, Bandhubhadra. 

CXI1I 

[This is a Mahayana statement for Lord Buddha's teaching] 
Dharma is the cause, so says Buddha, the great monk. Theirs 
is nirodha, whenever they all this. 
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CXIV 

Because of damage the inscription becomes meaningless 
yet there is the line with the expression 'banner of the Lichh-
avi family, the king devoted to the welfare of the people'. 
It prohibits the two departments of state, Lingvala and &olla 
not to enter a panchalika (name missing). The name of the 
king and date particulars are missing due to extensive damage. 

cxv 
Om! Belonging to the Secretary General and salary holder 

(varta) Sujata Prabhu monastery. 

CXVT 

Hail! From Kailasakuta Palace which looks like the brilliance 
of the moon, cleansed by the illumination of the universe, with 
the clean banner of fame, furling from the top of snowy moun
tains as far as the sea, like the moon in the sky of the royal 
dynasty of the Lichhavi in this world, and as if the brave 
infantry marched forward and piercing with their lances and 
spears the horses, and elephants in battles, and the enemies just 
left in name, all this by his enviable valour was achieved, such 
was he, the king and then trying to do good to people, and by 
this virtue earning a reputation, which radiated in all the direc
tions, in respect of maintaining law, economy and worldly 
desires, he did what did not disturb relationship between his 
subjects, such a one ingratiated by Lord PaSupati's feet and 
meditating upon the feet of his father, Md &rl Narendradeva, 
enjoying health, hereby, expresses respects to the present and 
future kings and says: Let you know it, knowing that in regard 
to some articles people enjoyed benefits which had been granted, 
to you, we, with a mind to give beneficiary grants in return 
have done a favour by preventing the entry of the authorities of 
Bhatta and Mapchoka offices into Yupa dranga with all its talas 
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(valleys around) as we became aware of the serious troubles caus
ed to the people on account of their dominant position, now who 
knew this, and the authorities of the two offices and others 
earning livelihood at our feet will not cause even the least 
interference and whoever disregards this order of ours, them we 
shall give severe punishment; and desiring that kings coming 
after us with their devotion to good actions, cherishing to 
possess royal dignity (rajya §rl) for many lives to come and here 
in this birth being attracted by fame, health, happiness to 
possess royal grandeur; and wishing them, and always aspiring 
for these to feel happy also in the celestial world, their fame 
spreading in all directions, hoping to earn a fair name like the 
white rays of the autumn moon, illuminating the loftiest moun
tain tops, wishing clean fame and anxious that their established 
administrative order be stable as long as the moon and sun, and 
thus with no vanity that the object in question built as some
thing in return for an earlier act of piety, and only wishing that 
the glorious deed of others might be protected with a sense of 
gratefulness to the past kings, all of them will preserve the gift 
properly. We have once again added a favour, that of freeing 
the inhabitants from Pitaljadhikara (some office) and this we 
have done thinking that we have earned gratitude and done 
much in that direction, we shall not tolerate those who interfere 
with this grant; we hope in the same way that the future kings 
should support it as a sacred creation of past kings to be pro
tected with pride so that it may last long and thinking this we 
have executed the favour on a stone slab. This is our order 
(svayamajna). The dutaka here is Kumaramatya Priyajiva and 
the date is 67 Pausa sukla 5, 

CXVII 

Hail! From Kailasakuta Palace! brightened by the mass of 
autumn lunar light, clear and spotless, as if the Himalayan 
heights were cleansed by the garland of his fame, spread all 
over the endless firmament, and also by his polity, the courage, 
by his entire qualities, his own person and by his power 
acquired by his arms, wisdom and sense of retention of the 
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knowledge of the sacred text (agama), limits of morality and 
propriety by establishing an orderly society, all direction by 
fame, the Lichhavi royal family by his birth, the earth by the 
dignity of his rule he decorates them all and ingratiated by 
Lord Pasupati's feet and meditating upon the feet of his father, 
Bh Md . . . §ri Narendradeva, enjoying health pays respects to 
the future kings of Nepal and directs: Please know this, the 
kings in the past created an endowment of the dranga of 
Daksinakoli village, along with the villages in Sarvvatala in 
honour of the temples of Manesvara and Bhuvanesvara for their 
maintenance as agrahara but by some reason, this was with
drawn by &rl Bhaumagupta and annexed to the royal lands, 
now with a mind to respect the past arrangement, and for the 
welfare of our subjects, we have restored the original temple of 
Bhuvanesvara in the Daksinakoli village along with Sarvvatala 
as well as the land, garden and houses attached to the same, 
which had been as its part and was in its possession, and the 
three, whose boundaries were fixed, Konko, Vilva marga, and 
Huspnndrung villages as they were constituted as agraharas are 
freed from the entry of the chatas and bhatas and are made to 
enjoy the dignity and status of Sarvvakotfa. Knowing this, the 
inhabitants of the three agrahdras should continue to pay the 
share of crops and other taxes, as desired, and they should live 
fearlessly, fulfilling their duties as they heard from the king, once 
again, in the same way according to usual rules, they should pay 
regularly to the maintenance of Sivakula temple in Sitati, share 
of the produce of lands and other taxes and knowing that this 
dranga with Sarvvatala villages has been exempted from pay
ment, you should not feel humbled. You will also promote 
mutually existing love, and tied together by affection . . . by men 
protecting the two including the tala ever . . . ever . . . (The rest 
follows exactly the passage at the end of the preceding record.) 
The dutaka is Kumaramatya and the date is Samvat 67 Bhadra 
sukla 2. 

CXVIII 

Samvat 69 Jyestha sukla 7 while Pbh Sri Narendradeva 
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ruling more than 100 years, this is issued for Chuhungapedya . . . 
south of Naraprin grama (village) there is a canal, south west 
of it a land . . . wife of Brahmana Visvasena, an inhabitant of 
Salanka, Suvarna Gomi, created an endowment, yielding 7 
sources of income as gift of the Commander-in-chief had been 
inscribed with witness Ramasvami to make a grant to 
Pasupatacharya Daksinatilua*aka and then, he made it over to 
Danasrinkhalika Pasupatas for the treatment of the sick. 

The annual share of the produce as assessed was at the rate 
of 20 paddy ma 14 pu(rana) 7, the job to be performed from 
this . . ., from the same field, which they received . . . paddy kuda 
1 Gichchhija, Namilagati, Vahikagupta.. . inhabitants of 
Sarika, the minister Bhagavatchandra, Chandaka living also 
there, are witnesses here, and this is to be known that they are 
appointed in Chuhungapeda with the enchancement of wealth 
(i.e. the lands granted fell within the boundary of 
Chuhungapeda). 

CXIX 

(Lines 1 to 10 unreadable due to total damage.) 
. . . Graced by the feet of Lord Pasupati and meditating upon 
the feet of his father, Pm Bh Md Sri Narendradeva, enjoying 
health all . . . salary holders . . . officers . . . coming in future . . . 
duly as . . . king enquiring of their welfare issues this instruction: 
let you know . . . Navagrha . . . having been raised to a higher 
status and dignity (a fort or townlet) . . . we have banned the 
entry of chata and bhata and this is our gift to you; now all of 
you knowing this, officers with rights, whether those whose 
salaries are tied to our favours and other officers but everybody 
trying to respect our wishes will not enter Navagrha and cause 
even least trouble there. If our orders are disobeyed by anyone, 
and do otherwise or cause it done by others we shall mete out 
the same treatment to him who does not obey the king's orders. 
Future kings, whose intention is to earn good name for having 
ruled their subjects well and who feel that this act is 
their wealth in this world for the accumulation of happiness, 
long life, health and splendours of kingship and pros-
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perity, and it tended to bear a feeling as their own towards 
the favour bestowed by the past kings, coming through 
the generations of religious teachers, should always direct their 
thought to this grant as worthy of proper care and protection. 
For all these reasons we have executed a charter on stone plate 
so that the order may be observed for a long time to come. This 
is my order (svayamajna). Here if something of serious nature 
occurs, which cannot be settled by the Panchalika themselves, 
then this should be considered through the means of antardsana. 
Whichever Gausthis came within the jurisdiction of Navagrha, 
there the entry of the chata and bhata is prohibited. The 
arrangement which has been inscribed on copper plate; by the 
same, the inhabitants of Vrjjika road, Madhusudanasvami, an 
ordinary member of Panchalika will act. The appointed agent is 
minister (dandanayaka) for justice Nrpadeva and the date is 
Samvat 71 Kartika sukla 2. 

cxx 
Om! by bravery, courage, victory, renunciation, and reputa

tion, by admirable qualities worthy of a lord unique and easily 
available—all combined in competition, such was he, king Naren-
dradeva is ruling this earth, which came to him in dynastic suc
cession. Now, he who renounced his happiness and did not 
care to stoop to achieve the welfare of others, with increased 
fortune in attempt to make others happy by the grace of his 
lotus like feet, Visnudeva, satisfying his soul, in order to help 
the Brahmanas and others of this world to purify their body 
ritually 3 times a day, constructed a water conduit of stone 
with a well which is all equipped with a water drawing instru
ment. After accomplishing this, he hoped by the seed of that 
virtuous act to start many more such works. The date: Samvat 
78 Kartika sukla 9 on the day of anniversary of the beginning 
of the Satya yuga. 
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CXXI 

Om! From Kailasakuta Palace . . . graced by the feet of Lord 
Pasupati and meditating upon the feet of Pbh Md &rl Narendra-
deva in all health . . . addresses this injunction to the officers 
of all offices . . . present and past. . . after due enquiries of their 
health issues this charter: Please know, as advised by Mahaprati-
hara Chandravarma, and accepting his advice . . . in the area of 
Pasupati, and on the eastern bank of VagvatI, within the site of 
Lord Vajresvara . . . we have prohibited the entry of all the 
offices . . . here with our knowledge for the own increase of our 
prosperity we handed over for protection the said grant to a reli
gious body (dharmika gana), creating such a body. The trustees 
engaged in acquiring knowledge, and doing action?, living life 
with disciplined conduct must perform karanapuja of the god 
in Mandali of Vajresvara with bath, perfume, flowers, burning 
incense, lighting the lamps, playing musical instruments of the 
rainy season, muttering of prayers, after having done all such 
cleansing action as smearing with cow-dung, oblation and 
repairs, if a residue remains, with that left money submitting 
in honour of the blessed Vajresvara, food is to be served, as far 
as means allow, to the Pasupata ascetics and Brahmanas; and 
in case per chance time changing something happens and on the 
strength of their being benefactors, people ask for something 
knowing the reality of the time of distress, then, after ascertain
ing the fact, 24 manikas of grain may be given to benefactors; 
more than this is not to be taken by .the benefactors. If when a 
law suit arises as to these points, the Supreme Court (parama-
sana) should consider it; but the money must not be taken away. 
With this understanding neither the fully authorised officer nor 
any other parties whatsoever should not controvert this boon, 
and any one doing such things will not be tolerated. The 
future kings will also not do otherwise in the spirit that this 
was the blessing of the past kings, and they were used to respect 
their wishes by protecting the endowment. Our appointed 
agent or dutaka in this matter is the heir apparent (yuvaraja) 
Skandadeva. Samvat 83 Bhadrapada bright half diva 8. 
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CXXII 

Om, hail! from the beautiful, world famous, Kailasakuta 
Palace, appearing like the mount Kailasa, the jewel of the kings, 
born in the Lichhavi family, who became equipped with all 
qualities, whose kingdom's glory is full of the three capabilities 
such as regal powers, personal pre-eminence (prabhutva), good 
counsel (mantra) and energy (utsaha), like the moon of the 
kings, who is marked distinctly, like an image ornamented by 
discipline and politeness and acts of victory, favoured by 
Lord Pasupati's feet and meditating upon the feet of his father, 
Bh. Md. Sri Narendradeva in all health informs all those 
officers, functioning at present and in future, within the 
frontiers of Nepal: Know you this, the dranga of Hamsagrha 
. . . with . . . and village on the western side was freed from 
the entry of chata and bhata, as well as this place had been 
favoured with many kinds of dignities both accruing from the 
enjoyment of the status of a fort (koffa) and also duties in 
relation to one's physical labour and to ensure this, an adminis
trative order was issued, but a past king made a grievous error 
and destroyed it, therefore, now, we, always trying to maintain 
traditional arrangement and with respect, have reestablished 
the same gift, ensuring that it may remain for a long time. We 
have executed it in writing on a stone slab. 

Here are the regulations for donations. The head of the 
area will give 4 manika of rice on Kartika Sukla 11 (ekadasl) to 
repair the thoroughfare, on the next day (dvadasl) which is the 
anniversary day of the inaugural ceremony of Lokapalasvami 
the donation is panas purana 25 purana to be paid to the Brah
man as for sprinkling water invoking peace; and for everybody 
else of all castes, from the Brahmanas down to the pariahs, 
living within the precincts of this dranga, an arrangement is 
to be made to feed, eatables like ghee (clarified butter), wheat 
floor, etc. to be provided and to make another grant for setting 
up pillars, one, rice 54 manikas, thereafter for a flag during 
bull fights 25 purana, for the daily worship of Lokapalasvami 
and for purification 40 manikas paddy, and again the man 
who sets up the image will get manika bhuktika paddy . . . 
again bhuktika paddy manika 24; to 10 temple maje servants 
at the rate of 10 for one 140 bhuktika paddy and to 20 
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females at the rate of 20 to one 360 manikas . . . more than 
240 manikas from bhdsa lands . . . to complete amount 130 
manikas, that of Ku'apati . . . for temple servants 120 purana, 
for temple n.aids 80 purana, earthen pieces . . . manika 5 
panepurana, 60 each . . . for the purification of body rice 
ma . . . , rice manika . . . for the purification of Konko 
village panchalika on Magha Sukla in the beginning of 
Phalguna the land also . . . on the Jyestha sukla 11 the festival 
Varaha within the boundary of (the dranga) 1 on Magha sukla 
12 within the limits of dranga, and as Phalguna starts, the land 
. . . on Jyestha sukla 11 and during the festival of Varaha 
within the frontiers of dranga . . . rice manika . . . for the 
worship . . . [Lines 20-26 are half damaged and 27-36 totally, 
so we cannot get the full meaning of the passage. Although the 
37th line is also damaged except a few letters we can have a 
conjectural reading. Similarly 34 and 35, altogether it is the 
same passage occurring at the end of every inscription, 
which is to ask the future kings to preserve the endowment, 
speaking of them as those used to respect the pious gifts of past 
kings, to threaten to punish any officers or men, then to quote 
Vyasa (1.40)] Samvat 80 . . . krsna diva 10, the executive 
agent or the witness (dutaka) Sri yuvaraja . . . deva. (The date 
might occur between 80 to 89, the witness's name cannot be 
ascertained. DV in his Nepali translation puts a different thing 
but there is no bhattaraka, it is probably a different name.) 

CXXIII 

Om! Samvat 88 Pausa sukla 2 (second day of the bright 
fortnight of the month of Pausa) a copper vessel was made to 
Laditamahesvara in order to obtain merit. 

CXXIV 

[This is a much damaged stone. The beginning invokes the 
blessing of. . . Perhaps the charter is issued from Bhadradivasa 
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bhavana (a new palace built by Narendradeva). From 5th to 
16th line not more than 4 letters can be read in each. As the 
reader will find, with some letters in evidence, only a conjec
tural sense can be obtained and that also incomplete and 
unsatisfactory. The 17th line speaks of some royal arrange
ment, probably the subject of the charter, for the guidance of 
the administrator of an endowment (of what?). The lines 16-19 
must have been devoted as in all inscriptions to warn against 
interference by officials and to ask future kings to protect the 
royal gifts. The dutaka Rajaputra (son of a king) Janardana 
Varma prominently figures and the date year 89 . . . diva 13 
but the month and fortnight are lost.] 

exxv 
[The fragment represents the end portion of the inscription, 

put exactly in the same way as in the other inscriptions. The 
date is Samvat 90 Vaisakha sukla 10 and the dutaka, the 
witness Rudrachandra Gomi. The first readable line begins 
with 'This should be preserved by you' and then is followed by 
'knowing this, all those earning their livelihood and others 
should not do otherwise to the endowment; if any people 
transgress our order or cause it to be bypassed, I shall not 
tolerate them. Kings of the future also as a matter of tradition 
must think it as an object of maintenance and for purifying 
both the worlds and in order to ensure long reigns of theirs 
should protect it with all efforts as something handed to them 
by past kings.'] 

CXXVI 

Om, hail! From Bhadradivasa palace (graced by the feet of 
Lord Pasupati and meditating upon the feet of his father) . . . 
(Lines upto 8 are not readable) . . . addressing the present and 
future kings with due enquiries of their health: let you know . . . 
Gandigulmaka is a prohibited area where chata and bhata are 
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not allowed to enter . . . being satisfied with you the privilege 
has been conferred on you. 

(The rest is the same as the end portion of the above 
inscription.) This is the king's own order (svayamajna). The 
diitaka is &ri Yuvaraja Sauryadeva and the date is Samvat 95 
Pausa sukla diva 10. 

CXXVII 

Om svasti! From the Palace of Bhadradivasa. Nothing chal
lenges his orders, favoured by the feet of Lord Pasupati, meditat
ing upon the feet of his father, the banner of Lichhavi race, he is 
pre-eminently (parama) the devotee of Mahesvara, the sovereign 
above all (Pbh) the king of kings (Md) Sri Narendradeva in 
good health addresses himself to all the families residing in the 
village of GuUamtanga, its elders in the front, asking of their 
welfare and makes known to them: know this. This village in 
the domain of Lord Pasupati, where in respect of a large water 
conduit built by us, you have performed without any fraud all 
action, thinking it to be your duty, by means of forced labour or 
otherwise, but whatever was to be done you achieved for which 
you had obtained prior sanction, therefore we have exempted 
from the entry of chaja and bhata, regular and irregular 
(soldiers and spies), and as the village is allowed to enjoy the 
status and dignity of a fortified place, all the corporeal services 
are also remitted and heads of houses are exempted from all 
duties of forced labour, such as the one which is to be rendered 
by the relatives of those while one was going abroad. In the case 
of the death of a pregnant woman while the foetus is taken out 
one will be let off with a fine of one hundred (pa)nas only; in 
the case of neglect towards wounded deer (animal of the bovine 
species) in the shed there a fine of three panas and puranas will 
be imposed. In case of theft, adultery, murder or complicity, 
therewith etc., enumerated as the five capital offences (pancha-
paradha) only the person of the guilty will be handed over to the 
royal officials; however, his house, his fields, his wives, and all 
his property will pass into the hands of the venerable congrega
tion of the monks (Aryasangha). So all this is done. In Sivadeva 
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monastery, we have created the endowment of the village in 
favour of the venerable chaturdisarya Bhiksusangha. And 
here is the .fixing of boundaries: To the northeast from 
the spring of the water conduit of the monastery . . .; then 
by going to the south in the region of Gomibhu the land of the 
Gomi in the Dhancho pradeSa and thereafter by skirting a por
tion of the course of VagvatI, comes the confluence of the Got 
canal, and thence by following the route to the north, the junc
tion of the lands belonging to the 6rl Manadeva Vihara and of 
the Kharjurika Vihara, thence by proceeding to the west comes 
Kharevalgancho, thence following a westerly direction, and 
going along the south eastern side of the Madhyama Vihara, 
then by proceeding to the north along the path on the north 
eastern angle, the canal, following this to the north east and 
reaching the Highway to the south east of the Kundala ksetra, 
thence by continuing to draw the line along the road in a 
northerly direction, the eastern wall of the Abhayaruchi Vihara 
and thence walking northeast, the southeastern wall of the 
Varta Kalyanagupta Vihara; thence by proceeding in a north 
east direction, the southeastern angle of the Chatubadaduna 
Vihara; from here continuing to the north and to the west, then 
in the north western angle reaching the great path from here by 
proceeding to the northeast comes Kambilampra; thence by 
proceeding to the northeast we reach the reservoir that receives 
the flow of the waters from the source at Rajaviharendra and 
then skirting the Highway lying to its south, to the northeast, a 
low ground and then the garden, thereafter the Highway and 
southern garden, again towards the south traversing the path in 
a southeasterly direction as far as the small canal and by the 
side of the Parigespulli there is a path, following which in the 
southerly direction, one comes across the same Vihara and there 
also we have a canal with the burning ground, and thus the limits 
of the area have been fixed. If a matter ever arises which cannot 
be settled by the venerable clergy in this agrahara, it will then 
be considered through Paramasana (royal court). Under
standing this, nobody, whether he be our servant or any 
other person should never nullify this favour we are granting. 
Any one who will nullify this order personally or by instigating 
others we shall absolutely not tolerate him. The kings coming 
to reign hereafter wishing happiness with respect to both worlds 
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should well protect the favour as it is conceded by a royal 
predecessor because the book of law (dharma) says that in the 
past kings, Sagara and others, made grants of land, and whoever 
did so, the merits go to him. This is His Majesty's own order 
(svayamajna) . . . Samvat 103 Jyestha £ukla saptamyam. The 
witness, dutaka, here might be Bhattaraka Sivadeva. 

CXXVIII 

Lines 1-12 upto the word used before the delineation of the 
boundaries are the same. Also from 31-37. The dutaka is 

~Bh. Sivadeva. The date Samvat 103 Jyestha §ukla 13 suggests 
that the same person was the dutaka as in the preceding 
inscription and the date in both is the same except the tithi. 
The portion defining the boundaries, however, differs (lines 
12-30) because the agrahara is created in a different land. 

The boundary line of this privileged area, the agrahara, is 
drawn as follows: In the northeast at the top of Sresthadul and > 
Pritibrumadhyamali, to the little east of this, then following the 
line, south of the large ali, and then circuiting in southeasterly 
direction the land of Chuhuanga, then through the path leading 
to Mhupring, then going southern side along the avenue towards 
the pine forest, thereafter going to the west, to Mhupring panch
alika area, thereafter from its western corner to the south, and 
to the land at the top of Sri Kharjurika vihara, going along wes
tern course, towards the south, to the confluence of Prichhibru 
and Daksinesvara sacred sites called Ambu (water) tirtha, from 
there going to the southwards and from Sasiksetra's south
easterly corner, then a little west, thereafter the eastern ali 
from Mittambru ali following the southerly course, and along 
the route of alis, to its western direction, and going to a little 
north, then pursuing western course and also a little north, then 
to the west, going to Nimbru and to its southwestern corner 
and from here to the lands of Indra Gausthika in Lopring 
village, to its southeastern corner, from there going a little 
towards the west, Mhupring panchalika land, and in its westerly 
direction (made either by nature in terrace or by furrow on two 
sides), the ali, to the south . . . of the land, northeastern corner, 
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the line drawn passes through the way leading to Mhupring 
village, the broad way from here tracing westerly direction to 
Mhupring and Lopring . . . going through the downward line, 
source of . . . climbing upward west of the confluence of 
Mekandidul canal, from here ascending the western upland 
and then the cave, accordingly, pursuing the path to northwest, 
reaching the waterfall as far as the route to Lopring and the 
lands on the top and going to the south of Sarvvadaksina (all 
southerly) ali, then going westward draw the line to Lopring 
. . . lands, from here going westerly course, the eastern opening 
of the large garden there lies the Highway (Mahapatha), then 
going to the north, and again from the large garden's north
easterly corner, climbing down upto the forest line, then the 
source of Phansinpral, going north therefrom, source . . . 
following the source, Brahmatirtha and following the course 
of the river Vagvati to the east from here along the cave ahead, 
back to the summit of the Sresthadul and Pritibrumadhyamali. 

In this way we have fixed the boundary lines of this agrahara. 
If now and then there arose a case, which Aryasangha found it 
beyond its powers to handle, then the Supreme Court of the 
king (paramasana) should take it up for consideration. All 
taxes on trade or market and fines in the intercalary month in 
respect of weighing scale, everything will go to Aryasangha. No 
one who knew all this, those earning their livelihood at our feet 
will do otherwise in regard to this royal favour. If anyone trans
gresses or causes to transgress we will not tolerate him. Kings 
coming after us, seeking uninterrupted happiness in both the 
worlds will maintain it with all strength, thinking that it is the 
special favour (fefsrss- sr*rre) of past kings because the ancient 
law says: Many kings, Sagara and others, have made grants of 
land, the fruits go to him who has to his credit such a grant. 
This is our own order (svayamajna) The witness here is Bh. 
Sivadeva and the date 103 Jyestha Sukla diva 13. 

CXXIX 

This is the pious donation . . . minister of religious affairs 
. . . the congregation (Bhiksusangha) of (maha)sanghika. 
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cxxx 

(This is the lower portion of a larger stone.) 
Bh Md . . . deva reigning . . . having constructed this by Nala-
vamma Bhata . . . in Bhaksabhevam village, here, share of the 
produce, articles . . . 9 manikas . . . 3 manikas. 

CXXXI 

Om! Samvat (year) 118, bright half of Jyestha, 10th day, Rd 
Sivadeva reigning, for the use of Nalanga village, an inhabitant 
of the same village, Humdhruvasila together with his brother 
HumanangaSila constructed this water conduit. 

CXXXII 

Om, Hail! From the famous Palace Kailasakuta. The supreme 
Lord and great king of kings, illustrious Sivadeva, who resemb
les Kalpa tree (of paradise), to which Goddess of fortune clings 
like a creeper, who has received favours from the feet of the Lord 
PaSupati, and meditates on the feet of Bappa (his father), being 
in good health, sends due greeting to the headman and house
holders residing in the village of Vaidya, and issues these orders: 
Be it known to you. This village elevated to the dignity and 
status of the fort (kotta) and . . . where the entry of regu
lar and irregular troopers (chata and bhata) is banned for time 
eternal as long as the sun, moon and earth endure, by the law 
of Bhumichhidra [by which was meant 'the uncultivated fallow 
land' the donee bringing it underbought in order to enhance 
the high merits of our parents and our own, we have, dedicating 
to Lord Sri Sivadevesvara who is set up by ourselves, handed 
over in the form of agrahara to the monks of the Vasa PaSupata 
sect for repair of any damage to the temple. You, knowing this, 
and duly paying to the monks (acharya) taxes on land, articles 
of consumption and other dues in general,,and gold levies and 
duties, obeying all laws in this connection, thus under these 
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stipulations living without fear, protected by the king and 
duly engaged in performing your traditional duties, also in all 
acts to be performed subjecting yourselves to obedience to 
what you hear of our jurisdictions, let all of you live in this 
village happily. 

And the boundaries of this village are as follows: To the 
east, the highway and towards the southeast, the &vl water 
conduit and following it then comes the narrow path, and 
southwards to Tenkhu, to the west also Tenkhu, farther to the 
north the Chisimanda water course or canal (tilamaka), and 
thence to the northeast along the Sahasramandala field, 
therefrom as far as the high road, this is the agrahara now 
with the abovementioned boundaries is created and in this agra
hara, the tradesmen shall take annually five (5) load carriers as 
forced labour required for trade to Tibet (Bhotta). But those, 
who violating this order act otherwise, will certainly not be 
pardoned. And the kings who may come after us should 
protect this grant for their own benefit understanding that it is 
'a bridge to heaven' built by a former king for his own and 
others' welfare. And it has also been declared in the Maha-
bharata, 'Oh, Yudhisthira, zealously protect the grants of land 
given to Brahmanas by former kings; the earth is great for land 
owners, but protecting the grant is better than giving. The 
giver of land rejoices in heaven during sixty thousand years; he 
who interferes with the grant of land, and who destroys it, will 
dwell in hell for a long period.' This is our own order (svaya-
majna), and the executive officer or witness (dutaka) here is 
prince Jayadeva. On the tenth day of the bright half of Phal-
guna Samvat 119 the inaugural ceremony is performed. 

CXXXIII 

[Lines 1-4 are intact. Three more lines are damaged a little 
on the left margin. But lines 9 to 18 and 23 and 24 are intact 
again. But others except the last two are damaged, and letters 
are not readable here and there.] 

Hail! From Srlmat Kailasakuta Palace. With an undisturbed 
reign and maintaining the rule of conduct of the four varnas, 
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the banner of the Lichhavi family, graced by the feet of 
Lord Pasupati and meditating upon the feet of his father 
Pbh Md &ri Sivadeva, enjoying health, issues this injunction 
to all the offices existing in Nepal and to all those earning live
lihood at our feet, after due enquiries of their health declares: 
Be it known to you, aiming at the immeasurable storage of 
water, . . . to Panchalika . . . advised by Ksemajlva, we, who 
follow (to protect) acts of pious gifts as in line with religious 
rights . . ., for the use of Pafichalika, together with the Brah-
manas, following the practice of taking permission, for the usual 
arrangement required for the Panchalika of Bhrngares-
vara temple also . . . the canal causing to flow . . . the temple 
Panchalika . . . in time . . . Gola . . . village . . . water . . . 
water conduit and channel, . . . also . . . we are pleased to 
donate to BhrngareSvara panchalika . . . land . . . will be con
sidered also articles . . . must be considered . . . two panas and 
puranas . . . pindaka manika . . . should be fined 3 purana. 
(The rest follows the usual pattern of the end portion of the 
previous inscriptions.) The date is Samvat 125 Bhadrapada 
Sukla panchamyam, and the dutaka (appointed agent) Rajaputra 
Jayadeva. 

CXXXIV 

This inscription is much damaged along with the date por
tion but the name of the witness Jayade(va) is readable. As 
the conjectural reading of the first two lines and completely 
damaged condition of 6 lines thereafter show, the inscription 
does serve no historical purpose. 

The inscription is unreadable on the right, although upto 
the 6th line a conjectural reading may help us. But the last 
line shows date, 122. It talks of karanapuja of the deity in 
question in the record, which among other things also involves 
playing of musical instruments day to day, and then 2 panas 
and again musicians who were to receive 12 manikas, etc. The 
Vajrabhairava (1. 6) is one of the deities spoken of in this ins
cription. If the reading is correct and the name really figures as 
DV made out, then it is possible to place the existence of these 
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deities in Gorkha. But in view of the damaged lines, and if 
the reading is just a guess work, nothing can be said about it. 
Nothing of historical import has been in evidence here except 
the name of the king and the place from which the charter is 
issued. (The translation is based on DV's reading.) 

The translation would read: 
Om.. hail! From Kailasakuta palace . . . graced by Pasupati's 

feet and meditating upon the feet of his father, Bhattaraka 
Maharaja §rl Sivadeva, enjoying all health . . . informs: let it 
be known to you . . . Vajrabhairava bhattaraka . . . karana-
puja . . . land . . . pana . . . presented food (to the Lord) . . . 

cxxxv 
(The upper portion of the slab is worn away, how many lines 

one cannot say.) This is a charter. But the upper portion is 
almost totally lost. The lines effaced might have been those 
narrating the place of issue, the epithets and name of the king 
and the village or Paiichalika, to which it was addressed. The 
record belongs to Sivadeva II. 
The Text: 

. . . taxes on gold and valuables . . . to the west . . . 
moving to . . . from there the hamlet has been listed as one 
of the forts with its dignity and status . . . to the west . . . after
wards . . . in connection with the man rendering forced labour 
one hundred puranas must be given yearly by the villagers to 
the . . . As for the authorities of the Royal Palace they must 
not accept anything. 

And whosoever, whether those attached to our services and 
through our favour or others would do otherwise or encourage 
another to do otherwise we shall not tolerate him. And the 
princes to come must respect and protect as an object of com
passion, being granted by past kings; it is like a bridge of gift 
and virtues, by their glory, you must maintain it in good order. 
And thus also it is said "The land that was given to the Brah-
manas in the past, Oh! Yudhisthira, protect it well, this land 
granted by the masters of the earth is great but to maintain the 
grant is still greater than making a gift of it. The donor will 
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live sixty thousand years of happiness in paradise. He that 
usurps and abets the crime remains as many years in hell. This is 
my own direct order (svayamajna). The dutaka here is Rajaputra 
Jayadeva. Samvat . . . month of Asvayuja, dark fortnight, 
sixth day (tithi). 

CXXXVI 

Hail! From the Palace of &rlmat Kailasakuta. He has well 
organised the system of all the caste groups (varnas), he has 
made sharp the brightness of the nails of his feet by the heads 
of all the Samantas, being favoured by Lord Pasupati's feet and 
meditating upon the feet of his father, the banner of the joy of 
the Lichhavi dynasty, Pm Bh Md Sri &vadeva, healthy, addres
ses with respect all people in Nepal bhukti (country), tho.e 
placed in power, all the royal personages and earning livelihood 
in state service, after due enquiries of their health: Let it be 
known to you. There is a village called Dabakotta connected 
with the temple of Puttinarayana, to its east . . . knowing that 
its possession uninterruptedly was enjoyed by the Royal Palace, 
we have now given to the village the status and dignity of a 
fort, and freed it from the entry of chata and bhata as well as 
from rendering forced labour to carry loads to Phalanju, the 
village has been granted by us as favour for the protection and 
use of the inhabitants of the dranga of Sitati with its own even 
land. You will do the repair work in the temple if it is damag
ed, you will perform also karanapuja and with the balance 
left after the expenses involved in this act, you will offer and 
unfurl a beautiful umbrella (over his head) to Lord PaSupati. 
In this regard the sobhana celebration in honour of the Lord 
also will be held. Again, with the left over of the income after 
these expenses the inhabitants of the village will divide among 
themselves and personally make use of it. Thus Dabakotta now 
is made a kotta with all the maryada. This village is situat
ed southwest of Phabadranga village, northwest of Gam-
pronding village, northeast of Ganidung village, southeast of 
Nupunna village, then to the southeast, and it is to be known 
that the boundaries of these four villages shall meet together in 
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region with the name Satvaumalamba. Its previous boundary 
is as follows: starting from the pretty sour mango tree in the 
Aramakhara area, from there to the southwest to the source of 
the white earth, from here to the southwest as far as the source 
of the Dhima river, climbing up a little and further a little going 
down, skirting its own boundary line, to the place where cows 
are served with salt and near the place Daksinalika to the 
mango tree, from there to the west, getting down the water 
current of Lunju, and then to where the boundaries of Dayam-
bigam, Prondih and Daba kotta meet a place by name Trisan-
dhi, to its north the river Putti, and just upwards as far as the 
confluence of the rivers Putti and Yavadu, getting down and 
climbing up a little, and then to the eastern . . . north of the 
field, of the boundary, as far as Rajavasaka, then to its north, 
source of. . . river, a large §ala tree, southeast of this is masa 
tree, to its east, in Rajavasaka, the irrigated field of Upabhidhi-
sistlkotta, to the north the mango tree, to its east, the bed of 
Gollam river, and thereafter the hermitage of Gautama and 
confluence of rivers and downwards, the confluence of Utthima 
rivers, here climbing down the Dandamgum highway, and 
from here a place named Trisandhi, westward climbing up a 
little south of Palana, there is large forest, to its south lies a 
field growing different things (vastu ksetra;, after this draw the 
line to the south through the tree of Champaka (Michelia cham-
paka), to the southwest of the tree the same beautiful sour mango 
tree. Thus fixing of boundary is done in this village. Those whose 
living are tied to us and also others who enjoy the benefits will 
not create the least trouble or help to create one, transgressing 
our orders will not be tolerated. Future kings will take it as a 
special favour of the past rulers and hoping kindness for their 
own interest must protect them always with their strength. 
This is what has been said (by Vyasa): Those kings who main
tain the decrees of kings of ancient days persevering for the 
welfare of the world will find their own royal glory enhanced. 
Thus it is His Majesty's order (svayamajna). The witness here 
is Jayadeva bhattaraka. Samvat 129 . . . diva panchamyam. 
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CXXXVII 

(Lines 1 to 6 are not legible but the two lines thereafter can 
have a conjectural reading on the basis of a few letters seen.) 

Om! Hail! From the Palace of KailaSakuta . . . favoured by 
the feet of Lord Pasupati and meditating upon the feet of his 
father, Md §rl Sivadeva . . . (from here five lines are worn 
away, thus causing the objective of the record disappear. We also 
do not know, to which village the charter was addressed. 
The remaining five lines are damaged in the left margin. But 
the readable portion seems to be the last few lines of the 
inscription.) 

. . . he who causes this order or causes to be ignored to act 
against the provision, we shall not tolerate him. Future kings 
will protect the royal gifts as they are used to fufilling such 
duties as devolved on them, because of the realisation that they 
are from past kings. The date . . . Pausa sukla panchamyam 
(5). 

CXXXVIIl 

. . . for the welfare of all the living beings . . . the sangha 
of the nuns built and for the worship and sanctifying ceremony 
donated panas and puranas. 

CXXXIX 

(The 12 lines in the beginning are lost.) Om! From Kaila-
sakuta bhavana . . . meditating upon the feet of Pasupati and 
favoured by his father's feet . . . Md Pm Jayadeva enjoying 
health . . . (Here the letters are not readable. The lines above 
can be traced only by guess. The lines 4 to 11 are totally 
missing.) . . . to the south . . . to the south of the garden 
. . . as far as . . . the west . . . is skirting . . . in the west. . . 
a little to the south to the Sahasra sthana . . . climbing down 
to the river . . . then to the waterfall . . . and by going to 
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southwest, Sankara . . . by going to the west headway and 
after a climb down, thence to the north crossing the river, 
going to the northwest of Navagraha mandala, then to 
the northwest, the Highway, west of the stone bridge, Panchali 
of Reta . . . and by going to the northeast to northwest of the 
garden of the panchali of Lopring and further going to the 
northwest, to the Dolasikhara . . . passing to the northeast 
one traverses to the field of the panchali of Punu and there
after going to the northwest of the field of the panchali of 
Lopring and the Gausthi of Indra, then to the north of the 
field belonging to Narayana temple dasami Gausthika, to its 
north is Uma tlrtha, from where going to north one reaches 
Puspavatika vihara. Such is the settlement of boundaries of 
the area within . . . mandala. Here we have made the favour 
of a grant of a fort status. Future kings will not tolerate any 
one who violates this order. We shall not tolerate any one, 
either those tied to our feet for livelihood or anybody else who 
violates this order. The dutaka is Bh Vijayadeva and the 
date is 137 Jyestha Sukla 5. This is the king's own direct 
order (svayamajna). 

CXL 

(The first part of the inscription is totally worn away.) 
Unprecedented . . . even after this knowing this is ours, other
wise . . . ascertaining . . . favour previously granted . . . renewed 
the grant to administer . . . village of Yupa, a canal . . . has 
been built by . . . Kurpasad . . . fort or market where food was 
available, after this the place from where earth was taken out 
from the forest situated in the front . . . of anybody escaped 
committing this crime he should be sent to the fort . . . submit
ting the report to the fort authorities, settle the case as it used 
to be done before. Near the canal . . . the entry of those who 
walked through, night or day should not be objected to . . . its 
opposer . . . whatever has been gained should be presented to 
the Royal Palace. Anything connected with the canal will be 
considered by the Royal Court (antarasanena) and decided. The 
canal water will be divided into 7 parts, one part to be used by 
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Gigvala Panchalika, one part by Jajje Panchalika, one part by 
Tegvala Panchalika, three parts by Yugvala Panchalikas, and 
the remaining part by . . . 11a Panchalika. Knowing this you 
must realise that this order cannot be transgressed. Those 
who will break our order or cause it to be broken, we shall not 
tolerate them. Future kings who are to maintain objects of 
piety established by their predecessors must give thought to this 
with devoted mind. It is also said that those kings who follow 
the edicts of past kings who have been responsible for establish
ing an order of religious sanctity (dharmyam sthitim) set up 
for the interest of the people, will enjoy wealth and prosperity 
for a long time, just as he gets the goddess of riches as perma
nent like his wife and will have heavenly abode after death like 
Indra, chief of Vasus. The dutaka here is yuvaraja Sri Vijaya-
deva, and the date S 148 Pausa sukla divatitiya. 

CXL1 

Samvat 151, on the second day of the bright half of 
Vaisakha, Bhojamati, wife of Atitalambha, gave two mas 
(from a donated land) to the Panchalika (Committee) of 
Lanjgval, together with a water conduit . . . for their perpetual 
use thereof. 

CXLII 

He is the three eyed one, the three vedas are his imperish
able essence, he remains the same in the three (divisions of) 
time, he is the same in the three conditions (of walking, sleep, 
and dream), he is the protector of the three worlds, he is the 
primary cause of the three Yugas, he is fully praised by the 
three deities (Brahma, Vi§nu and Rudra) and others, because 
in him lie the three fetters (goodness, passion and vice); his 
head is bathed by the three streams (Ganga and two others), 
himself unconquered as he conquered (the demon) Tripura, 
through him the three objects (of human life, merit, wealth and 
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pleasure) are accessible. He wields the mighty (tall) trident, 
he who is worshipped by the Lord of the thrice ten (30) Gods, 
Indra, and others, let the trident become the destroyer of our 
enemies! 

May the particles (of dust) from Pasupati's feet protect you, 
which sanctify the town of Lanka, because they are firmly 
attached to the multitude of glittering crest jewels, fastened to 
the top of Ravana's row of heads . . . and which form a 
garland on famed Vanasura's head. 

From Surya, the great grandson of Brahma, was born divine 
Manu, from him sprang the world conqueror Iksvaku, from him 
king Vikuksi. A king, Kakustha by name, was born from him; 
this Kakustha was known in the world as Prithu who with his 
mighty hand overran the universe, his son was ViSvagasva, who 
by his strong arms embraced corners of the earth. 

Twenty-eight (other) kings passed by in order, one by one, 
then Sagara was born, the Lord of the earth and ocean. His 
son was king Asamanjasa, from him descended Amsuman. 
That best of princes begot an illustrious king, called Dilipa. 

From him Bhagiratha, a famous lord of men, drew his 
origin. Then Raghu was born . . . From Raghu, Aja was 
born, and from him Dasaratha, who rode on a lofty chariot. 
After eight other kings, their sons and grandsons had passed, 
the illustrious Lichhavi was born. 

Like a mark on the forehead of the globe, trusted by his 
people, belonging to the famous and great solar dynasty, 
enjoying great influence and worthy of respect even by great 
Gods, he bears the pure name Lichhavi, giving rise to a new 
dynasty, white like the beautiful moon, and similar to Ganga's 
flood, majestic in appearance and charming. 

Twelve kings following after Lichhavi are passed over; then 
an illustrious holy prince, called Supuspa, was born like the 
God of Love, who has a flower of his arrow. Then twenty-
three kings succeeded him; and another famous king, called 
illustrious Jayadeva, arose. 

After victorious Jayadeva eleven kings passed and then one 
more. After him came the best of kings, a follower of Sugata's 
(Lord Buddha) doctrine, known as illustrious Vrsadeva. 

From him was born Sankaradeva, from him also Dharma-
deva sprang. Then his son, the illustrious Manadeva, became 
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king, and after him his son who is known as Mahideva. 
From him descended Vasantadeva, dear to the people, like 

the spring (Vasanta season) who finished the wars with his 
enemies, and was respected by his subdued feudal chiefs. 

Afterwards came the thirteenth ruler, king Udayadeva, and 
then from him Narendradeva, who was prosperous because of 
honour, and whose footstool covered with the dust from the 
row of diadems worn by numerous prostrated kings. 

Honoured by men, as if he was the husband of the earth, he 
who gave honestly earned wealth in charity, possessed great 
riches, conquered his numerous enemies, gladdened his relatives, 
protected his subjects, greatly relieved the sufferings of pious 
men depending on him, and spoke truth. Then came Sivadeva 
who supported the earth. 

This prince respectfully took illustrious VatsadevI to be his 
queen, as if she were fortune, the daughter of illustrious 
Bhogavarma, who was the crest jewel of the illustrious Varmans 
(Srlvarmmachudamani) of the Maukhari race, and who by 
his glory put to shame (all) hostile kings, she who was also the 
granddaughter (daughter's daughter) of the great Adityasena, 
the illustrious lord of Magadha. 

From this king was born the subduer of his enemies, and 
the son of the illustrious VatsadevI, the illustrious king Jaya-
deva, unvanquished by foes. Leading a life of renunciation, 
his only riches is honour, and with large eyes, an ocean of 
politeness, he is protector of poets, and learned and virtuous 
men. His legs and chest are strong and broad. 

That king wedded, as if she were Goddess of fortune and of 
the earth, queen RajyamatI, possessed of virtues befitting her 
race, the noble descendant of Bhagadatta's royal line and 
daughter of §rl Harsadeva who crushed the heads of hostile 
kings of Gauda, Odra, Kalinga, Kosala and other lands, with 
the club-like tusks of his excited elephants. 

He equipped with the splendours of body, in beauty, sur
passing Cupid, worshipped by females adorned with beautiful 
girdles, and giving his mind to the duty of protecting his beauti
ful kingdom, shows himself the character of a universal emperor. 

He holds a large kingdom, where the subjects are freed 
from troubles and pain, conquered by the spreading flames 
rising from the offer of an oblation with clarified butter made 
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by Brahmanas, who have received great happiness (from him), 
and which has been extended in consequence of the support of 
his arm, and his rule over this kingdom goes without any risks, 
and by reason of his heroism he has received a second name 
Parachakrakama (desirous of possessing the kingdoms of his 
enemies). 

That prince named Jayadeva is descended from a pure and 
great race, has obtained greatness and acquired a large store 
of spiritual merit. 

"Has a new lotus risen from the nether regions in order to 
highly honour with its incomparable eight petals come from 
the navel of Visnu or the image of deity of the eight bodies 
(Siva)? Is it because it mistook him for four faced Brahma 
that it went to become his seat or it is spread out as if it is a 
meeting ground of a symbol of the divine procreative energy 
as both the varieties of white lotus seem to meet here. 

"Have the ashes (covering) PaSupati's (body) been scattered, 
while he violently danced on his feet according to his heart's 
desire? Or has a new autumn returned imparting brilliance to 
the rays of the moon on Siva's crest bearing the moon? Or 
have the glittering masses of snow, leaving KailaSa mountain, 
collected here out of devotion (to Siva)? Or has a flood of 
Amrta (nectar) lovingly come from the milk ocean out of 
affection for its kindred, the poison, on Siva's throat. 

(The above verse is) the king's (own composition). "Is it 
the white like moon-light shining with lustre, brilliant with 
splendours, the heads of the Sesa, who dwells in the farthest 
recesses of the nether world, and has come prepared to 
worship divine Siva here? Or as the lord has gone to the 
depth of Rasatala far down the waves of the milk ocean have 
come up happily to bathe in milk the Lord by virtue of his 
grace? 

"Or is it the full blown lotus once held for play by the hand 
of LaksmI, who with the permission of Visnu, enjoying his ease 
in Patala on the couch formed by the king of serpents, and 
with his permission, LaksmI herself, hastening devoutly to 
worship the conqueror of Tripura?" Thus uttering various 
interesting arguments the young wives of the Siddhas now 
given to illogical thinking, who were highly enamoured of the 
lotus, a pleasant object of their guess, say 'who knows this?' 
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"Forsooth this is not a hollow stalk of lotus composed of 
reeds; J am made of silver by the king. How, oh men, can the 
two lotuses of 6rl and of Brahma, which though possessing a 
fresh brilliance look like me? Or all over the broad earth not 
one (flower) like me is found, neither in the delighted hearts of 
men, nor in (lake) Manasa; neither the brilliant sun, nor the 
day nor the lake produces any difference in me." 

Thus the filament of lotus spoke laughing as if it were 
proud of its beauty, showing in derision its gold like shape, as 
red as vermilion and comparable to a row of bright teeth. It 
looked as if one lotus was throwing a challenge with pride to 
another in this world of living beings. 

This pedestal on which the deity rests, golden like Mount 
Meru, abode of gods, was surrounded by the multitude of 
mountains, covered by snow, looks so beautiful, the king 
himself caused this, an exceedingly resplendent silver lolus with 
wide open most brilliant petals, to be made for the worship of 
Pasupati. 

The King's own composition 
"That most worshipful Sthanu, whom Brahma, possessed 

of manifest glorious majesty, lauds with his four mouths, whom 
six faced (Kumara), bowing at his feet, praises with his six 
mouths, whom ten headed (Ravana) even glorified by hymns 
from his ten tongues, whom Vasuki with glittering necks serves 
devoutly, singing his praise with a thousand tongues, by 
reputation, he, the Supreme Lord, wears the sky as his garment, 
he pervades (the universe) and (still is) exceedingly small; though 
he knew it, he is the destroyer (of the world) as he is §ankara; 
though he is one, he possesses eight bodies; and he is revered by 
gods and demons as teacher, he dances without a sense of 
shame, although he has contradictory qualities, he, the most 
respectable, is seated here." 

King's own composition 
"The merit I obtained from Pasupati for having caused to 

be made in honour of that Lord of the Praraathas, this great, 
beautiful, brilliant silver lotus, which resembles the lotus 
forming Brahma's seat, and far wide extends its expanding 
petals, and dedicating the same with devotion for the worship 
of the Lord I have passed on to my mother with complete 
satisfaction." 
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King's own composition 
"Is this a lotus from Ganga's stream, which was growing in 

the water on Sambhu's head? Or (is it) a lotus seated on the 
head of Sambhu, with water lotus of the river MandakinI that 
has been detached from the heaven and desiring to see the new 
water, but obtained the lotus? Or is it a beautiful lovely row 
of air carriers of the blessed gods? Or is it the lotus descended 
from the hand of compassionate Lokesvara (i.e. Avalokites-
vara)?" 

King's own composition 
"Is this the source of the descending heavenly Ganga, beau

tiful on account of its restless waves? Or is it the lotus from 
which Brahma sprang, come to see the better variety of earthly 
lotuses? Or has the pure moon resting on Siva's forehead 
approached this spot?" Such doubts arose in the minds of the 
people, when they gazed at it with wondering widely opened 
eyes. 

This precious silver lotus, placed over Hara's Linga, together 
with lotuses which on all sides surround it to do it honour, has 
been dedicated by illustrious Vatsadevi, the mother of the king. 

There is the merit clear as the moon light, which her son 
gave to her and she also obtained it performing Padmapuja, 
offering silver lotus to the Lord, illustrious Vatsadevi, who is 
pure in thought as becomes her race, has presented to her 
husband, the deceased king, for his welfare. 

What man of noble race would shamelessly praise his own 
virtues? Though the king is a true poet, he has not composed 
the verses in honour of his own race. With the exception of 
five verses, which the clever prince himself composed right 
well, Buddhakirti, out of affection for the king, wrote the rest. 

May the king who is able to ensure security and welfare, 
who takes care of his relatives, who is surrounded by loving 
sons, wives and servants, and who has obtained greatness, long 
life, good health and is ruling joyfully the country where the 
subjects are rich according to their desire, and loyal, protect 
the earth. 

On the ninth day of the bright half of Kartika, Samvat 157.* 

*I have utilised the translations done by BL and Levi but have improved 
on them. 
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CXLIII 

(Lines 1-9 not at all readable. Gnoli reads from the 10th and 
Levi from the 9th. Upto 17th line a few letters are visible, 
but no sense can be made out.) 
Text: 

Here they suitably to be considered. The eastern door 
keepers should be considered as it suits . . . 10 panapurana 
. . . to be given to Sri Eastern Office . . . or the acts in relation 
to the son, to the south of Sri Western and Sri Eastern Offices 
gone to south, of . . . that office . . . conduct . . . in the begin
ning the door keeper must act in accordance with the dictates 
of the scriptures . . . all offices are barred from entry and this 
includes the holders of the Bhatta office . . . whichever matters 
arising in respect of the boundaries and outside, the Panchalika 
themselves are to decide according to the tenets of justice . . . 
in the western . . . to remove ignorance . . . For the offence con
cealing a wrong . . . in the act of swindling he should be fined 5 
panapurana. In case of a grant of property or assignment of 
cattle or money by sale deeds if the promises are broken 4 
panapurana will be the penalty. Attempt to influence will 
meet with a fine of 2 and \ panapurana. Even by signs if 
there is an attempt to vitiate evidence and if there seems to be 
any such indication even distantly the witnesses present will 
pay the penalty of 400 panas . . . if the written document 
proved a forgery (false), the fine would be 100 panas. On 
admission of guilt 2 panapuranas and 2 pana fine is imposed, 
. . . a fine of 25 panapuranas, 10 panapurana in ayaksika 
(without the image of Yaksa) coins is recommended and in the 
case of uttamakaya, on the lower and middle kaya (body) 6 pana
puranas with additional 2 panas, 1 pana and 3 panapurana 
respectively, a fine of 1 pana, 100 puranas and 50 puranas 
in addition to 25 panapurana is prescribed for one who was 
judged guilty in a legal suit but escaped and 1/6 part of the 
balance of money gained as fine after its final judgement should 
go to the Panchalika. If the money is not paid, the possessor 
living in this area or elsewhere will be subjected to confinement 
or seizure of person. At any rate if injustice is there then an 
appeal is to be made to Rogamachau door keeper and the 
latter will then submit to the king's antarasana (Srimatpadiya) 
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office within a month for decision. If a pregnant woman 
dies, a payment of 100 panas as fine will be made. 
For suicide case the body should be presented for further order 
and deaths occurring in course of quarrels the family must 
obtain purification or ablution on appeal to the door keeper 
who for performance of his duty must be paid 6 panapuranas 
with two panas in addition. If wounded cattle are destroyed 
3 puranas with 3 pana will be given to the concerned authority. 
For illustrating the Palace chariot, the Sindri door keeper is to 
get 80 panapuranas. In respect of the work in pulling or drawing 
the chariot from its place of stand, and for renovation of the 
palace and all round adornment or general dressing, the Betra 
door keeper will receive 80 panapuranas annually. To purchase 
22 jars the door keeper will contribute 5 panapuranas. As for 
the tax on the best variety of cloth, 6 panapuranas and 2 panas 
are the contributions. During the celebration of Mandipl a pair 
of cloth and 5 best ornaments have to be given. Every year 
Sthana (ever present at the station) door keeper will be paid 
1000 panapurana by Pafichalikas TamrakuttaSala, Manesvara, 
Hyasprin, Puthamprin, Jamayambi and Pumdatta—all these 
villages are to enjoy from now on the status of a dranga, and this 
is the favour bestowed by us. This avowed wish of ours is 
inscribed on a stone plate with special favours granted to the 
sanghas and others, which are included here. The officers of 
the various social bodies who have learnt the above written 
command or order realising their duties will not even harbour 
in mind a courage for mischief and make efforts to break 
this royal favour under pretext of fulfilling their assigned 
duties. If we come to know all this we will surely give them hard 
punishment. Future kings who have to maintain the favours 
bestowed on the people by the past kings, and who knew the 
importance of the gifts made to the joys of the people, shall not 
tolerate the persons responsible for acts designed to destroy 
the favours. Praises are heard about the maintenance thus: 
Those who have a clean character like the moon with cool 
rays, while they also protect their subjects well, and who with
out deceit protect the virtuous systems established by, the 
past kings they will easily enjoy the splendours of the kingdom 
they conquered from the enemy kings overcoming hatred 
and will ever live in heaven like Indra enjoying respect and 
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wealth. Now to draw its boundaries: From here in the 
northeast direction Ajika vihara's eastern gate to Dadhrinkanta 
ko, therefrom, facing south, and going along the Highway 
(Mahapatha) as far as the north of Maninagattika and to its 
north, the large village (brhatgrama) and then as far as 
that, and therefrom going towards the west, Balasoksi temple 
(devakula), passing through this, reaching Bodda district 
(visaya), and then to the north of Araghatta, and from here 
along the route of Masa, facing west, in Lamkhaulamuttana, 
there, and going through Atmattanakam and following the 
garden or Nadapattika, towards the west, the Mahapratihara's 
house, then to the south following the narrowest part, reaching 
the highway where the stone exists in the shape of a pillar, 
from here, from the beginning of the path (where the chariots 
drive), entering the door known as Yadurdvara, then going 
across the halfway of the north of the eastern house, in front of 
the southern house, following westward, and entering the row 
of doorways of the cluster of houses (dwaragrhamandala) pro
ceeding to southern house, thereafter crossing over the western 
marshy ground, the line passes through the centre of the Yabi 
village and then going through Tabechesa, thereafter towards 
the west to the path, and by that very path following north
ward along the DrumakutI way, thereafter turning round west
ward and going to the north of a place along the line near 
Pondimandapika and then to Udanehusa, then getting down 
towards the west and along the road taking to Tamrakut^aSala 
towards Jarikhusam, and then to Tamrakuttas"ala lakhamaka, 
thereafter going towards the north, the ali of Manesvara Palace 
courtyard, south of it and at the back ofpreksana mandapi, 
going towards northeast, and entering through the eastern gate 
and across the middle of the Palace courtyard to the west gate, 
therefrom going to the north, just going in front of Pravarddha 
Manesvara, then following the western path as far as the water 
conduit built by Vottarina, then onwards . . . then to its 
southwards to half of the garden of Sambapur, therefrom . . . 
towards the west . . . and then to the south . . . following the 
western side to reach the south pillar, and then by the western 
gate . . . south of Jlvavarma's vihara . . . the line passes through 
the garden's southwest. . . west . . . following the canal . . . 
going along the northwest. . . in course of the path of Kamproy-
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ambi and to its north, then the parts of the field donated to 
the Lord . . . from the lands of the monastery alighting to wes
tern terrace, . . . going through the midst of the large river to 
Natividva climbing down to the north—Dipeka . . . thereafter, 
the southern path . . . the way going to the village . . . there
from according to the path west of Vingboche mandapi, there 
is Yaku, from there . . . Svami Kartikeya . . . Kara gosthi, 
therefrom the land of Saptami Gosthi (of the 7th day) and to 
its east . . . the land of the monastery (the same) in western 
terrace . . . land of the Pafichalika, its land in the eastern 
terrace, following that Sri Tukana . . . in the east therefrom 
land of the Taitariya (Vedic) school, thereafter western terrace 
and in that order . . . going along the southern . . . then in 
the eastern direction Kankabattikha going along . . . then the 
path . . . thereafter crossing the river, enter Vatamkuti, and to 
its east (purvva-)pankuti . . . , it is limited . . . in that way land 
of the Samanta . . . land of Gosthi and the eastern canal . . . 

CXLIV 

(All the 36 lines of the inscription have their margins effaced 
on both sides. The 37th line is destroyed. What we can read is 
only the middle portion.) 

Om, hail! From Kailasakuta palace, the Divine Lord, king 
of kings, conducting his virtuous rule unblemished Pm Pbh Md 
&ri Jayadeva after asking the people of Nepala mandala of 
their welfare issues the following orders to the people: . . . with 
. . . you, the highest in the hierarchy of castes, divinities of 
the earth, who have been guiding their followers according to 
the tenets of the whole body of sacred traditional beliefs and 
practices and having desired that these beliefs and practices 
would continue to hold ground also in future . . . we have fixed 
the boundaries of the areas concerned . . . to the east of the said 
area . . . with a view to ensure that none would receive injuries 
from any action including . . . as for those who were out of 
the area, even rich men . . . perpetrating crimes in my king
dom . . . those who deserve punishment . . . the Pafichalika 
alone should take hold of them, and surrender them to the 
Royal Palace . . . out of pana purana (a denomination of 
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coinage) only one to go to Eastern High Office in Harhsa(grha) 
. . . The Brahmanas getting 40 ma would have it enhanced, 
the three High Offices . . . of the Royal House of the South 
. . . Eastern Office . . . punishment . . . 5 panas . . . purana 
. . . for the punishment of the parents and for criminal assault 
. . . They will receive pana purana . . . Those who deserve to 
be punished should receive sahasa danda, the largest being 
uttama.* Paiichalikas to be given materials . . . 2 panas, 6 pana 
purana . . . entering by one's doors the Southern House of the 
ruling family . . . only 100 panas are to be given along with 
lands . . . a girl belonging to the locality . . . the carriers of 
pana . . . purana . . . two manikas of rice should be given . . . 
manika . . . the high officials could cause harassment in their 
own spheres of works under pretext of official work, but this 
cannot be done and such officers will be punished . . . knowing 
this is the work of past kings who were devoted to serving the 
interest of the people . . . the witness is the crown prince 
Yuvaraja Sri Vijayadeva. 

CXLV 

Jayadeva's Mlnanatha Inscription stands today on the plat
form near the water-conduit in front of the gate of Mfnanatha. 

The inscription belongs to Jayadeva II, and is addressed to 
a village. But because of extensive damage to the stone, nothing 
more can be made out. 

CXLVI 

Om, hail! the great cause . . . thinking that by setting up the 
image of the Lord, one gets the results of the virtuous deeds, the 
Lord, the teacher of the three worlds, was set up (his Lord or 
image). 

(We do not know whether this refers to the phallus of 
KumbheSvara enshrined in the temple.) 
•According to Manu and Kauulya uttama sahasa means 1000 panas in fin©. 
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CXLVII 

This is a two line record inscribed on the body of the image 
of Goddess Varahi attached to the back wall of a temple of 
Ganesa in Mahabauddha, a quarter of Kathmandu, near the 
Parade ground. The translation would read: Brahmana &aka 
(belonging to §aka family) Bhatta's son, in front of his abdomen 
this much, where the fire Jathara was burning. (This does not 
make much sense) 

CXLVIII 

The year 170 Kartika . . . 10th day 7th, a clean water 
reservoir . . . Divakara donated in the country of Dholabasa 
south of the Highway to the Panchalikas of Kalopigrama, com
prising the land, south of the Highway and west of Chullankhu. 

CXLIX 

It is a 4-line inscription. The translation migh tread: 
Any where, height of compassion for the welfare of the 

entire humanity . . . y . . . They do not obtain this, all the 
kings of the earth . . . therefore for all the members of the 
illustrious families, for the end of their grief they experience 
since birth . . . raising voice, such a lady. 

CL 

For the attainment of knowledge of the entire human beings 
without delay and keeping this in view. 
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CLI 

. . . Those whose cause is Dharma they will have dharma, 
thus said the Lord, Tathagata, theirs is the restraint (over 
passions), this is what the mahasramnana says. 

CL1I 

These two images . . . urge for . . . and two mandalas. 

CLI1I 

The female monk who is mercy incarnate donated this 
water conduit made of stone for the welfare of all living beings. 

CLIV 

Translation: The same as above. 

CLV 

On . . . Asadha krsna 7th (black fortnight) while Maha-
rajadhiraja Paramesvara Sri Manadeva was reigning, the 
enemy was defeated in battle, he then became bereft of 
happiness, and for the memory of himself, the donee perform
ed a virtuous deed ( ? ) . . . 

CLVI 

On the 2nd day of the dark fortnight of the month of Magha 
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in the year 180 while Manadeva was ruling Hurhdharmajlva 
who lives in the village of Etangramalahugvala carved himself 
(by his own hands) a wonderful and faultless image of Avaloki-
tesvara on stone in order to obtain emancipation of all the 
human beings from a deep dark abyss of suffering, with a desire 
to take them the right way and dedicated to the attainment of 
great wisdom (prajria). 

CLV1I 

. . . [The water conduit was constructed for the welfare 
of all the human beings] on Samvat 182 Asadha sukla 13. 

CLVIII 

Om with devotion to Vi§nu . . . on Asadha krsna 7 on 
Samvat 207 Amrtavarma donated a water-conduit for the 
welfare of the world, and hoped this will again and again 
provide water to the thirsty. 

CLIX 

Orh, 50 years more and 200 Samvat had elapsed, and in the 
first intercalary month of Asadha on the second day the king by 
name Balira(ja) built this water conduit of stone facing the 
south in order to enhance his own merit. 

CLX 

On Samvat 271 VaiSakha, bright fortnight, second day, while 
(Mahajraja Varadeva was ruling Kebhusataprabhikara of 
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Lafikha village inaugurated the ceremony of setting up the 
image of Lord Pratibala Svaroi. . . . The image was made by. . . 

The installation was made by Kumarasvami for his happiness 
and merits . . . Hurhnisaralambha made the image. The grant 
of land was manika 80 and pra 5 in the west. 

CLXI 

The colophon reads : The writing of Manuscript Sahottara-
tantra is completed in the reign of Manadeva who had earned 
white fame like the bright moon, during the pleasant spring 
season, the month of Vaisakha, bright fortnight of the year 
Samvat 301, 7the Tithi, asterism Pusya day of the week, 
Sunday, siddhayoga, by Sri Harsachandra the work suSruta 
by name for the welfare of all the living beings. 



APPENDICES 

I 

Urged by the queen's (devyah) wisdom to fulfil her duties 
the king (Srlpadaih) has appointed . . . elder Ketumbata at the 
initial stage of making the stone pillar as desired. 

Tanabaha image inscription 
. . . On the day of the dark fortnight of the month of Asadha 
(the portion is damaged), and during the reign of the king of 
kings, great lord [Mahadhiraja] Paramesvara &ri Manadeva . . . 
to me . . . in the battle (against evils) . . . to enjoy his own 
happiness . . . to obtain merit out of the creation to his own 
memory. 

II 

When King Priyadarsi, the beloved of the kings, was 
anointed twenty years (crowned since twenty years ago) he 
came and respected this place thinking that Buddha, the sage of 
the &akyas, was born here. 

Then he erected a pillar and got a horse (?) also made of 
stone to be placed on the capital. The purpose of this was to 
let the people know that Lord Buddha was born in Lumbini 
village, and so the king exempted the people from taxes and 
decreed that they thould pay land tax only 1/8th of the total 
produce. 

[R.G. Basak thought that Gudavi means a she-ass but Hiuen 
Tsang said that he heard of a horse being struck by lightning 
and fell broken along with the capital.] 
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III 

When King Priyadarsi, beloved of the gods, was crowned 
14 years, he enlarged the relic stupa of Kanakmuni and on 20th 
year of consecration he himself came and paid his regard and 
erected a pillar of stone. 

IV 

(This is fragment of a larger stone.) Wife of . . . daughter-
in-law of the brother of King KalahabhimanI (Amsuvarma) . . . 
spreading rays of her fame, died at a young age . . . desiring to 
uproot the enemies of Yapring village (the king at the time). . . 
shining because of numerous qualities, was Jisnugupta ruling. 
She, a devoted lady, asked her son to construct a water 
conduit serving water as clear as a learned man's heart taking 
help from the Goddess Laksmi and men of goodwill . . . she 
granted the land of Lunsri country fetching as levy 50 ma, as a 
share of produce to the resident Gosthis of Duprang, . . . the 
gifts to be utilised whenever the water conduit became 
unworkable because of damage. 

V 

(The inscription is much damaged.) 
Witnessing the celebration of the victorious war . . . in order 

to keep going whatever inevitable for a long time . . . best of 
land, the share of produce to be enumerated is written . . . south 
of Matingrama, the share of the produce of garden at the rate 
of 20 m a . . . 100 pieces of unrefined sugar from the Western 
garden . . . share of field produce at the rate of 20 ma. 

VI 

Nothing particular is known except grant of land in the 
western region for the worship of the deity, Lord Buddha, 
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whose praise is sung in the first line in the prayer that the donor 
might attain Buddhahood as a cumulative effect of merits 
earned. 

Lord Buddha is called the teacher of the universe. 
The produce of the land accruing for the purpose was to be 

realised at the rate of 20 ma . . . ma 26 . . . half ma, measure
ment of rice . . . then 6 ma, all this for applying paste, burning 
incense and lighting the lamp, again ma 3 (the la<t line worn 
away), the donor hoped that whatever merit he had earned 
will go to help his fellow men to attain the state of the Buddha. 

VII 

. . . all living beings let them attain Buddhahood. The grant 
of land bhumi 10 yielding ma 2 for the worship of Aryavaloki-
tesvara and for Aryasangha the donation is 5 ma (the first line 
is worn away). 

VIII 

This seems to be a decree issued by giving consent to 
Samanta Chandra Varma Gomi who had created an agrahara. 
The ruler seems to be pleased with the preservation of domestic 
animals and birds in the area by its people. The boundaries 
seem to be fixed. The area was declared agrahara. 

Certain privileges were granted to the inhabitants of the 
village where the Agrahara was created, but the name of the 
village cannot be read. The charter was issued to make the 
grant last for ever. 

In the demarcation of the boundaries the following comes to 
view: east of this . . . in the south, Badrall, in the south-west . . . 
in the north-west Ksetrall (land) of Thasamprindesa. Anybody 
interfering with this provision will be punished . . . 

The stone is much mutilated, more at the margin both sides 
and is not complete. 
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IX 

Hail! The mcon of the firmament of the Lichhavi family, 
who is graced by the feet of Lord Pasupati and devoted to the 
father, who is the king of kings and the lord himself. The 
happy Jayadeva . . . addressing the people of. . . orders: Let 
this be known to you . . . 

[Thereafter we have stray expressions such as bhumi in two 
places and there is also ma preserved in three places respectively. 
Perhaps this is a grant of land in a certain village. But we do 
not know if much land was involved and about the purpose, 
for which the grant was made.]* 

X 

In the reign of Ganadeva . . . Visnu Varma, with due respect 
and keeping the welfare of his father and mother and all living 
beingt, constructed the water-conduit. 

XI 

On year 172 Asadha bright fortnight, 12th day, in the 
Ankabalaka village, Sriheujiva . . §ri Vastramitra, Sri Deva-
svami . . . Sridharamitra. Sri Dhruvamitra, Sri Somamitra, 
Srlmitra, Sri Jayadeva, Sri Narayana and others installed the 
image of Narayana (Visnu) for the enhancement of their merits. 

XII 

With devotion and a desire to attain Buddhahood 1 salute 
the Lord who by the rays of his knowledge had removed the 
suffering of the world . . . 

•The reading is that of Dhanavajra. 
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Abhilekhalaya 9 
AbjavatI 54 
Abhayaruchi Vihara 79 
Abhijitmuhurta 1 
Abhiseka hasti 44 
AbhisekaSva 44 
Adhasala Panchalika 51 
Adhikamasa Pausa 14, 36, 45, 
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Adhikamasatuladanda 81 
Adhikariyoh 113 
Adhikaradhikrtan 75 
Adhikrtan 14, 34, 69 
Agni 72 
Agrahara 56,71, 79,80, 81, 83 
Aksobhya 54 
Aja 91 
Ajikavihara 98 
Atitalambha 90 
Aksaynivipratipadita 54 
Ambutirtha 80 
Amitabha 55 
Amrta (nectar) 93 
Amrtavarma 54 

AmSuman 91 
Am^uvarma 30, 32, 34, 35, 36, 

37, 38, 39-40, 42, 45-47, 50, 
51, 53, 54, 56, 57 

Anangaslla (Hum) 82 
Ananta 65 
Anantalingesvara 75 
Antarasana (king's own court) 

51, 73, 75, 96 
Anuparama 20 
Anuparamesvara 22 
Anyadevakulanam 47 
Araghatta 98 
Archana Gausthika 41 
Archaniya Gausthika 40 
Ardhasaurisvara 26 
Arundhati 3 
Asamanjasa 91 
Avalokitesvara 103 
Asinko (pradesa) 57 
Astadasaprakrti 12 
Asmatpadaprasadajlvinan-

yascha 83 
Asmatpadapratibaddhajivanai-

ranyairva 53, 56, 57, 65, 68, 
69, 101, 103 

Asmatcharanopajibhiran-
yairva 58 
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A 

Acharya 62 
Adinarayana (Thankot) 12 
Adityagupta 42 
Adityasena 92 
Adesvara 50 
Agama 19 
Anglabakasapita 35 
Aramakhara 87 
ArogyaSala 50 
Abhiri 22 
Aryan (propriety) 45 
Aryaghat mandala 20 
Arya Sangha 68, 81 
Aryavalokitesvara 23 
Aryavasa 52 
Ajnasvayarh 20 

B 

Babhru Varmma 24, 27-29 
and in all the inscriptions 
of S. 482 

Bahalukha (Patan) 14 
Balambu 61, 77 
Balasoksi Temple 98 
Baliraja 108 
Banasura 91 
Bandhubhadra Sakya 68 
Bappa 48, 53, 82 
Bandhujiva (Rajaputra) 25 
Banyagum &khara 56 
Bempa (grama) 7 
Bendall 32, 48, 74 
Bhadgaon (Golmadhitol) 32-33 
Bhadgaon (Tulachhentol) 33 
Bhadradivasa bhavana 76, 77, 

78 
BhadresWara 21 

Bhagadatta 92 
Bhagavatchandra 72 
Bhagavat Pranardana 63 
BhagavatI Vijayesvri (VijayeS-

varl) 9 
Bhagiratha 91 
Bhagyadevi 51 
Bhaksabhavam village 82 
Bharata§rama 42 
Bhairava DhokS stele 58-59 
Bhata (guards and spies) 71, 

73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 86 
Bhatanayakasya (chief of the 

Bhatas) 44 
Bhattadhikarana 32, 43, 62, 96 
Bhattadhikara 96 
Bhattaraka 14, 15, 20 
Bhattarakapadlya (an ofiBcer 

of the king) 27 
Bhaumagupta 24-26, 28, 71 
Bhava 38 
Bhavagupta Pratihara 21 
Bhaga bhogakara 13, 82 
Bhagyadevi 51 
Bhantfanayaka 44 
Bharata 18, 42 
Bharavi Sramana 31 
Bharavi 23, 27 
Bhiksusangha 79, 81 
Bhik§unlsangha81, 88 
BhTmavarma 59 
Bhlmarjunadeva 61, 63, 66 
Bhimasenthan (Patan) 53-54, 

89-90 
Bhogachandra (vartta) 38 
Bhogavarma (mahasamanta) 42 
Bhogavarma Gomi 33 
Bhogavarma (mother of) 51, 

67, 92 (daughter of Mau-
khari Bhogavarma) 
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Bhogini (Sri), wife of Mana-
deva 11 

Bhogyananhitol 55 
BhojamatI 90 
Bhvankha 31 
Bhottavisfi 83 
Bhrngaresvara 67, 84 
Bhrngara grama Pafichalika 67 
Bhrngaresvara devakula 84 
Bhrngaresvara devakula Pafi

chalika 84 
BhrngareSvara Panchalika 84 
Bhiikkundika 29 (fish) 
Bhukti (Nepala) 86 
BhuvaneSvara 71 
Bhiimagupta 60 
Bhumbhukkika JalaSayana 47 
Bhu 16,22, 62 
Bhumi (measurement of land) 

7, 11-12, 14,22, 54 
Bhumichhidra 82 
Bhumidevah (Brahmana) 99 
Bihlin 31 
Bilhinkho 31 
Bilibiksa 7 
Bilvamarga 71 
Bir Library 9 
Boddavisaya 98 
Bradul (rivulet) 91 
Brahmanas 12, 14, 22, 24, 27, 

47, 83 
Brahmana Visvasena 72 
Brahmana PunyagomI 20 
Brahmana Gausthika 40 
BrahmanaJlSakabhatta 101 
Brahmapa Sanathya Gausthika 

41 
Brahma 62, 91, 93-95 
Brahmun 21 
Brahmun MahiSila 14 

Brahma tirtha 81 
Bremguncho (hill) 24 
Brhaspati 18 
Bugayumi (Bungmati) 42 
Bunlu (stream) 24 
Buddha 54 
Buddhakirti 95 
Budhanilakantha 35 
Burdum 31 (river) 

C 

Champaka 87 
Chandaka 72 
Chandravarma 57 (Samanta), 

74 (Mahapratihara) 
Changu 10, 31, 34 
ChandreSvara 34 
Chatabhata (their non-entry) 

71, 72, 75, 77-78 
Chaitya Bhattaraka 53 
Chatubadaduna Vihara 79 
Chaturdisaryabhik§usanghas 79 
ChaturvimSamahayana prati-

pannarya bhiksu Sangha 54 
Chhatra ChandeSvara 62 
Chhogunyuvisama Talafiju 

(villages) 59 
ChiSimanda 63 
Chobara 69 
Chokhapara (a tax on cloth) 

63 
Chowkitar 20-21, 24 
Chudikesvara's Panchalika 

Gausthika 41 
Chuhwanga 80 
Chuhungapeda 72 
Chullankhu 101 
Chuprin river 49 
Chustun 49 
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Cupid (Kamadeva) 62, 93 

D 

Dadhrinkankankatthako 98 
Daksinadvara 44 
Daksinakoli grama 15, 58, 62, 

64,66,71 
Daksinatiluduka 72 
Daksinarasakula 100 
DaksineSvara 34, 51, 80 
Daksinalika 87 
Danas'rnkhalika PaSupatas 72 
Dandamgum 87 
Dandanayaka 56, 73 
DaSami Gausthika 89 
DaSaratha 91 
DankhuttarthadikaranTyam 60 
Davakotta 86, 87 
Demons (asuras) 63 
De§avarmma GomI 39 
DeSabhattarika 28 
Deva Kulanam 44 
Devalabha (varta) 11 
Devi Sri 44 
Dhencho pradeSa 79 
Dharma 16, 17, 102 
Dharmadeva 1, 10, 91 
Dharmapala 54 
Dharmarajikamatya 81 
Dharmasankara 43 
Dharma Soma 62 
Dharmasthali 35 
Dharamanesvara 47 
Dharmikagana 74 
Dhavaka Gechchhijakasya 44 
Dhima (nadi) river 87 
Dhelanti river 34 
Dholabasa 101 
DhOpa Gau^hika 40 

Dhruvadeva 57-60 
Dhruvasangha Varta (Prati-

hara) 21 
Dhruvasena 15 
Dhurhpran grama 7 
Dhupa 40 
Dhvaja Gausthika 41 
Dhvaja manusa$ya 44 
Deities three (tryadibhi) 90 
Digvara 61 
Diilpa 91 
Dipeka 99 
Divakara 7 by name Indra, 

101 
Divine Lord 99 
Doladri 1 
DolaSikhara 31, 89 
Dol&Sikharasvami 34, 46 
Domagrama 23 
Dranga 32, 71, 75, 76, 86, 97 
Drumakfiti margga 98 
Dulan grama prade^a 7 
Dvaipayana 20 
Dvarodghatana 38 

E 

Etangramalahugvala 101 
(village Lahugvala) 

Earth (Ksma) 9 

F 

Feudatory (samantas) 39, 49 

G 

Gairidhara 50-51 
Gamma bhumi 22 
Gamprondin 86 
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Ganadeva 24, 25, 26 
GandakI 4 
Gandigulmaka 77 
Ganesa 101 
Gangadeva 26 
Ganidun 86 
Gansul 57 
Garuda 46 
Gauda 95 
Gaulmika 45 
Gausthika 41, 47, 80 
Gausthi of Indra 89 
Gausthls of Navagrha 73 
Gautamasrama 87 
Gechhijakasya 44, 72 
Gigvala Panchalika 90 
Ginun 61 
Ginun Vrtti 61 
GIta panchalika 58 
Gnoli, R. 33, 37, 96 
God (Isvara) 44, 91 
Goddess ParvatI 47 
Goddess Varahi 101 
Gods (tryadibhivarnito) 63, 91 
Gola 84 
Golmadhitol 33 
Gollarh river 87 
Gomi bhu (the land of the 

Gomi) 79 
Gomikhataka 64 (the ditch 

dug by Gomi) 
Gomini 22 
Gorkha 85 
Gosthi 99 
Grand Usherer (mahaprati-

hara) 14, 15, 20, 24,25, 26, 
27, 28 

Grhapati 9 
Got Canal 79 
Gudanduluttara pradeSa 14 

Guhamitra 7 
Gujatun grama 53 
Gullarhtanga 78 
Gumpadbrirh pradesa 7 
Gumvihara 46 
Gunachandra 35 
Gunavati 9 
Gundimaka 30 

H 

Hamsagrha 75, 100 
Harhsagrhadeva 47 
Hara's linga 95 
Hari 1-2 
Harigaon Pillar Inscription (I) 

44, (II) 46, 47, Image 
(Visnu's coat of arms) 46 

Harigaon stele (I) 43, 44, 
(II) 46, 47 

Harsachandra 104 
Harsadeva 92 
Hastimargga (elephant pas

sage) 12 
Haragun Sikhara 15 
Hamhumvastu 48 
Hiddhimasala Gausthika 41 
Haragun peak 15 
Himalayan 70 
Hiranyadi 82, 85 
Hrinko pradesa 14 
Hum Dharmajiva 103 
Hum Nisaralarhbha 108 
Hum Dhruvasila 82 
Husprndun 71 
Hyasprindrungrama 7, 97 
Hmuprin 81 

I 

Iksvaku 91 
Inayatol (Bhadgaon) Slab 46 
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Indra 6, 7, 10, 40, 91 
IndronSmadivfikara, Indra by 

name Divfikara 7 
Indra Gausthika 40 
ISvara 26 

J 

JalaSayana 77 
Jamayambi 97 
Janardana Varma (Rajaputra) 

77' 
Janga (unknown substance) 49 
Jarikhusam 98 
Jariptukhu sankrama 98 
Jathara 101 
Jayadeva 83, 84-85, 87-88, 91-

92,99 
Jayadeva II 100 
Jayadeva (Rajaputra) 83, 84, 

86 
Jayadeva (bhattaraka) 87 
Jayadeva (Pbh Md) 88, 99 
Jayalambha 8 
Jayapallika grama 12 
Jayasundarl 12, 15 
Jayavartika 52 
JayeSvara 8 
Jajje Panchalika 90 
Jati Sukla mrttika 38 
Jinas 55 
Jisnugupta 56, 58-59, 61-63, 

65-66, 68 
Jisnuvarma 59 
Jivadeva 58 
Jivavarmma Vihara 98 
Jnatikhun river (nadi) 37, 50 
Jolprifi Village 61 
Jrayana 53 
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K 

Kadamprin 57 
Kadun grama 36 
Kaladhara 62 
Kalasa 63 
Kalahabhimani 47, 51, nrpa 

52, 53 
Kalinga 92 
Kaliyuga 52 
Kalyanagupta Vihara 79 
Kakustha 91 
Kalpa tree 82 
Kalopigrama Panchalika 101 
Kambilampra 79 
Kamproyambi 98 
Kam£masana 61 
Kanakamuni 105 
Kankabattikha 99 
Kankulam 57 
Kara (Samuchita), a tax 15 
Kartikeya Swami 99 
Ka^asthi visti 67 
Khaddukas 62 
Khainaspu 7 
Kharjurika Vihara 47, 80 
Kramalilah 23 
Kadungrama 36 
Kadamprin 57 
Kamadeva 3, 6 
Kamartlpa 92 
Karanapuja 8, 21, 74, 85, 86 
Karsapana 21, 28, 64 
Kastika (fish) 29 
Kaya 96 
Kebhusataprabhikara 108 
Keyura 66 
Kailasayatra 38 
Kailasakuta bhavana 42, 43, 
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46-48, 50, 57, 59, 63-64, 66, 
69,'70, 82, 83, 85, 86-88, 99 

Kailasa Mountain 75, 93 
Kailasesvara 47 
Kailasa yatra 38 
Khamprin Village 4 
Kharhincho 24 . 
Khoprin grama 7 
Khm pradesa 55 
Khupringrama 33 
Khulprin grama 62 
Khapinche 62 
Kharevalgancho 79 
Kichaprincha grama nos. XLI 

and XLII 
Kinnara Varma 9 
Kinnarl 8 
Kinnarl Jataka 8 
Kisipidi 15, XLI, XLIII 52 
Kirti 23, 33, 67-68 
Konko71, 76 
Kosala92 
Kotta 13, 30 
Ksatriyas 3 
Ksemajfva 84 
Ksemasundarl 6 
. . . Kugrama 62 
Kuladevata 44 
Kulapati 75 
Kulapravlra mahabaladhyaksa 

28 
Kumaragupta 54 
Kumaramatya 70 
Kumarasvami 104 
Kumaravijayi 52 
Kurhbhesvara 100 
Kundala Ksetra 79 
Kunda 45 
Kurpasi grama 38 
Kuther 14-15, 21, 39 

Kuthera brttyadhikrtanam 
33-36 

Kuhmum Vastu 48 

L 

Lachchha GomI 39, 41 
LaditamaheSvara 51, 76 
Lagantol 82-83 
Laksmi 25, 61, 93 
Lamkhaulamuttana 98 
Lanjgval Panchalika 90 
Lanka 91 
Lasunakara 32 (a tax on garlics) 
Lazimpat 5 
Lekhyadana 33, 34, 35, 36 
Lele 40 
Lembati dranga 40 
Lendu Pradesa 22 
Levi 2, 36-37, 96 
Lichchhavi kulambarapurna-

chandra 11 (for Manadeva) 
Lichchhavikulaketu (for &iva-

deval) 28-30, 32-36, 38, 
40 

Lichchhavikulaketu (for Dh-
ruvadeva) 56, 57, 58, 59, 60 

Lichchhavikulaketu (for Bhi-
marjunadeva) 61, 65, 66 

Lichchhavikulatilaka 61 
Lichchhavi simhasanadhyasi 

kulaketu 63 
Lichchhavikulalankara 63 

(both for the same ruler) 
Lichchhavi rajnam kulamva-

rasasibhuvi Lichchhavinam 
(for Narendradeva) 69 

Lichchhavirajavarhsa Jatya 71 
(Narendradeva) 

Lichchhavirajnam mani Vam-
sajatam 75 
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Lichchhavikulaketu 78-79 
Lichchhavi Kulaketu Sivadeva 

II 83, 84, (Lichchhavikul-
anandaketu) 86, 88 

Lichchhavi Jayadeva 91 
Lichchhavih, name of the 

ancestor 91 
Lingvala or lingval 14, 24, 25, 

32, 39, 50, 60, 69 
Lokapalasvami 75 
LokeSa 55 
LokeSvara 95 
Loprin 54 
Loprin grama 80-81 
Lord of Dola Sikhara 67 
Lotus 95 
Lumbaficho 64 
Lumbini 105 
Lunju 87 

M 

MadhusQdanasvami 73 
Madhyamavara Kaya 44 
Madhyamadvara 98 
Madhyama Vihara 46, 76, 79 
Magvala 58 
Maggola 58 
Maharsj 15 
Magadha 92 
Mahabauddha 101 
Mahabaladhyaksa (C-in-C) 28, 

44, 49, 72 
Mahabharata 16, 18 
Mahaprajna 54 
Mahapratihara 14, 15, 20, 21, 

22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 
30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 
38, 39, 40, 56, 57, 58, 59, 
60, 61, 62, 63, 65, 66, 61 

Maharaja (bhattaraka) 8, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 
24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 
39,40 

Magadhadhipasyadauhitrl 92 
Mallakara 48, 63 
Mallapotasukara karanam 80 
Mallapotanam 70 
Mangalbazar (Water conduit, 

Patan) 45, 46 
Mallakara, a tax on malla (an 

animal) 37, 62 
Mallapotakasukara Karanam 

50 
Malla yuddha 40 
Malla yuddha Gau§thika 41 
Manavihara (§rl) 10 
Mandall 74 
Manigupta 23 
MahendramatI 23, 31 
Manan village 41 
MandakinI 95 
Mandapi yatra 97 
ManimatI 27, 31 
Maninagattika 98 
Maharajadhiraja (Walsh 1.6— 

coin) 56, 57 for Am£u-
varma 

Maharajadhiraja 69, 71, 72, 
74, 75, 78, 79, 88 all for 
Narendradeva, 82, 84, 85, 
86-87, 88 all for Siva-
deva (II), 88, 99, 100 all 
for Jayadeva 

Maharajadhiraja (Parama-
bhattaraka) 72, 74, 78, 79 
as applied to Narendra
deva, 82, 84, 85, 86, 88 
(all for Sivadeva II), 88, 
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99, 100 for Jayadeva 
Maharajadhiraja (Bhattaraka) 

69, 71 (no bhattaraka), 79 
(all for Narendradeva) 

Mahasamanta 20, 32, 33, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 
42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 
50, 54 

Mahasramana 102 
Mahayana (a Buddhist sect) 54 
MahendramatI 23 
MaheSvara 10, 78 
Mahldeva 60, 92 
Mahisila (varta) 14 
Maisifi 7 
Makhoprin 33 
Malla Yuddha 4, 62 
Malla as animal 37, 62 
Maniratna 22 
ManjuSri 54 
Manu 18, 91 
Maryadabandha 46 
Maryada 86 
Matsyabharaka, taxes on sales 

of fish 29 
Maukhari family 92 
Madhyavasala gos^hi 40 
Maghavarsa 8 
Makhodulum 30 
Makhoprinsatala dranga 33 
Maligaon 64-65 
Malitar 57 
Manadeva 2-3, 5-11, 23, 60, 91 

„ II (Sumatitantra) 102 
„ III 103 
„ IV 104 

Manadeva Vihara 79 
Managrha 12, 14, 15, 20, 24, 

26, 42, 44, 56, 58, 60, 63, 
65-66 

Managrhadvara 44 
Managupta Gomi 63 
Manavihara 10, 46 
Manamati 23 
ManeSvara (Dhara) 17, 47, 97 
Manesvara rajanganali 98 
ManeSvara 47, 71, 97 
Ma 11, 12, 16, 22 
Manika (measurement of 

grains) 7. 15-16, 40, 41, 
48, 50, 72 

Maggola 58 
Magvala 58 
Mapchoka 24, 25, 65, 67 
Masa (going through) 98 
Matingrama 48 
Matin devakula 48 
Matin grama Panchalika 48 
Matrika 28, 29 
Mekan<Jidul (Canal) 81 
Mhuprin Panchalika 81 
Mindicho 24 
Minko 22 
Minanatha 100 (Patan, the 

stele lies on the platform 
in front of the main gate) 

Mlna Narayana Temple near 
the Bhairava Gate, by the 
side of which lies the stele 
58-59 

Mirmeli Sankara Narayana 42 
Mittambu 80 
Moguncho 24 
Monastery, vihara of Jlva-

varmma 98 
Motitar-Lubhu 103 
Mount Meru 94 
MrgI 54 
Mrdbhandani 50 
Mudra 96 
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Mulavatika village 57 
MundaSrnkhalika Pasupata-

charya parsadi 62 
MurSri 26, 65 
Musumbahal 88 

N 

Nadapattika 98 
Nahgun avenue 61 
Nandavarma 59 
Nandisankhavadayoh 44 
Narapringrama 72 
Narasirhha Panchalika 35 
Narasirhhadeva 47 
Naravarmma namna or by 

name Naravarmma 5 
Narendradeva 71-75, 92 
Navagrama 13 
Navagrha 72-73, 89 (mandala) 
Navagrha Mandala 89 
Natidul 61 
Natividva 99 
Nalarga grama 103 
Nalanga 82 
Nalavarma 82 
Namilagati 72 
Narayana Temple 89 
Narayanasvami 42, 60 
Nathesvara 21, 23, 59 
Naipalas 44 (Naipalebhyah) 
Nepala 13, 67, 71, 75. 84 
Nepala Bhukti (Country) 86 
Nepalamandala 99 
Nepalantavarttinah 84 
Naipalebhya 13-14, 44-46 
Nilisala 50 
Nimbru 80 
Nirapeksa 10 
Niyogadhikyt 97 

Nrpadeva 73 
Anangasila Hum 82 
Nupunna grama 86 
Nuppunna Dranga 60 
Nupura 66 

P 

Padmapuja 95 
Pagumaka 62 
Pahancho 64 
Palandukara (tax on onions) 33 
Panchaparadha (five heinous 

crimes) 33, 34, 35, 36 
Pana 11-12, 44 (pa), 46 (pu), 

62 (copper), 96-97 
Panapurana 11-12, 96-97 
Parachakrakama 93 
Parade Ground 101 
Paramabhattaraka 71, 72, 74, 

78, 80, 82, 83, 85, 86 
Paramabhimani 22 
Paramasana 79, 81 
Parama mahcsvara 78 
Paramesvara 102 
Palanchok 9 
Parigespulli 79 
Paschimadhikarana 40, 44, 

96 (Sri) 
Paschimadvara 44 
Parvati 26 
Pasupati, Bhagvat 21, 43, 44-

46, 48, 50-51, 56, 58, 60-61, 
63,64, 65, 66,67,69,71-75, 
82, 84, 85, 86, 88, 91, 93, 94 

Pasupatau (referring to the 
area where the shrine was 
situated) 51 

Paura, an inhabitant of a town 
58 
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Panchali 61, 67, 89 
Panchalika 26, 35, 45, 49, 56, 

58, 61, 67, 69, 73, 80, 84, 
96, 99 

Panchalika Lanjgval 90 
Panchalika of Kalopigrama 101 
Panchali of Loprin 88 
Panchali of Punu 89 
Panchali of Reta 89 
Panchalika of Tamrakuttasala 

97 
Panchali Samanya 47 
Paniyagosthi 40 
Paniyakarmantika 44 
Panlyamarga 40 
Parthivasila 20 
Pasupata 74, 82 
Pasupatacharya 62, 72 
Pasupatacharya Daksma tila-

duka 72 
Patala 93 
Phabadrangrama 86 
Phalanju visti 86 
Phansinpral 81 
Pharpih 24, 52 
Pheran Kotta 36 
Prthul ksetra 42 
PikankQlakapradeSa 16 
Pikhu grama 62 
Pindaka (a kind of cess or rent 

realised from the tenant) 
7, 8, 12, 22, 27 

Pitaljadhikara 70 
Pithadhyaksa 44 
Pondimandapika 62 
Prabhukesvara 7 
Prabhusangha 7 
Pradhana purassaran 15 
Prapalidimaka grama 39 
Pradlpa Gausthika 40, 41. 42 

Pramathas 94 
Pranprih pradesa 7 
Pranali Gausthika 41 
Pradhana Brahmana purassa

ran 54 
Pranardana Pranakausika 62 
Prasadadhikrta 44 
Prasadagupta 24, 25 
PratibalasvamI 108 
Pratihara 21 
Pratolya (main road) 44 
Pravahana Gausthika 41 
Pravarddha ManeSvara 98 
Prayittikha 7 
Preksana mandapi 98 
Prichchhibru Daksinesvara 80 
Prthu 1,91 
Pritubrumadhyamali 81 
Priyadarsi 105 
Priyajiva 70, 71 
Projnambu 31 (river) 
Prondih 87 
Pronniprah 31 
Prohproban 31 
Pumdatta 97 
Pundrirajakula 30 
Punyagomi 20 
Purana or Purana 44, 46 (pu), 

77, 96-97 
Purvadhikarana 96 (Sri), 100 
Puspabhuvakabahaka 44 
Purvvasala Gausthika 41 
Puspavatika vihara 89 
Putharhprin 97 
Puttinadi (rivulet) 87 
Putti Narayana 86 

R 

Raghu 91 
Rajabhumi 15 
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Ratnasangha 6 
RatneSvara 6, 7 
Ravigupta 14-15, 20-21 
RavISvara 21 
Rajagriba (a variety of fish) 29 
Raja kula 28, 29, 44, 86, 143 
Rajakulavastunaniyukta 

manusasya 47 
Rajakuliyavyavasayibhih 85 
Rajavihara 46 
Rajaviharendra 79 
Rajavasaka 87 
Rajyamati 92 
Rajyavardhanadeva 11-12 
RajyavatI 2, 4, 5 
Ramadeva 23 
RamaSlla Varta 32 
Ramasvami 72 
Ramesvara 47 
Retapafichali 89 
Ravana 91 
Ripsinko bridge 31 
Rogamachau dauvarika 96 
RohinI 1 
Rudrachandra GomI 77 

Sarhbhu 22, 63, 95 
Sankara 89, 94 
Sankaradeva 1, 10, 91 
Satikara Narayana 26 
Salagambi 23 
SaSiksetra 80 
Satammi-bhumi 22 
Satuntidulchhilagrha 31 
Sauryadeva 77 
Sakya 64 
Sakyamuni 54 
Salagambi Ksetra 23 

Silapatfaka 36 
Sivadeva 11,26-30, 32-34, 35-

40, 42, 47, 93, 95 
Sivadeva II Bhattaraka 80, 81, 

82 (all as yuvaraja) 
Sivadeva II as king (Maharaja-

dhiraja) Pbh Md 83, 84, 86, 
87, Rd 82 

Sivadeva Vihara (Monastery) 
78 

Sivaka devakula 13 
SivadeveSvara 82 
Sivalinga 6, 8, 9, 11 
Sivapurl 35 
Sivagal devakula 71 
Sakabhatfa 101 
Salankha 64 
Salagambi Ksetra 34 
Sarirakofta maryadopapanna 

82 
Sivipranali 83 
Sitati 71 
Sitati dranga 86 
Sitatigulma 12 
Sitati jolpring grama 7 
Sitatikatala 24-25 
Siva 83 
Sobhana yatra 86 
Solladhikarana 21 
Solla 60, 69 
Sravanikadana 46 
Srlbhogim (wife of Manadeva 

I) 11,44 
Srldevi 44 
Srldharagupta 65-67 
Srlmatpadlya 96 
Smkhalika Pasupata 62 
Srlpadanudhyata 14 
Srlvatsa 1 
Subhes"vara 21 
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Srutis 17 
Sa§thidevakulasya 44 
Sulka 21 
Sulhamun 49 
Sulyadhikarana 24, Ins. n. 37, 

38, 39, 40 (Saullya) 
&iirabhoge£vara 51 
Surasena 51 
Sagara 13, 81 
Sahasramapdala 83 
Sahasrasthana 88 
Sahottaratantra 104 
Samajnapana 32, 33, 36, 39, 65 
Samantabhadra 54 
SammSrjaniyah 44 
Sangha 8, 54. 88 
Sapela pafichall 47 
SaptamI Gosthi 99 
Saralarama 61 
Sarvvadaksjnali 81 
Sarvvakotfa maryada 37, 71 
Sarvvadandanayaka 14, 15, 20, 

24. 25. 26, 27, 28, 29 
Sarvvadhikarana 37-39 
Satungal n. XLII 36 
Satya Narayana Pillar 16-20 
Satyayuga 73 
SatvaumSlambaka Trisandhi-

sajftaka 31 
Samanta 4, 30, 31, 34, 57 
Samfinya Pafichali 47 
SSmanya vihara 47 
Sambapura 47, 98 
Sambapura Vatika 98 
Sindri Dauvarika 97 
Skandadeva 74 (yuvaraja) 
Smrtis 17 
Srobhoparikha 30 
Stharu dranga 29 
Sthanadauvarika 97 

Sthanu 94 
SthiteSvara 21 
Sthitivarma Rajaputra 46 
Subrunku 22 
Sugata 17, 91 
Sujata Prabhu Vihara Monas

tery 69 
SukhavatI 54 
Suh1mun,49 
Sundhara (Patan) 48-49 
Supuspadeva 91 
Suvarna gominl 72 
Surisunbatti 64 
SuSruta 104 
Sukarakara 50 
Surya 91 
Surya Ghat Sivalinga 48 
SvatalaswamI 38 
SvamI Kartikeya 99 
Svaml varta 26 
Svarasvami 59 
Svayamajn& 43, 45, 47, 83 
Swayambhu 9 
Swayapuparopita PradeSa 22 

T 

Tabechesa 98 
Taitariya Sakha Gosthi bhumi 

97 
Tandosthala 61 
Tathagata Ak?obhyah 54 
Tala (Makhoprin) 32, 78-79 

(Sarvatalagrama) 
Tala satala Sitatika dranga 

86-87 
Talanju grama 59 
Talaswami 64 
Tatmattanakarh 98 
Thambu 57 
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Tamra Kutta Sala 98 
Tamrakutta §ala lakhamaka 

98 
Tapana 45 
Tailaghata 48 
Taukhel 48 
Tebahal 7, 68 
Tegvalagrama 24 
Tegvala Narayanaswami 42 
Tegvala Panchalika 90 
Thanturi dranga 28-29 
Tenkhu 83 
Tekhundul 34 
Testung 49 
Tibet 63, 83 
Tilaganga 5 
Tilamakarii 24, 37 
Trikara 22-23, 34, 35, 36 

(three taxes) 
Trisandhi Sajnaka 87 
Trisandhi sajnaka Pradesa 87 
Tripura 90, 99 
Tukana 99 
Tundal Devi 6 
Tundhikhel water conduit Ins

cription (on the road to 
British Residency) 53 

U 

Udra 92 
Udanehu 98 
Udunmalaka (bridge) 31 
Udayadeva 49-51, 56, 92 
Umatlrtha 89 
Uma-Mahesvara Image 

(Sankhamul) 27-28 
Uttamasahasa 100 
UttaraSala Gausthika 40, 41 
Upabhidhisistikhutta 87 

Usanasa 19 
Uttamakaya 96 
Uttama panchalika 100 
Uttaradvara (North gate) 44 
Utthima 87 

V 

Vaisampayana 15 
Vajra 54 
Vajraghar 80-81 
Vajrabhairava 85 
Vajradhara 54 
Vajraratha 27 
Vajresvara mandala 74 
Vajrayana 53 
Varadeva 103 
Varahasvami 62 
Varahi 101 
Varna 43, 84 
Varnasrama 63 
Varuna 10 
Vasantadeva 12, 14-15, 20, 92 
Vasapasupatacharya 82 
Vasuraja Bhattaraka Maharaja 

60 
VatsadevI 59, 92, 95 
Vaditra Gausthika 40 
Vahikagupta 72 
Vagvatl27, 31, 74, 79, 81 
Vagvatiparadeva 47 
Vamana Svami 22 
Vamanadeva 22 
Vatamkuti 99 
Varta 26 
Vartta Devalabha 11 
Vasudeva 28-29, 55 
Vasudeva Brahmana Gau§thi 

40 
Vasuki 94 
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Veda 9, 15, 16 
Vedabhatta 33 
Vempagrama 7, 22 
Vetra Dauvarika 97 
Vibhuvarmma 53 
Vihara 46, 79 
Vihlinkho Srota 31 
Vijayadeva 88, 90, 100 
Vihling margga 31 
Vijayasvamini 9 
Vijayavati 11 
Vijayesvara 11 
Vikuksi 91 
Vikramasena 42 (Rajaputra) 
Vikramasena Mahasarwadan-

danayaka 43 
Vikramasena Rajaputra " 48 
Vilvamarga 71 
Vindusvami 25, 49 
Vingboche Mandapi 99 
. . . Vipanchalika 42 
Viprasena 15 (Yajnika) 
Vipravarma Gomi 34, 36, 45 

(Maharaja) 
Vibhuvarmma (Varta) 53 
Villiviksa pradeSa 7 
Virochanagupta 13 
Vingvocha mandapi 98 
Vi$ayapati 45 
ViSvagasva 91 
Visvasena Brahmana 72 
Vi§nu26, 28, 29, 46, 66-67, 

93, 103 
Visnugupta 57-58, 61, 64, 67-

68 
Visvasikanayakayoh 44 
Vi§nudeva 73 
Vi§nupaduka hill 28 

VisnumatI 28 
Vottarina 98 
Vrddhisena 15-16 
Vrhika 15 
Vrjjika 73 
Vrjjikarathya 73 
Vrttibhujarh 45, 68 
Vihlin marga (avenue) 31 
Vrdhisena 15 
Vrsadeva 1, 91 
Vrsavarmma 27 
Vaidyagramaka 82 

Y 

Yadurdvara 98 
Yaku 99 
Yama 18 
Yangahiti 61, 65 
Yatlsarupyaka 65 
Yampivahi 69 
Yangubahi 78, 102 
Yajnika 15 
Yajnika Vedabhatta 16 
Yajnika Virochana Gupta 13 
Yavadu 87 
Yavigrama 98 
Yebrarhkhara 64 
Yiigval Panchalika 90 
Yudhisthira 83, 85 
Yupagrama 7, 21, 27 
Yupagrama dranga 69 
Yubisama grama 59 
Yuvaraja Udayadeva 49, 50, 51 

Visnugupta 57, 58, 59 
" Srldharagupta 65, 66, 

67 
" Sauryadeva 78 



CORRIGENDA AND ADDENDA 

n. VIII P. 7 line 6 and 7 read Vempa for Vemma 
and Bala—b for Balabla 

IX P. 7 Line 6 Prahprin for Prangpring 
Line 9 Votavu- for Botabu-
Line 11 Jalprn for jolpring 

XIX P. 12 line 3 read pindaka (a cess or levy) 
line 4 add deva after Vardhana 

XX P. 12 add (Maharaja) in line 1 and read 
Brahmuh in line 6 for Brahmum 

XXI P. 13 add Nepalese people (Naipalebhyab) 
in the first line of the inscription 

XXVI P. 16 line 1 read Pikankulaka for Pingku-
laka 
Line 3 add after tax the term in 
Dumlamgrama 

XXIX P. 21 line 3 add within brackets after the 
words five great sins (Panchdparddha) 
Line 9 read Brahmun for Brahmuni 

XXXI P. 21 line 1 of the record, read Manudeva 
for Manudeva 

XXXIV P. 23 line 7 read Dobagrama in place of 
Domagrama 
Line 8 read Khuddusvami for Khu-
dusvami 

XXXVI P. 23 line 6 of this record add which was 
his meritorious act (Kirti) 

XXXVII P. 24 line 4, after Chief Minister add 
Mahdpratihdra Sarvvadandandyaka 
Line 11 read Tegvanga and add 
thereafter Ke khe again Bremguncho 
and Moguncho followed by tilama-
kam (a canal) 
The last line in the passage would be: 
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Perhaps it refers to the construction 
of a canal. 

n. XLVI P. 26 delete line 3 of the same inscription 
and read Tunchatutu 

P. 27 line 7 read Vrsavarmma 
XLVII P. 27 line 13 read Yupagrama for Yupa-

grama 
XLVIII P. 28 line 3 read after son the word 

Desavarmma 
P. 28 line 11 read 400 90 5 in place 

of 495 
XLIX P. 28 line 11 read Maharaja after Bhatta-

raka 
LIII P. 30 line 20 read Pundri in place of Pundi 

P. 31 line 14 read rivers in place of river 
and add and after Burdum 

LIV P. 32 line 5 read Sri Samanta within 
brackets after Feudatory and remove 
the word High put before it 
line 11 read Kuther in place of 
Kuthera and Lingval in place of 
Lingvala in line 12 

LV P. 32 add after office holders in line last 
but one the expression Kutherbrtty-
adhikrtanam 

,, P. 33 line 13 correct the date from 5th to 
10th for tithi 

LVI P. 33 line 2 of the record read Khjpun in 
place of Khuprin 

LVII P. 34 line 6, add Sri Mahdsamanta before 
Amsuvarmma 

LVIII P. 34 line 5 and 6 read Samanta for Maha-
samanta 

P. 35 line 9 and 10 read Samvat 500 
Sravana sukla . . . 
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The numbers of inscriptions nos. LV, LVI, LVII and LVIII 
in pages 32-35 are changed into LVI, LVII, LVIII and LV 
respectively. 

Ins. n. LIX 

LXI 

LXII 

LXIII 

LXV 

LXVI 

LXVII 

LXVIII 

LXIX 

LXX 

LXXV 
LXXX 

XC 

P. 36 line 5 read Kuther in place of 
Kuthera 

P. 37 line 3, add Sri Mahasamanta before 
AmSuvarmma 

P. 37 line 3, add §rl Mahasamanta before 
AmSuvarmma 

P. 39 line 7 read dutaka (appointed agent) 
in place of delegate 

P. 41 line 8 read Hiddhimasala for 
HiddhumaSala 

P. 42 line 4, add after shows Prthul 
Ksetra and then 
line 7 read Pradipa in place of 
Pradeepa 

P. 42 line 6 of the record read Mirmeli in 
place of Mirmeli 

Y. 43 footnote, end of 1st line add after 
the word mean any kind of domestic 
animal other than he-buffalo or 
ram as interpreted by some scholars 

P. 44 line 11 read bhanda in place of 
bhanda 
line 16 & 17 read Nandisankha 
Vadayoh for Jyandisankha vadayoh 

P. 44 add Naipalebhyah in line 1 of the 
record after Nepalas within brackets 
associated with the other expression 
within brackets 

P. 45 line 23 re a d Maharaja for Maharaja 
P. 48 line 4 read Kuhmum for Kumhum 
P. 50 line 2 of the record, add Sri before 

AmSuvarma 
P. 54 line 11-12 read Panapfum in place 

of Panaffum 
line 12, add within brackets 
Aksayanivipratipadita 
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n. XCVI 

XCVII 

P. 56 

P. 56 

xcrx 
CII 

CIV 

CVI 

CVIII 

CXIII 

cxv 

CXVI 

CXVII 

p. 
p . 

p . 

p . 

p . 
p . 

p . 
p . 

p . 

p . 

59 
61 

62 

63 

65 
66 

68 
69 

69 

71 

cxvni 
cxix 

cxix 

CXX 

CXXII 

cxxvm 

p. 

p . 

p . 

p . 

p . 

p . 

71 

72 

73 

73 

75 

81 

last line of the record the date year 
read 40 — in place of 40 
Line 2 of the record add Lichchhavi 
Kulaketu after king 
line 8 add Paura (inhabitants of a 
town) 
line 3 add Saila in the vacant space 
line 15, read .within brackets 
Tandostbala in place of Tando's 
line 16 of the record, read §aphana 
for Khaphna 
line 10 of the record add after 
throne the expression within brac
kets (Simhasanadhyasi Kulaketu) 
last line read Visnu for Jisnu 
line 1 add Nepala bhubhuji after 
Nepal 
last line, add seek after they 
line 1 of the record add after 
Secretary General the expression 
(raahapratihara) within brackets 
line 14 of the record add Bh before 
Md 
line 26, read Sivagaldevakula for 
Sivakula 
line 33 add PriyajTva after Kumara-
matya 
line 1 of the record, read kr§na for 
Sukla 
line 3 of the record read Pbh for 
Pm Bh 

line 15, add interior and before 
justice 
line 3 of the record add within 
brackets Bh Md before king 
line 29 add within brackets Chdndala 
after pariahs 
line 17, read Sres^hidul for 
Sresthadul and Pritubrumadhyamali 
for Priti etc. 
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Ins. n. CXXXII P. 82 line 2 of the record add within 
brackets Pbh Md after kings 
last line of the page, add samuchita-
taddeya bhagabhogakarahi ranyadi 
sarva pratyayani 

CXXXIV P. 85 line 9, add dhiraja after Maharaja 
CXXXV P. 85 line 8 of the record add . . . . 

(hirar^yadi pratyaya) within brackets 
CXXXVI P. 87 line 1 add Sajfiake after Satvauma-

lamba 
line 10 read Davakofta for 
Daba kotta 

CXL P. 89 line 4 of the record read Yupa for 
Yupa 

Note: The diacritical marks are avoided in the introduc
tory portion of the inscriptions and their titles. They, 
however, occur exceptionally and inadvertently in the inscrip
tions of Budhanllakantha (n. LIX) and Dhapasi (n. LXIV) 
and some others. 
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